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ABSTRACT 

This document reconstructs the history of the LEAA's High Impact 
Anti-Crime Program in Atlanta and represents one element of an overall, 
eight-city, program history. The effort is being undertaken .by the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice and The 
NITRE Corporation as part of a nation-wide evaluation of the High 
Impact Antio-Crime Program presently in operation. The documeqt pro
vides a narrative of key issues, events and decisions which shaped the 
program in Atlanta. 
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Scope and Purpose dies describing key events 
1hi5 is one among a,s:ries of case stu d in each of the eight 

d dec~slons which were ma e rse of the High 
1ich took place an , D. C. during the co~ Adminis-

WI , ' s and in Washlngton , f nt ASslstance 
Impact clt~e , Pro ram of the Law En orceme iewing the program 
Impact Anti-Crlme tug dies together with a repor

s
t vf the national-level 

. The case s, '5e Task 0 " 1 tratlon • ective \vi11 comprL d to help answer t 1e 
fromlU:t~~~i~~a~h~e~:~~ct pr~gramb; :he~/~~ei~~~~~~al_level evaluation 
eva < , 1 . 1 form the aSlS 
three questlons WIlel 

effort, namely: 
, > and implementation 

ened - in terms of plannlng. ar e cities with 
\\1hat happ h LEA<\ provided elght 1 g, Hie 
processes - when tend guidanc.e on cXlme-spec 

. l't-icant sum of money a a 5lgn . ? 
planning and evaluatlon , 

h kay factors which Uhat \Vere t e ~ , ms 
of the program In ter success 

, omoted or inhibited the 
pr I all of the program s over<-

goals? 
'. be drawn fronl the record 

<lI \<./hat meaningful con.clusl~n~h~a~verall evaluation effort? 
of the Impact program an , 

l evel rather than pro]ect-
f n key program-, ' . h e 

This case study ocuses 0 . f 'pc~ial emphas ls er. 
level events. The word "key" is de~e::~~~ ~s : d~y-by-day chronology 
In n~'way does this report pretendd~scribe those decisions a~d events 
of events; rather, it at:em~tf~ tOt during t'r~2 time period whlch has 

d most s~gnl lcan 
\oJ'hich have 8eeme 1 ct program was begun. 
passed since the Atlanta mpa 

Rese~rch Procedures for the Histor 
(;eneral ~ 

f the n ain agencies of the Impact ~ro-
Visits ~vere made to each 0, 'f h LEAA the State Plannlng 

ram structure - the Regio~al ~fflce 0 ~sethe C~ime Analysis Team
Xgency, and the city Organlza: lon ~~~~ask. The files of each ~gency 
to obtain information rele~ant ~o orrespondence concerning meetlng~ . 
wete searched, and memoran a an ~ achieved or problems encountere. In 

l'leld decisions made, and progresl ted Documents were also obtalned 
, am were se ec . h LEAA 

the course of the progr W h' gton headquarters of t e . 
from relevant offices of the as In 

. members of the Impact program bu-
Interviews were held wlth key one of two techniques was 

reaucracy. Depending upon the ~~:~~~~~~~~d interview schedule ~ad.been 
used. In the first case, a seml , dent a chronological descrlptlOn 
constructed to obtain from the respon ' 
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of Impact program events. The questions also include~ certain func
tional areas such as "interagency coordination" which encompass a con
tinuous series of discrete events and seemed likely to be' best captured 
in summary, rather than chronological, form. In some cases, the inter
view schedule was followed quite closely. 

In other cases, the interview was begun with a few background 
questions about functional areas, such as the organization of the CAT, 
and led up to a request that the respondent recreate for the inter
viewer the history of the program as he himself kne~v it or had heard 
it from others. The respondent was asked, in effect, to place himself 
back in time to when he first joined the pr0gram and tell how events 
seemed to him as they unfolded. The role of the intervie,ver ~vas to use 
his basic knowledge of the program to keep the narrative on a chrono
logical track and occasionally to ask the respondent to amplify or 
explain. a statement. When the narrative was finished, the interviewer 
would ask a few questions to fill in gaps ,vhich seemed immediately 
apparent. 

Several rules have been followed in the presentation of the find
ings of this study. Information derived from written records has been 
attributed to its source. However, in the interesta of confidentiality, 
the sources of quotations drawn from interviews have not been cited. 
Finally, since the personal identities of the actors are less important 
than their institutional positions, they are identified, wherever pos
sible, by their organizational titles rather than by name. 

Limitations of the Study 

The limitations of the case method are well kno\Vn. In terms of 
the most generally accepted paradigm of social science research, the 
case method is open to the charges that it deals with the specific 
rather than the general, is descriptive rather than analytic, and 
leaves so much to the discretion and judgment of the researcher that 
validation qf the data and replication of the study are impossible. 

Th~re are more specific problems with this particular study which 
must be recognized. The validity of the information acquired through 
interviews is open to question because they were conducted at least 
eighteen months after the program began and the recollections of the 
respondents may not always have been relia'ble. On the other hand, too 
little time may have elapsed before the interviews were conducted. 
The program was in full operation while the study was being carried 
out. After an evaluator has come and gone, the participants in a 
program still need to carryon with very real personal and political 
relationships to accomplish their jobs. Thus, some of the respondents 
may have perceived certain information at their disposal as sensitive 
in nature and some reservation on their part was probably inevitable. 
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In the case of written records,three problems are apparent. The 
tone and degree of selectivity of some documents led to the conclusion 
that they had as their purpose not only the recording of the lIfacts" 
but also the providing of a rationale for a past or future decision. 
Moreover, some documents were not strictly con.temporaneous but rather 
constituted written summaries of prior events. Thus, the passage of 
time may well have affected the emphases of the writer. Finally, it is 
probably a condition of bureaucratic life that the more routine and non
problematic the events, the fewer the memoranda and letters generated 
by the actors. When conflicts arise and issues are drawn, the formal 
and informal communications among those responsible for a program will 
normally increase. Thus) available re~ords are more likely to reflect 
"problems" or management crises about which decisions are difficult and 
which tend to be forced upon the organizational hierarchy and thereby 
generate even more paperwork. The danger here is that the researcher 
would conclude that a particular program was characterized solely by 
one problem after another. Yet, there is a routine "evervday life" in 
any human activity, political and otherwise, which is no less real and 
important than are conflict and crises. 

The Utility of the Case Method 

In many ways, however, the very characteristics of the method w'hich 
w~aken it serve as its strengths. While the following report is long 
on description and short on analysis, its level of detail should be 
sufficient to permit the reader to draw his own conclusions from what 
is here presented rather than force him to accept solely the frame of 
refere4ce of the writers. The study attempts to deal with social and 
political life on its own terms. To a large extent, the participants 
were taken at their own written or spoken words. Their definitions of 
reality, their statements of probleuls, their qualitative judgments, 
were reported but not to any significant degree analyzed for their 
"objective" validity. Eventually, the findings of the case studies 
will be synthesized and analyzed for their overall significance. In 
the meantime, it is hoped that the events described in each of the 
studies can usefully speak for themselves. 
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EXECUTIVE SUI-lMARY 

The selection of Atlanta, a city not listed among the 3R first 
given eonsideration for inclusion in the 'LEAA's High Impact Anti-Crimr· 
Program, was a bitterly contested decision ~"hich resulted in a civil 
action bejng brought against the LEM on behalf of Niami, Florida, 
another eligible city located within the g(~ographic area nnde'\" the ovpr
sight of the Region IV Office of the LEM. In a subs('quent motion to 
dismiss the action brought against it~ the LEAA presented a full com
plement of data to indicate that its choice (If Atlanta over Miami had 
been the product of considerable analysis and had not been arrived at 
in either an arbitrary or capricious manner. 

Very shortly after the public announcement of Atlanta's selection 
as an Impact city, there developed a misunderstanding over the defini
tion of the roles and responsibilities of the various levels of govern
ment involved in the administration of the Impact program. The major 
dimensions 8round which the role issue revolved ~vere four in number and 
are ,~ated as follows: 

(1) 

(:3) 

\"hether the mayor had the primary authority to determine 
how Impact funds would be spent; 

';.Jhether Fulton County, in particular, would have a formal 
role in the Impact decision-making structure; 

whether the role of the state was to revie,,r individual 
Impnct plans and projects on the basis of their merits 
or merely to ensure their compatibility with the state's 
comprehensive criminal justice plan; and 

(4) ,,rhether the Region IV Office or the Hashington Office 
of the LEAA would have the primary responsibility for 
resolving these conflicts, 

Despite numerous communications among policy-level )fficials in
volved in the Atlanta Impact program, the issue of "who [lad the power 
to do ~"hat" was left unresolved for some time. Clearly, some of the 
problems which developed in the early months of the Atlanta program 
were due to the dynamics of interpersonal relationships. Moreover, 
there were "objective ll circumstances in the environment of Impact pro
gram planners ~~lich increased the probability that individual personality 
characteristics would have some effect UpO'1. the management of the pro
gram. The major contributory circumstances ~"ere three in number and 
may be stated as follows: First, the Impact program was unprecedented 
in form and content. Second, Impact was an action-oriented, demonstra
tion program; the planning process had an emergency quality to it and 
time was in too short supply. Finally, Impact ~"as viewed as having 
been formulated in a highly non-structured context. Thus, key Impact 
participants found themselves in a totally unfamiliar setting in which 

xi 
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they could not depend upon prior experience or institutional norms to 
define their individual roles. 

It was precisely due to the problems just enumerated that the 
Region IV Administrator of the LEAA found it necessary to ~ake a series 
of key policy decisions, by August 15, 1972, to salvage the Atlanta 
Impact effort, at that time floundering because of "differences of 
approach, communications problems and hostilities at all levels. 1I 

Huch of the early Atlanta Impact difficulty centered on the locus 
of the Crime Analysis Team. As originally constituted within the 
Atlanta Regional Commission's organizational structure, the CAT ~'1as to 
have responsibility for developing, administering, evaluating and 
coordinating Atlanta's Impact program. As such, it was agreed that 
the CAT would be a distinct e.ntity within the ARC structure. This 
agreement, in the view of the Regional Office of the LEAA, was never 
adequately adhered to by the ARC. By the end of the first two years 
of the Atlanta program, the ARC-CAT had lost much of its credibility 
because of "inadequate vlOrk" being done and lIinformation [being] ~'1ith

held" and an inability to trace accountability to anyone individual 
in the ARC structure. This dissatisfaction led to a move, during July 
1974, to transfer the CAT functions \'1holly to the City of Atlanta. 
This transfer was accomplished as of January 1, 1975. 

Under Impact, Atlanta implemented 22 projects and received LEAA 
funds totalling $18,049,471. The police, only criminal justice system 
component over which the city maintains sale jurisdiction, received 
mvards amounting to $11,325,213 or 63 percent. Juvenile and adult cor
rections received $5,175,151 or 28 percent of all a~varded funds. 
Atlanta's five planning grants amounted to $1,192,379 or seven' percent 
of the total Impact awards. This means that Atlanta expended less than 
two percent of Impact monies on proj ect.: which the city functionally 
classified as either courts ($135,585) or the community ($220,643). 

One of the areas where the Atlanta program received consistently 
good marks from all governmental levels revie,ving the Crime Analysis 
Team's efforts was that of evaluation. The Georgia Institute of 
Technology performed all of the project-level evaluation work done by 
Atlanta until June 1975 when the second of its two evaluati,'n contracts 
expired. The decision to contract for rather than develop an in-house 
evaluation capability was made by the ARC because of its perception 
of the nature of its commitment to Impact (i.e" a short-term, one
time commitment to a program which would be pnased out after a three
year period), 

On October 30, 1974 the Crime Analysis Team was incorporated into 
the City of Atlanta governmental structure by Special Ordinance. The 
new CAT, housed in the Office of the Hayor, was to serve the chief 
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~dmi~istrative offiCials and the Cit 
~ustJ.ce planning and evaluation 'tY Council as an omnibus criminal 
~~ ~brii 1975, and as presently ~:~S~it~~:dn~w T~~m became fully staffed 

e argest Crime Analysis Team . ~s staff members makin 
Impact cities. The new a enc h curre~tlY,J.n eXistence across' the g 
fledged staff to the Crim~nalYJ as ,been J.nst1tutionalized as a full 

ust1ce Coordinating Council. 

, ,As this program history is brou h 
CAT 1S bustling with activity d g t to a conclusion, the Atlanta 
the SPA/RO appear to be markedl

an
. relationships between the CAT and 

~ucc~ssfully institutionalized ~h~~p~~ved. Atlanta, although haVing 
]Ust1ce planning and evaluation cap b'l~res~ntly the largest criminal 
gram, faces yet another problem T~ 1 ~ty 1n th2 entire Impact pro
Atlanta dj.d not become operatio~al e ~lnal Impact proj ects awarded in 
ects, according to the CAT directorUn~l~ August 1975 and those proj
~~l ~he money by the September 1976'cu;~ii Come ~owhere near spending 
ta~10ns are now underway with the LEAA date. Consequently, nego-

W10 ly for the purpose of expenditure. to extend the cutoff date, 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The High Impact Anti-Crime Program 

The High Impact Anti-Crime Program, 'announced by the Law Enforce

ment Assistance Administration (LEAA) in January 1972, represented a 

noticeable departure from prior agency policy in at least two ways. 

First, previous LEAA programs had generally been directed toward im

provement of the criminal justice system. Grant monies had been spent 

mainly on modernizing equipment, training personnel and refining the 

operational techniques of criminal justice agencies. The Impact pro

gram defined its goals in terms of crime rather than of the criminal 

justice system. It had dual purposes: the reduction of stranger-to

stranger crime and burglary in the Impact cities by 5 percent in two 

years and 20 percent in five years, and the demonstration of the utility 

of the comprehensive crime-oriented planning, implementation and evalua

tion process. This process includes an analysis of the victims, offend

ers, and environment of the Impact target crimes; an elaboration of the 

cities' crime problems in quantified terms; the development of a set of 

programs and projects to address them; and the evaluation of the effec

tiveness of the projects and programs implemented. Second, the program 

represented a marked change in the character of the administration of 

LEAA discretionary funds which previously had been parceled out in small 

amounts but would now be concentrated largely in a single program thrust. 

The Impact program ~.,as carried out in the cities of Atlanta, 

Baltimore, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Newark, Portland (Oregon), and 

St. Louis. The criteria for their selection were as follows: 

(a) Since it was assumed that the funds available would have 
little measurable effect upon the largest cities and 
because the target crimes were less frequent in cities 
with populations below 250,000, only cities with popula
tions between 250,000 and 1,000,000 were considered for 
inclusion in the program. 

(b) The ov.eral1 crime rate and statistics for robbery and 
burglary of each city in this population category were 
examined. 
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(c) To assure geographic distribution no more than one city 
was to be selected for each LEAA region. 

(d) In those regions where the above criteria resulted in 
more than one eligible city, the final selection was 
1- 'ed on an assessment of the city's ability to manage 

~ program. 

Time would show that each of the eight Impact cities would respond 

in its own way to the policy guidelines established by the LEAA for the 

management of the program. However, there \vere a number of activities 

which were expected of all the cities and these serve as a convenient 

means to organize their program histories. Each city was expected to: 

(a) Distribute and analyze a questionnaire which had been 
devised by the National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice to provide a basic store of infor
mation upon which to build its crime-oriented plan. 

(b) Establish a Crime Analysis Team (CAT) as the organiza
tional mechanism for the coordination of the planning, 
monitoring, and evaluation of the Impact program. 

(c) Develop an application for the funds made available by 
the National Institute to carry out the planning and 
evaluation functions. The application was to include 
a "plan of operation" for the CAT which would describe 
how it intended to develop a master plan and organize 
its evaluation function. 

(d) Gather data for and carry out program evaluation at the 
local level. 

(e) Develop a master plan for the program within a crime
oriented planning framework. 

(f) Coordinate the development of projects, monitor their 
implementation, and evaluate their effectiveness. 

In a policy sense, decision-making authority was to be shared by 

the appropriate representatives of the President of the United States, 

the Governor of the state, and the mayor of the city. The Regional 

Administrator, the SPA director, and the CAT director or the mayor 

were personally to form a "partnership" responsible for program policy 

in their Impact city. A "Policy Decision Group" composed of three 
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high-level ff' 
o~cials in the LEM Washington 

to oversee tl headquarters would servn 1e consistency f h ~ 
o t e program nationally. 

At the operational level the de ' , 
, C1SIon-making . 

concerned with th I apparatus directly 
e mpact program included h, , . ~ 

(CAT), the State PI ' t e Cnme Analysis Team 
ann~ng Agency (SPA) d 

the LEAA. The act I I ,an the Regional Office (RO) of 
ua ro es of each would 

The SPA's r' i vary in style and substance. 
o~"e n discretionary grant r 

conduit f P ograms had been 
or grant funds f h to serve as a 

local agencies and 
rom t e Regional Office to 

They could not, as 
as a financial . 

mon~tor. 

grant proposals. Under it were, veto d' 
~scretionary 

the Impact program, many SPAs would be ask d 
assume a role in the decision- k' e to 
more :,ctive and 'fl ' rna ~ng process that \vould prove to be 

1n uent~al than had t d' . 
the d". ' ra 1t~onal1y been 

. ~sCret1onary grant program. 
LEAA had been 

the case under 
Finally, the R ' eglonal Office of the 

delegated the final authority to approve Impact plans 

Initially, the Atlanta Regional Co ' , 
I mmlsS~on (ARC) t Ie locus for the C ' Was designated as 

,rIme AnalYsis Team d 
t '1 . an 'vould cont1" un 1. ,Tune 1974. The AR nue 1n that role 

f " C had been es tab lished in 1971 
our eXIst1ng local planning 

sible for co h . 

and combined 
units into an "umbrella" 

agency respon-. mpre enS1ve regional pIa ' , . nn~ng 1n a v ' In the field f " arlety of program areas. 

for carrying 
o cr~m1nal justice th AR 

out region~l pI . ' e C was responsible 
ann~ng for the LEAA's block 

of 1974, when th A 1 grant program. By the summer 
, e t anta program would be 

t10n a cr' , in its third year of Opera-
, ~s~s would develop relative 

fUnction in Atlanta. to the continuation of the CAT 
This criSis 1 th T wou d be resolved by the 

e earn to the Mayor's Off' , . transfer of 
~ce as a c~ty a6ency, 

COdp~ration am h 
ong t e key actors involved (i 

the R . 1 . e., 
eg10na Administrator of the LEAA 

d b ' and the 
an Y the successful ' 

1nstitutionalization of a 
Analysis Team, 
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the Mayor of Atlanta 
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RO and SPA coordinators) 
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At the .t.te level, the organlzati~al tl.i. of ,h. SPA I. the 

",-orgia State Crime Commission. While the 2.ommi •• lon' s role m 19h' 

••• lly have b.en l~ited to ~. provision of overall polic, Ou.dDnc
e 

to its profe.siooal staff through its executive director, th,s "as Dot 

the cDS. for at l.aRC tWO r"asons. First, when Impa.t began, the 

ehair
mao 

of the (oromiss ion also served as executive director of a 

!,owe-rfol dtizens group, called the Ne.ropnlitan Atlanta commis.
ion 

on 

Crime aDd Juvpnile Delinquency, and he would opt to take an active, 

personal ro!. iu the early roanagement of Atlanta'S Impact program. 

And s.coud, the Cnmmi~sion, prinelpally through it" current executive 

Mrect
nr 

and impact coordinator, would take its Impact responsibili':cS 

W' ry serlously, performing de tn i1 cd monitoriog reviews, and a 1 ten 

noied [ng proffered ideas for funding when these did not meet with the 

agn-
pd 

pro granun
a 
tic framework for [mpact. The SPA'" voice, hm.,ev.

r
, 

l'ollld have heen effectively muted hncl tlwre not been backing for its 

""ronunc-ndatl"ns at the Regional Off ice level. This would result in a 

vastly more "",lve Impact role for the SPA than occurred in the city 

I"",,grams w
h

9
re 

the state rol -,dS basically fiscal monitoring and tho 

nearly automatiC certificat· on of I!;rants for approval. 

1 .2 Tll('~~~DL~2'_t __ g~~lE!~t_a3~'~.s.!.-.Er..~~11! 
Throughout thE: 1960s, Atlanta was successful in cultivating all 

I iOn"" both n" a thriving commercial center 01 unl imll
ed 

opportunity 

auu as a cummunity with a progressive, pragroati" ye-eord in race rela-

tions. Thes. phenomena appear to have been at leoaBt partially related 

to the manner in which the city allegedly made pobHc policy decisions. 

Atlanta had served as the basis for "Regional City" in the study by 

1"1 "yd Hunter whid' had made the term "powp r 8t rue ture" br ie [Iy respe,,

t.1hle In the mainstream of orthodoxy in the social sciences. Although 

the concept would eventually be discredited by ;;,any academicians, 

there ,vere residents of Atlanta--especially those who would have 

been participants in such a system--who remained ccnvinced that the 

4 

decisions which counted were indeed within 
rather than the the province of the few 

many. Thus, former M 
ber how it wa" ayor Ivan Allen, Jr., s In the slxties: could remem-

We were the presidents of the' , 
the ~tlanta headquartered indu

flV
: ~a]~r banks, the heads of 

presldents of the th ,strleo llke Coca-Col3 th f ree utlliti h ' , e ~u: top r~tail establishments e~h t e heads of the three or 
nntlonal flrm branches in th S' e managers of the leading e outheast 
Banker Mills Lane got the .... ~ for m ng ... anker Ed Smith made it poss;ble stadium ?roject rolli b 
understood by the public y second bond issue t b 
Coca-Cola endorsed with and passed. Robert Woouruf~ o~ 
fund-raising drive to anonymous gifts nearly every crit' I 
made E come up bank P 'd lca conomic Opportunity Atl'" reSl ent Billy Sterne 
program in America ... departme:~ta the strongest anti-poverty 
spear-headed attempts at 'd store executive Dick Rich rapl transit 
In every case, all I h d .... 
a need 1 a to do ~vas sug t , ' asc a member of the II "ges that Atlanta had 
lt, and merely sit back d p~wer structure to look afte 
,:,e ~ere sincerely libera~n is w:~t until it ,;as done ... wheth:r 
ln tlanta because we ~vere real~~~~~:~~)tial. We succeeded 

As Atlanta t en ered the 1970s h 

to h 

' owever, the sl'tuatl'on 
c ange. F h would b ' or t e first time bl k egln 

ment f ' ac s would comprise th I 
o the population, and almost' d' e argest seg-

, , lmme lately th ff 
ma] orlty status could be fl' . , e e ect of their 

e t ln Atlanta politics. 
winning mayoral d For example, the 

can idate in the 1969 ele ' 
Atlanta's black el etlon, had successfully wooed 

ectorate. Significantl 
especially strong est bl' h' y, he was not knotvn to have 
, a lS ed tles with th b . 
ln 1973, Atlanta be ' e llS1neSS community. Then, 

came the flrst rna' mayor. Th Jor southern city to elect a black 
, e rules of the game of longer to hold (2) local decision-making seemed no 

, and if evidence of the infl 
business community upon uence of the Atlanta 

the Impact 
be hard l'ndeed to f' d program were ~o be so ht In . ug sit ,vould 

There was, however, at least 0 
environment of Atlanta which ne factor in the larger political 

seems to hav 1 d e 1a some bearl'ng upon the 
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, r in ~vhich 

The incumbent mayor t-Jas a candidate 
proRram and, its management. 

1973 was a local e1ect10n yea 

, ever-present issue. 
cr~me was an , 1972 and 1973, he pointed to 

1 t 'on At various times dur~ng for ree ec 1 • • ces to 
I f his ability to bring resour 

the Impact program as an examp eo. , ' 'th 
U,e also expressed ~mpatlence Wl 

e public uroblem. ~ 
bear upon a grav. (3) As electoral politics 
delays in the implereentation of the program. , filed to 

d by his opponents of hav1ng a 
1ntensified, he would be accuse (4) 
~ bl These circum-
act quickly enough to address the crime pro em. 

, editorial role, created by the media in the1r stances, reinforced 
pressures which did not escape the Impact program bureaucracy. 

f the Atlanta Impact program, 
In the more immediate environment 0 _ 

, system itself, there were anum 
that is) '-Tithin the criminal just1ce 

ld appear to have shaped the pro-
ber of noteworthy factors which wou 1" the only element 

in most municipa l.t1es, 
In the first place, as h 

gram. . . d' tion of the city ~vas t e 
of the system entirely within the ]url.s l.C d by 

. y,Tere carried out or share 
All other functl.ons w 

Police depaltment. , d rtment 
Second, the pollce epa 

h St te of Georgia. Fulton County and tea . 
f would assume command ln 

, the midst of change. was In 
A new chie 

d Of one observer, "run had, in the wor s March 1972. His predecessor 
, b k cket" for many years and the ne"r 

the department out of Ins ac po ". at the 

d 
'th the need to modernize the department 

chi0f would be face Wl h 

he had to develop an institutional response tO,t e . 
same time that 1 h eE 

It should also be noted that the Atlanta po l.ce c 1 

lmpact program. He held office for a 
1 Pleasure of the mayor. did not serve at tle , of 

only be removed by an extraordinary majO,rlty. 
fixed term and could 

POsl.'t"on of the police chlef 1n 
d The formal ~ 

t he BOArd of Al ermen. l't d 'tl the persona 1. Y 
gonernmental structure) ~vhen com1,)ine Wl 1 

the local v f a relatively 
incumbent, ,vas to make the police chie 

political figure as the 
and ty1e of the 
independent and occasionally controversial 

b .. carried out. Impact program ,vas el.ng 
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The prior personal and ?olLtical relationships of those involved 

in the management of the Atlanta Impact program also had no small 

effect upon its management. For example, the executive director of 

the Atlanta Regional Commission and the chairman of the State Crime 

Commission (Sec) were said to have had a history of personal and 

political conflict. When the Impact program began in Atlanta, the SCC 

chairman had only recently failed to obtain an expected appointment to 

an ARC criminal justice advisory body. The expressed reason was that 

for the latter official to serve in an advisory capacity at this point 

in the decision-making process while continuing to maintain final 

authority over LEAA block grant plans and programs in his office as 

chairman of the State Crime Commission, appeared to constitute a con

flict of interest. The relationship between the two officials was 

not improved by this decision, however. Those interviewed believed 

that there also existed a certain institutional and professional 

rivalry bet,yeen the t'ivO agencies. One local observer suggested that 

such a problem is common in the relationship betw~en any regional 

agency--which is likely to see itself as "closer" to local problems-

with a state agency. A further conflict existed between the City of 

Atlanta and Fulton County, which were said to have a tradition of 

political conflict; recent efforts by the city to annex portions of 

the county had only added to the atmosphere of city/county hostility. 

In sum, linkaaes betweerr the larger socie-economic and political 

environment and the shape and direction of the Atlanta Impact program 

were not immediately apparent. This is to say that the larger social 

and political cleavages 'iyhich divided the community as a whole were 

not obviously reflected in the policy and ;,Jrogram choices of the 

Impact program bureaucracy. In the main, the political conflicts 

which underlay the program in Atlanta were fought out within a more 

narrow framework. The heavy involvement of the county and state, the 

history of city/county conflict, the absence of a single author:Ltative 
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. . al justice system function carried out 
focal point for the one crlmln . . 

. 'tself and the problematic relatlonsh1ps 
in its entirety by the Clty 1 ) , . 

" d the State Crime CommlSS1on , 
between the Atlanta Regional CommlS s1on an 

t.O make t he politics of the Atlanta Impact program the 
all combined 
politiCS of inter-governmental relations. 

8 

2.0 THE PROGRAM BEGINS 

2.1 Atlanta is Selected 

Atlanta, the eventual Impal2t city choice for Region IV, \.,rtlS not 

listed among the 38 cities given prime consideration for the High 

Impact Anti-C;:-ime Program. As Table I demonstrates, Miami, Jacksonvillp, 

and Tampa, three Florida cities also nominated as posl~ible Impact 

choices, along with three other Region IV cities (i.e., Louisville, 

Kentucky, Birmingham, Alabama and Memphis, Tennessee) can all be found 

among the 38, with Miami having a total Index crime rate ranking of 7, 

placing it ahead of all other final Impact selections except Newark, 

St. Louis and Denver. Despite Atlanta's absence from the list, LEAA 

headquarters, by December 1971, had narrowed the field (in Region IV) 

to Atlanta and Miami. A month earlier. the director of the LEAA' s 

statistics division had suggested a choice between Atlanta and Tampa. 

He perceived Miami, despite its having satisfied the Impact crime rate 

requirements, as a less than good choice for two reasons. First, he 

believed that Miami's metropolitan governmental structure would make 

it politically difficult to limit the Impact program to the city 

proper. Second, h~ believed that implementation of the program in 

Hiami ,.;rould require funding the Hiami Beach and Dade County police as 

Wl~l1 as the Niami municipal police. (5) The Regional Adminj strator, 

though, on November 23, "strongly recommended ll against Tampa and sug

gested that Jacksonville or Htami become the Region IV chOlet!. 

Regarding Miami, the RA stated his belief that his office could over-' 

come both the political and administrative impediments in Niami fore

se.en by the LEAA headquarters. Washington 1 s response was to rule out 

Jacksonviile, ostensibly because of its relatively low ranking on the 

robbery and burglary selection criteria and to recommend that "if we 

do not go with Atlanta, still the first choice •.. we should go along 

with Miami." (6) 

The task of the Regional Office now was to make exploratory visits 

to both cities to ascertain their willingness and ability to administer 
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TABLE I -l.' 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR IMPACT CITIES 

TOTAL INDEX ROBBERY BURGLARY POPULATION 
CRIl1E RA1'E RA'fE. RANK 

CITY AND STATE RATE RANK R.Al.'lK RANK 

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY (21"~) 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA(9) 
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA (9) 
WASnIliGToN, D. C. (3) 
ST. LOUIS, HISSOURI (7) 
DENVER, COLORADO(8) 
HIA}lI, FLORIDA (4) 
BALTIHORE, MARYLAND (3) 
POI{TLAND, OREGON(10) 

I 
HOSTON, HASSACHUSETTS (1) 
RICHNOND, VIRGINIA(3) 
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIA...'lA(6) 

I CLEVELAND, OHIO (5) 
DALLAS, TEXAS(6) 
SEATTLE, HASHINGTON(10) 
KANSAS CITY, HISSOURI (7) 
PITTSBUHGll, PENNSYLVANIA (3) 
LOl,TSVILLE, KENTUCKY (4) 

] NINNEAPOLIS , NINNESOTA (5) 
I TANPA, FLORIDA(4) 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA(9) 
HONOLULU, lIAHAII(9) 
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA(3) 
.JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA (If) 
ST. PAUL, NINNESOTA(5) 
AKRON, OHIO(S) 
(\lI.L;~1BUS, uHIO (5) 
SACnAHEtlTn, CALIFORNIA (9) 
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA (9) 
BIHHINGHAH, ALABAMA(4) 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS(C,) 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS(6) 
TlTLSA, OKLAHONA(6) 
O}~fk\, NEBRASKA(7) 
NEMPHIS, TENNESSEE (4) 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA (9) 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA(5) 
tHLV1AllKEE, IHSCONSIN(S) 

1 
2 
:3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
R 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Ib 
19 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

2 
6 
8 
1 
4 

15 
5 
3 

13 
11. 
19 

9 
I 

20 
16 
10 
12 
18 
14 
24 
29 
36 
'F) 
'--

25 
17 
27 
23 
31 
21 
37 
32 
28 
35 
30 
33 
34 
26 
38 

:3 
7 
1 

2 
5 
9 

18 
III 
2b 

H 

20 
32 
L2 

6 
13 
26 
29 
16 
14 
11 
17 
n 
15 
19 
30 

31 
23 
21 
14 
36 
33 
37 
35 
38 

24 
7 

25 
3 

12 
19 
28 

1 
23 
10 
38 
13 

') 

Ib 
20 
If! 
26 
21 
34 
Itt 
:31 
3b 
17 
32 
3', 
1.'> 
'}7 
)'0 

.13 
q 

,) ) .. ~ 
29 
30 
11 

8 
If 
6 

• • r T" ' CRIME RATE, ROBBERY RATE, BURGLARY RAn: 
,,< 1970 RM,J,1M.S OF fOTAL INDEX, 00 TO 1 000 000 POPUL\TION 

A!-:!' POHIUTHlt; FOR 38 CITIES 250 ,0 " 

I'ARENTHESES. DENOTES THE LEM REGION IN HHICH EACH CITY *''<T1I1: NmmER IN . 
IS WCATED. 

STATISTICS DIVISION, LEM, SEP~El'IBF:R 1971.) 
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the Impact program. On December 21, Regional Of~ice officials met 

with the Mayor of Atlanta, the SPA direc~or, the executive director of 

the Atlanta Regional Commission, and other city and state officials to 

discuss the program. The mayor agreed that the program would be carried 

out within the framework of the state criminal justice planning system 

and that the city would make matching funds available. The mayor pro

posed that the Atlanta Regional Commission carry out the Crime Analysis 

Team functions requ;'.red by the ground rules of the program because the 

City of Atlanta did not possess the necessary planning and evaluation 

capability. BeSides, he reasoned, the ARC was already responsible for 

LEAA block grant planning for the Atlanta metropolitan region; and it 

possessed in-house resources, such as a data center, which tied in 

with the requirements of the Impact crime-oriented planning, implemen

tation and evaluation process. (7) A formal expression of interest in 

the Impact program came from the mayor to the Regional Administrator 
on December 23, 1971. (8) 

On January 7, 1972, the Regional Administrator informed the LEAA 

headquarters that a similar visit to Miami had confirmed his earlier 

belief that Miami/Dade County had the highest probability of success

fully implementing the program and that Miami was still the "over

whelming choice" of the Regional Office. He further recommended that 

the program area include all of Dade County, an alternative which had 

been ruled out a month previously by the LEAA because the county did 

not meet the statistical criteria for the selection of Impact cities 

and because of potential administrative difficulties in dealing with 

the 18 separate police agencies within the county. (9) However, the 

LEAA headquarters staff appear to have rerr3ined unconvinced that the 

prow"am could be made to work in Miami/Dade County, and the final 

list of Impact cities included Atlanta rather than Miami. (10) 
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. 1 1 eontlllUC' to bl' [-,i tterly lbe selection of Atlanta over Miam~ wau ( 

in fact, result in a civil action contested for some time, and did, 

l ' , In the suit, filee! h agal'nst the LEAA on behalf of ~~am~. being hroug t 

Court f or the Southern District of Florida, a with the U.S. District 

nonprofit corporation, called The Police Civil ~ction Association of 

Florida Tnc., requested that federal assistance to the City of Atlanta 

undr~r the Impact program be enjoined and the LEAA be ordered "to grant 

such f,mds as have been allocated 1'0-:' the LEAA Region 

, Fl 'd II The plaintiff alleged that Hiami nf Nianll , or~ a. 

IV to the City 

had been denied 

f n "arbitrary and capricious participation ~n the program because 0 a 

h IEM t gr,'lnt federal assistance to Atlanta. decision" of t (> ,. 0_ 

o,'ubsequent motion to dismiss the action brought against In its " 

LE· ,L\ ,vould proviG~ additional data tu QXP laini ts selection it, the ~~ 

and U(.)llld ask that thQ suit be dismissed, principally, of Atlanta, w _ 

because the actLon 1 1a ,. < •. ' " , 't 1 d t'lken W'3." implicit in the discretionary 

. f L I""" 'dministr'ltor Jf'rris 1ellnar, I, In part, the illlthorl,tv 0 tllon "~l.t.", . .,,',' 

. }1 . ,",ld j Liona 1 J<:i ta regarding the I.EAA statement contained the f() .O\nng .. , 

selection of Atlanta over Hiami: 

Four cities were tentativ~ly considered for federal assistance 
in LEliA Region lV: Atlanta, Niami, Tampa, and Jack~on~ill:. 
All of tin dties initially considered suffel:ed serIOUS crl.me 

- 11 ' lefined as mere than 3500 index crlInes per 100,000 
P10) ems, c, , b I ~d' 'stl"l'ion , l' A' previously announced v t 1e H mln~ < ~, , 

rOll)U at~on:t'" Sf the fou~ could be finaily selected for federal on y one Cl Y 0 - h "t 
.. , In the exercise of his discretionary aut orl Y, 

asslstance., " , f Atl nta should the Administrator determined that the l,~(y o. ~ , 
be awarded grants under the program. This determ~nat~on Has 
b~sed upon the judgement of the Adminis~rator that the progranl 
,,,,ould be most effectively implemented, If Atlanta ~",ere chosen 

' , LEAA R ' IV Several factors as the demonstration area In' eg~on . . . • " 
led to this determination. While the crime rate present,ln 
'·1', • exceeded that of Atlanta, both were confronted \V1th l'laml... , h Its of 

bl 11 terms of measurlng t e resu _ ser ious crime pro ems. . 1 , d '. ble 
the program, once implemented, Atlanta seemed ~he mor~ :s~ra 
of the two candidates. At one level of analysls, ser~ous 
crime appeared to be contained in Atlanta, proper, ,\~~er:a~ i~ 
Miami serious crime was evident not only ~n the Clty, Lu 
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surrounding communities. In effect, serious crime "spilled
over" from the metropolitan Miami area into adjacent local
ities. If crime (i.e., robbery and burglary) ~.;rere to be sub
stantially reduced in incidences, any program which addressed 
the City of Miami would also have to consider the crime prob
lems of the surrounding area •.•. Since serious crime was not 
contained within the city, federal assistance would have also 
been required for the neighboring communities: Dade COunty, 
North Miami, 'North Miami Beach, and Miami Beach. On the 
other hand, serious crime was isolated in the City of Atlanta. 
The "spill-over" effect of serious crime did not appear evi
dent in Atlanta's surrounding localities. Federal assistance 
could be concentrated on the City of Atlant.a, and the results 
of the program more easily discerned. As a demonstration 
project, the program, if implemented in Atlanta, would have 
a more visible effect, because the metropolitan crime prob
lem appeared isolated and, therefore, less subject to in
fluence by factors beyond the control of the city. Greater 
program effectiveness could be expected, as a consequence, 
in the City of Atlanta than would have been the case, had 
Miami been chosen as the grantee •.•. 

In addition, the jurisdictional capability of Atlanta's law 
enforcement system appeared greater than that of !:-1iami. 
The City of Atlanta provided the police administration for 
Fulton County, whereas no similar grant of jurisdictional 
and administrative authority appeared to be the case in 
Miami •.•• Even were there to be a serious crime problem in 
the adjacent community, Atlanta might then adequately deal 
with the contingency without the necessity of federal 
assistance for other communities, In Miami, where the 
"spill-over" effect of serious crime was evident, no such 
jurisdictional authority existed. To deal with the serious 
crime problem in Miami, other communities would have to be 
granted federal assistance. However, the Administration 
had previously announced that no more than one city would 
be selected for federal grants in anyone LEAA Region. 
Assistance could not be granted other communities, then, 
without changing the program's basic premise. Moreover, 
if more than one community or city were chosen for federal 
aSSistance, this would require increased administrative 
efforts in obtaining a coordinated and cooperative imple
mentation of the program. 

It was, therefore, the Administrator's determination that 
the City of Atlanta receive federal assistance under the 
program to "ensure the most effective implementation of 
the program," for federal aid Would then be concentrated 
"in an urban area rdth a comparatively isolated serious 
crime problem avoiding the scattered, spill-over effect II 
of the crime present in such cities as Miami •... (11) 
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I, In Bum, it appeared that the LEAA AdminiBtrator's choict' of 

M·• th pt"odtll'.t (-... f Sl)Jnt! analvsis ilnd had not been Atlanta over 1 1.am~ \.,ras e _ -' _ . 

arrived at in an arbitrary or capricious manner. 1be Florida court 

would (wentnally rule in favor of the LEAA, indicating, tuo, that the 

LEAA Administrator's decision had been made in accordance with the 1m., 

as well as the previously announced Impact program guidelines. 

2.2 The "Role Issue" Surfaces 

Very shortly after the public announcement of the selection of 

Atlanta as an Impact city, there developed a misunderstanding over the 

definition of the roles and responsibilities of the various levels of 

government involved in the 'ministration of t~he Impaet program. What 

came to be called the "n 3sue" by the Regional Office had several 

dimensions. These included, first, whether the. mayor had the primary 

. FIe t pncl tIle State of G~orgia to determine authority vis--a-v~s u ton ,oun y .• 

how Impact funds would be spent. From the mayor's point of view, the 

i.ssue was whether he possessed a "veto" power over Impact policies and 

programs. Conversely, the controversy could be stated in terms of 

Iyhether Fulton County, in particular, would have a formal role in the 

Impact dec~s~on-mat~ng s rue ur • ~ .. 1 . t t e (Atlanta -4's almost ~.;rholly in Fulton 

County; however, a small portion of the city lies within Dekalb County.) 

Another question was whether the role of the stat£:: was to review 

individual Impact plans and projects on the basis of their merits or 

merely to ensure their compatibility with the state's comprehensive 

criminal justice plan. The second issue revolved around whether the 

Regional Office or the Washington Office of the LEAA would have the 

primary responsibility for resolving these conflicts. 

the 

was 

Many of those interviewed recall that, at the very beginning of 

program, the city's role was believed to be paramount. The public 

said to believe that "the mayor had gone to Washington to get a 

big green bag full of money." Further, " ••• the city caught certain 

catchwords--\.,rithin corporate 1 Lmits, 20 million dollars, reduce crime, 
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and then inferred it was 'our' program. The mayor thought he was the 

boss." Again, IIThere was a lot of public~ty about the program and an 

immediate hassle. The mayor said it was the city's money .... " The 

mayor, in effE~ct, imagined that he ~.,rould receive a check for $20 million 
"payable '.:0 (himself).,,(12) 

One of those interviewed suggested that this impreSSion came about 

because the mayor attenJed only the promotional session announcing the 

program where little was said about its detailed implementation. As a 

result, "he came away with the impreSSion that the citles were getting 

$20 million each .... Only later did he understand there were guidelin(;s 

and restrictions. This led to some disillusionment." 

A second explanation would refer to some "misimpressions" that 

had been made at the time of tl~e announcement because "the announce

ment ~.,ras m..:de prior to all details being worked out and Some top-level 

federal statements concerning the program were inaccurate." One such 

misunderstanding was the mayor's belief that "the city government 

would receive all the program funds and spend them completely as the 
city thought.,fit.,,(13) 

A third factor may have been the play given the program by the 

Atlanta press. One- respondent suggested that "the press played a big 

role in giving the impression that the mayor had $20 million to do 

whatever he wanted with. The mayor thought he had a God-given right 

to it. The paperwork ,vas purely incidental. II One ci rcumstance, in 

particular, appears to have contributed mightily to the media's belief 

that Impact was the "mayor's program." This was the extent to which 

the mayor pointed to the importance of his own intervention in the 

Impact city selection process. The press package released by the 

Office of the Mayor on the day the Impact program was offiCially 
launched claimed that: 
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month-and-a-half ago, Atlanta 
In the initial announcement ,a t be considered. This 

, 1 d d' the citles "0 "h was not lnc 11 e In, from the ;-layor' s Office to t e 
prompted an energetlc "appe~~Sideration. In addition, sup
local office of LEAA for c Atl nta Regional Commission and 
port was obtained from the ,a, on Crime and Juvenile 
the Metropolitan Atlanta ComrnlS s10n 

Delinquency. 
, been elected president of the 

Nayor Hassell, who h~d,Just ersonally urged that Atlanta 
National League,of,Cltles'that this city was in a uniq~e 
be included, pOlntlng out , roblem which is commr,<1.:l 

, , ' h ving a crlme p, " 
posltlon--not ln a 'h' g recently made a SOlld 

b eas--but In aVln 
to all ur an ar d' the city's law enforcement. 
commitment to upgra lng 

This theme ~.;ras picked up by the media. 

noted a week later: 

As a television editorial 

credit for going after and 
Mayor Massell deserves great written off in the 
get.ting the money after Atl~nta was that will be applied 
early phases of this feder~ h~~~~~~ convincing evidence 
in eight cities. He gave as d' g crime and came 

, ious about re uCln , 
that the city 1~ s:r , f deral funds to be spent over 
home with $20 mlillon 1n e 
the next two years. (14) 

h yor's conclusion that 
The record 'would not seem to support t e rna 

ff t upon the selec
tations had a significant e. ec 

his personal represen , con-
, d Atlanta was under serl0US As already d1SCusse, " 

tion process. f several weeks 
LEAA 's Washington headquarters or 

sideration by the in 
f th program to the press by the LEAA 

before the initial mention o· e 
the impression that Atlanta owed 

late November 1971. Nevertheless, 
h personal influence of the mayor 

as an Impact city to t e its selection 1 
credence by the loca 

d T,Jould continue to be given would remain an , 
media until as late as September 1972. 

believe that the city or he personally 
1;vhile the mayor appeared to 

setting the direction of the responsible for would be principally 

Impact program, the commissioners of 
Fulton County believed that the 
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make-up of the local criminal justice system required the county to 

playa substantial role in Impact program,policy-making. Their posi

tion would later be expressed to the National Association of Conntion 

when that organization formally protested to the LEAA Administr~tor 

the lack of involvement by counties in the planning and implementation 

of the Impact program. The county commissioners were "proud" of 

Atlanta's selection but "gravely concerned that Fulton County was not 

from the beginning included in the preliminary consideration or desig

nated as a full and active partner in the program. Fulton County has 

always played and Will continue to play, a major role in Atlanta's 

criminal justice system." The commission chairman went on to say, 

"Generally speaking, it is appalling to note how little consideration 

is given to counties by the federal government. Federal funds are 

always channeled to the cities to assist them in resolving their prob

lems. rr (15) This position was reinforced by the comments of an ARC 

respondent who said, "The mistake in Washington is that they talk 

about 'cities' and not 'urban areas. I They forget that, in the South 

and West, counties are a very strong force constitutionally." 

Although a formal statement from the Administrator of the LEAA, 

giving his Regional Administrators "primary cognizance" over the 

administration of the Impact program, would not be issued until 

February, the Regional Offices had already been given the authority 

to determine how the Impact program within their regions should be 

structured. At a December 23, 1971 meeting of Regional Administrators 

and the LEAA headquarters staff which included the LEAA Administrator, 

it was decided that "responsibility and authority for implementation, 

awards and grantee relations ... are vested ~n the Regional Administra

tors .... " The ROs, SPAs and cities would be responsible for "struc

turing the program." However, because there was "a great diversity of 

talent, stability and organization," it was understood that approaches 

~.;rould "differ among the cities." A discussion of "operations strategy" 
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resulted in the conclusion that "diversity is the premise, flexibility 

the general guide, within the announced goal.
II

(16) While overall 

"review and policy control" would be maintained in the LEAA's Policy 

Decision Group, the Regional Administrator in Atlanta appears to have 

believed that the rules of the game were such that he would be given 

the time and authority to work out a long-term solution to the grmving 

inter-governmental political problems in Atlanta. 

The Regional Administrator's strategy was based on the premise 

that the successful implementation of the Impact program in Atlanta 

would require the close cooperation of Fulton County and its formal 

participation in the Impact program structure) because many Impact 

proj edS would, in all probabilitY, be carried out by county agencies 

and because traditional animosities between the city and county could, 

if not properly handled, seriously jeopardize the viability of the 

program. Thus, on January 24, the Regional Administrator addressed 

a letter to the mayol~ \vhich, as he informed Hashin~ton headquarters, 

(',lme about as a result of a IImisunderstanding of relative roles in 

the Impact city program." On its face, the communication appears to 

be a formal letter of congratulations from the Regional Administrator 

to the mayor on the occasion of the city's selection as an Impact 

d ty and an outl ine of the steps which would be taken next to begin 

tn implement the program. However, it seems significant that the very 

first step would be for the mayor to meet with the chairman of the 

Fulton County Commission "to lay the basis for the extensive staff 

work (which would) be necessary to create the •• ,focal point for the 

crime analysis and evaluation ••• " within the Atlanta Regional Commis

sion .. Furthermore, after reminding the ma;or that the State Planning 

Agency would subgrant and monitor all Impact grants, the Regional 

Administrator noted that Atlanta's selection for this "partnership 

effort" had been based upon the mayor's "recognition that the Atlanta 

police Department's improvement alone (would not) result in a signifi

cant crime reduction. As we all know, there are other units of the 
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system involved in impactin ' , g cr~me and this approach to reduction 

cr~me necessarily includes of courts, prosecution, corrections prob t' 
juvenile court, treatment ' ' a lon, , public liaison, plevention and other 

yet unknown, items." M f ' as ost 0 these "other units" of the system, of 

course, were under the jurisdiction f h lot e county and state. Two days 

ater, the Regional Admin4 strator . ~ forwarded to th LEAA h 
copy of h' 1 e" eadquarters a 

~s etter to the d mayor an a memorandum attestin t 
for a "cooperative effort" by th ' g a the need e c~ty and Fulton County since the 

county performed the ' h t" major s are of every local criminal justice func-

,, ~on w, ~th the sale exception of the police departnlent. d He went on to 

pre ~ct total failure in Atlanta if such an arrangement should not be 

feasible" and recommended that "if we cannot iron it 

that we can, but only with 

on to another city.,,(l?) 

mayor (which I truly feel 

we then consider moving 

out with the 

strong backing), 

"Circumstances prevented the Regional Administrator from receiving 

the strong backing" that h h d d b e a requested. The following day no 

ou t after the mayor received the Regional ' Administrator's letter 

(and probably before the LEAA h d ask' f ea quarters received his memorandum 

~ng or support in his efforts to work out a 1 solution to the local 

po itical problems which seemed to threaten tr ram) Ie success of the pro-
m~n~strator of the LEAA t d g ,the mayor telephoned the Ad ' , 

the issue. That same d 0 iscuss . , ay the LEAA Administrator informed 

Adm~n~strators of his understanding 

all Regional 

of the outcome of the call. 

The LEAA Administrator stated the following: 

!The Mayor of Atlanta] says the mayors have a veto. 
a proceed on a veto concept, but ra tlter to I refuse 

more affirmatjve h' proceed on the . partners ~p concept Th' 
nership between the "it sta . ~s program is a part-
three entities, repr~se~~ed b

te 
and federa~ government. These 

the chief executives of ea h y ~h~ appropr~ate appointees of 
the end, must be responsib~e'f' arm t?e,partnership. They, in 
and responsive to progra d or obta~n~ng the objective sought 
planning group which addm an hproje~t d~si~1s coming from the 

ress t e obJect~ves. 
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I 
II 

If 
I 

, nd levels of government--courts, 
Obviously, other agenCl.es a t be involved in the planning 
corrections and county, e~c., ~us they will execute tactics 
rocess because in many SJ.tuatl.ons " 

~nd techniques required to obtain the obJectl.ve. 

o advise the police chief, the It is appropriate, therefore, t t commission chairman, the 
sheriff, the county board °hr 7°un y etc that although their ' , l' stice c al.rman ., 
regional crl.m:na JU ot only'welcome and necessary at 
comments and l.nterest arde n d' t~on levels they are not a ' ogram an coor l.na ~ , 
the plannl.ng, pr , [ artnership] which must approve member of the poll.cy group p t (18) 
th~ overall program and its project componen s. 

On February 2, the mayor wrote to the LEAA Administrator to con-

of the telephone conversation, namely, that firm his understanding 

programs and projects to be conducted under the "we agreed that all 

Program must have the approval. of each Atlanta High Impact Anti-Crime 

of the following: 

(a) The President or the United States or his representa-
tive; 

f G 'or his representative; (b) The Governor 0 eorgl.a ) 
. " (19 (c) The Mayor of Atlanta or his representatl.ve. 

d to the mayor the On February 4, the Regional Administrator passe· on . 

of the LEAA Administrator's memorandum. The mayor's ressubstance 

. 'th the LEAA Mffiinistrator had been ponse was that his conversatl.on Wl. _ 

hit " and he attached to the " h less complicated and more to t e po n , 
muc 11 f' . th t statement ... rece~ved from the RA a copy of his letter con l.rIlll.ng a 

, view set out in a "straightforward conversation" which in the mayor s , (20) 

EAA Administrator and himself. fashion" the agreement made between the L 

The outcome of the conflict was summarized on February 3 by the 

Regional Administrator as follows: 

The response of the mayor to his conversation with the 
LEAA Administrator was one 0 POSl. l.ve acc . f " . t . eptance " 

Now that the mayor had "won his position" he might mal~e 
a "peace offering" by conceding a non-voting memb:-rs~l.p 
on the Impact policy committee to the county comml.SSl.on 
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chairman, although this was doubted. In any event, the 
mayor would chair the Impact Task Force and the county 
commission chairman vlOuld be a membel;" of it. 

The Regional Administrator recognized that the peace was an 

"uneasy one at best" since the mayor was attempting to annex portions 

of Fulton County without a referendum, a mOVe opposed by the county 

commission chairman and the residents of the county. He recommended 

that in the future, "flexibility be afforded as to the overall policy 

board composition" since the make-up of the criminal justice system 

in Atlanta required that the chairman of the county commission be 
f th 11 1 ' , C2 1 ) part 0 e overa po l.cy comml.ttee. 

Despite the numerous communications among policy-level officials 

involved in the Impact program during the first month of its existence, 

the issue of "who had the power to do what" was left unresolved and 

would surface again. It is true that the LEAA Administrator's inter

vention did nominally resolve the question of county participation in 

Impact policy decisions. As a practical matter, however, the Regional 

Office staff felt that the Administrator's decision left them with a 

situation which continued to "fester from day-to-day." Three months 

later, the RO coordinator could still speak of the "hostility betwee'."'... 

Fulton County and the City of Atlanta in matters regarding annmmtion 

and other administrative issues" as providing a "potential source of 
. (22) 

problems in the Impact program." As of mid-June, the mayor still 

had not appointed the chairman of the county commisSioners to the 

Task Force. The Regional Administrator perceived his failure to do so 

as a problem ~vhich needed to be addressed at a mef=ting of Impact pro

gram officials. (23) However, at this time, state and city officials 

indicated that no adverse word had been received from county officials 

regarding,the mayor's lack of action. Perhaps the 'participation by 

county criminal justice officials on the Task Force, to some extent, 

may have assuaged whatever hostile feelings the county may have pos
sessed toward the Impact program. 
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Although the LEAA Administrator's memorandum settled the issue 

of the manner of county participation in the program, it did not 

directly address the question of federal/state/city relationships in 

the Impact program. In fact, it circumvented entirely the other 

dimension to the mayor's claim to supremacy, namely, that since he, 

by virtue of his position as mayor, had to give his assent to Impact 

policies and programs, conversely, he ,vould have a IIveto" power over 

the Impact program. The LEAA Administrator had not addressed the 

question of what would happen if anyone of the "three entities lt 

which formed the "partnership It and which were "responsible for obtain

ing the objective sought and responsive to program and project 

designs coming from the planning group which address the objectives," 

did not agree with the other two "entities." The LEAA Administrator 

appears to ha've believed that a consensus \vould arise eventually if 

nveryone proceeded on the basis of "the more affirmative partnership 

concept." From the point of view of the Regional Office, this belief 

was not well-grounded in political reality. Indeed, as early as mid

February it was clear to the Regional Administrator that the mayor 

still felt he had "a veto pmver by virtue of his comment, that any 

program funded •.. must have the 'approval' of each of the three 

members of the policy committee. 1I (24) In fact, the issue was re

solved only temporarily by the mayor apparently having felt that he 

had "WOll his position" on his definition of his relationship to 

county, state, and federal officials involved in the program. The 

role issUH \vould arise again six months later, albeit briefly and in 

another form. 

There can be no denial of the signifi..::ance of the "role issue, It 

especially in the earlier stages of Atlanta Impact program planning 

and implementation. However, it can be reported that Impact program 

planners differed in their assessment of its importance. Some re

spondents at the state and local levels recall having felt that the 
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"saber rattling" of the mayor "would 
de ' , " never come to much because 

clslon-maklng ln the program would be spread out 
over time so that 

any problems could be gradually work.ed out." 
From the point of view 

of the Regional Administrator, 
however, there wa.s a P "b"l oss~ ~ ity at 

the time that the conflict 
between the city and the' count" 

mayor's brandishing of his 

of the program. 

v and the 
"t" J ve 0 power would threaten the existence 

The final test of the ' 
s~gnificance of the inter-governmental 

problems which f d 
sur ace in Atlanta in January 1972 would 

they could be said t h be whether 
, 0 ave had a discernible effect upon 1 program 
Imp ementation and administration; h 

wether, for example, as a result 
Of. t~e friction between the mayor and county commissioners, county 
crlmlna1 justice officials refused . 

outright or were reluctant to ~o-
operate with Impact program planners. C 

Concrete evidence, in answer 
to these major programmatic ' 

lssues, would likely be forthcoming in 
the months ahead. 

2.3 ~reliminary Steps Are Taken: 
Task Force Are Established A Crime AnalYSis Team and an Impact 

As these larger political problems 
temporarily receded in impor-

tance, a number of preliminary steps were taken 
during the months of 

February and March to begin the 
Impact program. On February 2, the 

mayor formally asked the Atlanta Regional 
Commission to house the Crime 

AnalYsis Team and carry out its f t' 
unc lons. As originally constituted 

within ARC'Q org , , 
o anlzatlonal structure, the C' A rlme nalySis Team would 

have responsibility for developing, 

coordinating Atlanta's Impact 
administering, evaluating and 

T 
programJ prescribed largely by the LErA 

guidelines. bl 1- ,VL 
" a e 1, Impact Program Relationships and Tab1 

Crlme Analysis Team Relationsh' ,e III, 
lPS, are attempts to reflect the large 

number of organizations and components 
, h of the criminal justice system 

Wl.t which the CAT was required to 
interface. It was hypothesized 

that the central role accorded the Crime AnalYSis T earn would encourage 
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TABLE II 

ATLANTA IMPACT PROGRAM RELATIONSHIPS 

I • 

I 

-
LEAA 

(WASHINGTON) 

I 
REGIONAL OFFICE 

LEAA 

1 
OFFICE OF THE 

STATE CRI~m COMMISSION 

I 
ARC 

1 
TASK CAT I 

FORCE I 
J I 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE OTHER LOCAL 

AGENCIES STATE AND 
,-

FEDERAL AGENCIES 

(SOURCE: ATLANTA IMPACT PROGRAM: PLAN OF OPERATION, AUGUST 1972.) 
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TABLE III 
ATLANTA CRIME ANALYSIS TEAM RELATIONSHIPS 

MAYOR 

TASK & CRIME ..... -... SUB-TASK ..... - ~ ANALYSIS FORCE A. TEAM ~ 

t 
ATLANTA 

REGIONAL ~ 
COMMISSION 

(SOURCE: ATLANTA IMPACT PROGRAM.' 
PLfu~ OF OPEFATION, 

AUGUST 1972.) 
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LAW I 
ENFORCF.HEN'l . 
ASSISTANCE 

ADMINISTRATION 

REGIONAL 
OFFICE 

LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
ASSISTANCE 

ADMINISTRATION 

STATE 
PLANNING 

AGENCY 

CRININAL 
JUSTICE 

AGENCIES 



informational flow among and between the agencies it was to serve as 

an across-system coordinator. Reinforcing such a hypothesis \.;ras the 

fact that all the units of government responsible for the administra

tion of the Atlanta Impact program were located in the city (a phenom

enon which occurred in only one other Impact city: Denver, Colorado); 

this clearly should have facilitated information flow as well as lnter

agency c00rdination. In point of fact, however, th8 very opposite 

appears to have occurred. 

Atlanta's mayor had asked the ARC in early February to set up the 

framework for a Task Force to provide policy guidance to the program .. 5) 

Regional Office, SPA, ARC, and city officials met five days later, on 

February 7, to discuss procedural approaches to the administration of 

the program and the data categories needed to define the robbery/ 

burglary problem in Atlanta. The Regional Administrator reiterated the 

availability of $25,000 for immediate drawdown by the ARC for start-up 

expenses and said the ARC would be informed of the procedures for 

applying for those funds as soon as they were develop2d. (Eventually 

the ARC Hou1d be asked to use the "short-form" app1icatiop to obtain 

the funds. The application would be submitted to the Regional Office 

on March 3, and ap?roved on April 3.) The ARC director indicated that 

the Crime Analysjs Team would be a distinct entity within the ARC 

organization, separate from but coordinated with the existing regional 
, , l' , l' ,(26) 0 h I 1 d '" crlmlna ]ust:Lce p annlng un:Lt. t er mpact-re ate actlV:Ltles 

during the month of February included the designation of a program 

coordinator by the SPA on February 16, (27) and the initial allocation 

of $50,000 to the ARC and $25,000 tCJ the SPA for p] ,'lnning and evalua

tion of the Impact program on February 24. (28) 

The RO and SPA coordinators spent the first week of March in 

extensive discussions concerning an appropriate format for the Impact 

master plan. They based their conversations upon the State of 
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Georgia's g 'd I' U:L e :Lnes for comprehensive pI 
do ans, a privately preI)ared 

cument on long-ra ' , 
nge cr:Lm:Lnal justice system p1annin 

Management System gUidel' d . g, the Performance 
:Lnes eveloped by the Office of 

Budg t d Nanngement and e ,an a Summary of problems 

Th0 result was a draft 
associated with prior L&~f 1 ' \.\ P ann:Lng. 

format of the master plan ~.;rhich was based 
upon SPA comprehensive plan guidelines. (29) largely 

In the meantime, th A 1 
e t C'mta Regional Commission 

recruited a management had 
potential CAT director It ' 

ence as the d' . s nomlnee had previous experi-
1rector of the Department of Public 

Safety in Lake,.;rood , 
Colorado, and as the assistant director of the 

at the University of North Carolina 

administration programs. With the 

duties as CAT director on April 3. 

Institute of Government 

with responsibility for police 

mayor's approval, he assumed his 

That same day saw a number of 
orientation meetings among the 

Impact program personnel of the '(30) 
the RO' RO, SPA, and GAT. The next day. 

coordinator wro+e the CAT d' 
, ... :Lrector to outline "a number of 
Items Hhich needed to b dd . 

e a ressed on a priority b ' " 
eluded th 1 . .. as:Ls. These in-

e, se ection of an' Impact 'Task F 
, , orce, the completion of h 

questlonna:Lre developed by th N ' t e 
e at:Lonal Institute of La\.;r Enforcement 

and Criminal Just' 
:Lee, and the implementation of the 

Management System. The RO' Performance 
. coord:Lnator also felt that th 

for a "game plan" t ere was a need 
, 0 map out the efforts of the RO/SPA/CAT ff 

the com:Lng months The h d 1 sta s over 
. sc e u e would be best de 1 I" 

ship to eliminate a ve oped 1n partner-

of 
ny unnecessary duplication of effort or possible 

neglect ,some vital area." F' 1 
:Lna ly, it was felt that a formal 

memorandum of a 
greement needed to be developed to "formalize the 

various roles 

program. (31) 
and functions" of the ' 

agenc1es involved in the Impact 
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The roles and responsibilities of Impact program participants 

became the subject of an all-day conference among the RO, SPA and 

CAT staffs on April 21. According to a Regional Office participant, 

the meeting "delineated and strengthened ... the coordinating functions 

and decision-making authority of the SPA and RO coordinators .... 
In 

effect, the absolute necessity for maintaining the regular SPA-LEAA 

conununications channels was confirmed. II The CAT director, though, 

had anticipated a more direct relationship with the RO. He expected 

"preliminary decisions to be made between the ARC and the SPA, with 

final decisions being generated directly between the ARC and the LEAA. 

This approach was completely rejected by the LEAA as contrary to the 

initial condition it had imposed that the Impact program be administered 

according to regular channels. ARC accepted this position." (32) The 

National Impact Coordinator also attended the meeting and concluded 

that it \17as "helpful in defining the working relationships" bet\17een 

the RO, SPA and CAT. In his words, "The CAT director ... initially 

felt that he should deal dir.ec~ly with the Regional Office concerning 

Impact. It was explained that this type of circumvention was not 

compatible with LEAAI SPA tradition and policy." (33) The )lleeting also 

resulted in acceptance of 'the draft format of the Impact master plan 

which had been prepar1ed by the RO and SPA coordinators. 

Table IV depicts the organization of the Crime AnalysiS Team in 

Atlanta when Impact began. Thirteen full-time positions are accounted 

for in Table IV. Additionally, the narrative of the 1972 master plan 

indicates that the AR.C was budgeting 1/6 of the time of its director 

of governmental services and of his secretary to Impact. Table V 

is the original budgf~t proposed by the ARC to perform program plan

ning and evaluation of Atlanta's Impact program. It sought support 

from the LEAA in the amount of $970,010 for a 27 month period. Under 

professional services, the ARC budgeted a total of $407,101. These 

funds would be used primarily to pay for professional consultants in 
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TABLE IV 

ATLA1.'lTA CRIME ANALYSIS TEAM' ORGANIZATION 

[DIREC;OR I 
I I -I 

ASSISTANT ASSISTANT ! ASSISTANT ASSISTAN.T 

DIRECTOR DIRECTOR DIRECTOR DIRECTOR 
, 

" , ., 

LIAISON LIAISON LIAISON LIAISON 

POLICE COURT CORRECTIONS COJ:.fNUNITY 

SECURITY 

. 

ELEMENTS 

PROGRAH GRANT MASTER PROJECT EVALUATION INFOR-

MANAGEHENT ADMINISTRATION PLAN SELECTION MATI ON 

AND DESIGN SYSTEM 

SUPPORT PERSONNEL 

ADMINISTRATIVE GRANTS CLERK/TYPISTS 

ASSISTANT J-iANAGER 

(SOURCE: ATLANTA IMPACT PROGRAM: PLAN OF OPERATION, AUGUST 1972.) 
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TABLE V 

ATLANTA IJ:vlP ACT PROGRAM BUDGET 

PERSONNEL, FULL TIME 
PART TIME 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

INDIVIDUAL CONSULTANTS 

GENERJ~ CONTRACTS 

TRAVEL 

EQUIPMENT 

SUPPLIES & OTHER OPERATING 
EXPENSES 

TOTAL 

$327,320 
5,000 

4,185 

400,000 

22,040 

18,137 

68,328 

$845,010 

TOTAL 

$ 90,638 $422,95-S 

2,916 7,101 

400,000 

7,500 29,540 

3,182 21,319 

2'0,764 89,092 

$125,000 $970,010 

ATLANTA IMPACT PROGRAM: 
PLAN OF OPERATION, AUGUST 1972.) 

(SOURCE: 
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the following areas: (a) information system developmE'nt; (b) develop

ment of evaluation tools and techniques; (c) data analysis; and (d) 

public information. Interestingly, nowhere in the CAT organizational 

structure is anyone listed as having a direct association with program 

evaluation although it is listed among the program elements. In 

explanation, the revised master plan states: 

The Model Cities Evaluation Institute suggests a m~n~mum 
evaluation staff of seven persons for one large city. In 
addition, they suggest a minimum of four persons for com
puter support. The smallest [evaluation] staff suggested 
for a city is three to four persons plus survey-takers. 

The necessity for additional ... professional complementa
tion will be accomplished through the use of consultants 
in predetermined areas as well as when circumstances and 
needs warrant their assistance .... (34) 

It was the ARC's intent to use the University of Georgia's 

Institute of Government to perform its overall program evaluation. 

As matters would develop, however, the Georgia Institute of Technology 

\'lOuld become the principal evaluator of the Atlanta Impact program 

with one o~ th~four original CAT assistant directors, a sociologist, 

serving as liaison between Georgia Tech and the ARC. 

A final major step in creating the Impact program structure was 

the e3tablishment of a Task Force to give policy guidance to the 

Impact program staff. On April 4, the Regional Office coordinator 

had reminded the CAT director that selection of a Task Force \"as a 

"top priority." Citing the example set by other Impact cities, which 

had designated sub-groups in the Task Force membership for police, 

courts and corrections, she informed the CAT director that prior to 

his arrival, it had been agreed that the mayor would appoint and 

chair the Task Force. Except for the selection of the CAT staff, the 

RO coordinator considered designation of the Task Force to be perhaps 
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the most important decision facing Atlanta and asked that the LEAA 

and the SPA be permitted to review the Task Force nominations and 

suggest additional types of representatives prior to the public 

announcement of its selection. 

TIle Task Force membership was announced on May 11, and it met 

for the first time on May 15. Table VI contains the names and 

affiliations of each person named to the Task Force's executive com

mitte'e and four sub-groups. With Mayor Sam Masse11 as chairman, the 

Task Force membership totaled 29 persons. Only Atlanta Chief of 

Police John Inman was appointed both to the Task Force and to its 

executive committee. Since the executive committee of the Task Force 

was to be responsible for providing "advisory counsel and assistance 

in arriving at the strategy and programs to be employed in reaching 

[Impact] goals," this dual appointment accorded the police chief could 

be interpreted as giving his agency an unfair advantage in the coming 

battle for Impact funds. The mayor, too, emphasized that the Impact 

program was an "Atlanta program," and that it was "essential not to 

lose sight of the fact that our specific goal is the reduction of 

crime in Atlanta." He referred to the LEAA Administrator's confirma

tion of the policy that "each program" fllnded under Impact must be 

approved by the President, the Governor of Ge.orgia and the Mayor of 

1anta, or their representatives. It was, hu\,ever, "absolutely 

necessary" that those concerned approach the problem "as a community 

of interest and as partners." (35) 

The Task Force met again on May 25. The Regional Office coord i-

nator described the Impact program and the functions of the Regional 

Office, \oJhich in addition to revie\oJ authority, would include that of 

\oJorking closely with the CAT on a daily basis. The SPA coordinator 

described his role as that of a revie\,er who would have a close daily 

\oJorking relationship with the CAT and provide liaison and technical 
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the Regional Office and the CAT. The CAT 
assistance as necessary to 
director then outlined the contribution expected of the Task Force, 

an advisory capacitY" at each 
that is, to provide "policy guidance in 

1 The Task Force \Vas also 
stage of the development of the program pan. 
'nformed that it would be divided into four sub-Task Forces! police, 
1. , (36) 
corrections, courts and community securlty. The meeting also saw 

1 S8 d bv 1-1 voice vote. 
the public information grant proposa pa.e J 

30 the Task Force was further 
At a CAT staff meeting on May , 

1 1 l't would determine broad objec-
defined as ,functioning on two eve s: 

. 't The sub-Task Force 
tives, and to 

members would 

mittee of the 

a lesser extent, reVlew proJec s. 
act as advisors to develop the plan. An executive com-

(37) 
Task Force would approve grant requests. 

that tIle sub-Task Forces met with some fre
Records indicate 

However, the Task Force was described by some program par-
quency. 

11 a IIweak" group whose meetings were marked by 
ticipants as genera Y 

poor attendance. 

2.4 Data Problems Develop 
During the month of April, the Impact program bureaucracy began 

to contend with what were perceived as serious deficiencies in the 

data available ill Atlanta to perform crime-specific analysis. It was 

clear to the Regional Office staff that carrying out the Impact pro-

h in the reporting and records systems of 
gram wou1~ require c anges (38) 
all local criminal justi~e agencies involved in the program. 

However, both the Regional Office and the ARC staff recognized 
"f t" system reffiained the key element 

that the police department ln orma lon 
because its crime reports would be used both to define the crime prob-

lem and to measure whether Impact program goals had been reached. 
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A survey completed a year previously by the International Associa

tion of Chiefs of Police (IACP) had pointe'd out a number of deficiendes 

in what it called an "out-dated" information system in the Atlanta 

Police Department. Although the new police chief had publicly com

mitted himself to following the IACP reconrrnendations, it appeared that 

he had not yet acted on hl'S proml"se. (39 ) h T e Regional Office believed 

that the implementation of the IACP recommendations had to be addressed 

at the "earliest possible date."(40) 

On April 20, the RO staff and the CAT director met \vith police 

department planners and on April 24, with the chief of police himself, 

to discuss the problem, the chief was said to have made a IIcomplete 

commitment" to make the necessary changes in the department's reporting 

system. The Regional Office's position \Vas that while LEAA had pro

vided, and would continue to provide technical assistance, neither it 

nor the CAT could change the system. The burden of responsibility for 

action rested upon the chief of police who had to communicate to his 

supervisory staff the need for speedy resolution of the reporting 

problems of the department. (41) 

As a result of a number of meetings over the next month, the 

police department agreed to submit an application for Impact funds to 

modify its ~ield reporting system. The grant application was sub

mitted in early June to the CAT, which found it to be in too rudi

mentary a form for approval. There was a delay in its resubmission 

because the planning and research department placed a higher priority 

upon completion of a grant application for funds to support an over

time patrol project. Further discussions, following a trip to 

Baltimore to review· the police field reporting system there, even

tually resulted in the submission of a grant application in early 

September and approval by the Regional Office on .NoveMber 5. 
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The records of the Crime Analysis Team indicate that a substan

tial portion of its staff's activities during the period of April and 

May were devoted to attempts to determine the extent and validity of 

available data. Agencies contacted included the Superior Conrt, 

Juvenile Court, District Attorney's office, the Data Processing 

Center of Fulton County, the DeKalb County Juvenile Court, and the 

Atlanta Police Department. 

Although it was impossible to determine from the preliminary 

work done by the CAT staff just how receptive these agencies would b(> 

to satisfying the data needs of the Impact program, certain facts 

d ' , '"ly Ie The "courts" had "very little data available." 8eeme l.mml.nen~ car. 

"Corrections" had accumulated "many data elements but (their) accuracy 

( 1) 11 i " At the "J' al.' 1, " (was) questionable due to tle co ect on process. 

CAT staff found an "inefficient use of print-outs and little data 

usable for Impact.,,(42) At the very foundation of the crime-oriented 
I planning, implementation and evaluation (COP IE) cycle was the need 

for a reliable data base. Atlanta, it seemed, had very little usable 

data to perform the crime-specific analysis Impact required. The 

program's planners would use this opportunity to develop a comprehen

sive data base, whose need had been rendered apparent by the CAT's 

preliminary survey of the key components of the criminal justice 

system in Atlanta. 

lThe COPIE-cycle is an instrument for increasing knowledge, developing 
research capabilities and improving program and agency effectiveness. 
It targets the integration of the (~riminal justice function with 
planning and evaluative research and its goal is an improved system 
capability for comprehensive and iterativ.: planning, implementation 
and evaluation at the local level. The model contains seven steps 
(i.e., basic data analysis, problem identification and prioritization, 
strategic planning, tactical planning, evaluation planning, project 
implementation and data collection and evaluation), For a more com
plete description of the Impact COPIE-cycle, the reader is referred to 
MTR-6645 (Greenfeld, Lawrence P ... , Analysis of Crime-Oriented Planning 
in the Eight Cities of the Higl:;. Impact Anti-Crime Program). 
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3.0 
THE CAT DIRECTOR ASKS FOR AN EXTENSION OF THE DEADLINE FOR THE 
PLAN OF OPERATION 

Under the terms of the original grant award dated February 24, 
the "plan for a 1" "1 

P an or p an of operation" of the Crime Analysis 
Team was due to be submitted to the Regl.'onal 

Office on May 24. How-
ever, during the time in which the plan of operation was to have been 

prepared, there were few staff resources '1 bl 
form the task. The d' h 

aval. a e at the CAT to per-

l.rector imself had arrived on the job on April 3. 

The community specialist was hired on April 17, the courts specialist 

on May 8, and the police specialist on May 15. A 
s the May 24 deadline 

approached, the CAT director made two key decl.' Sl.' ons. 
He would seek an 

extension of the dear.line for the plan and he would obtain the ser-

vices of a consulting firm to analyze existing criminal justice data 
systems and recommend 

an overall information system for the Impact 
program. In the words f b 

o a report y an SPA offiCial, the consultants 
w'ere to "analyze the existing data system, determine the minimum level 

~f acceptable data elements, develop the data elements and a system 
for their collectio d 1 ' , 

n, eve op an l.nterl.m system for immediate valid 
data retrieval, prepare the means . 

develop an evaluation plan. ,,(43) 
to l.mplement the optimum system, and 

The Regional Office informed the CAT director on May 18 that an 

extension ~"ould be approved if he documented the need for the exten

sion, outlined the St8ps to be taken to meet h 
t e new deadline, and 

submitted a revised budget for the extended time period. (44) In a 

letter dated ~8y 22, the CAT director formally asked that the RO 
extend the deadline for submission of the plan 

of operation from May 24 
to July 15 because there had been a delay in the hiring of the CAT 

staff and director; the"consultants for the crime 
analYSis had been 

chosen only within the 
past week; and the initial analysis 'f ' f o l.n orma~' 

tion systems took more time than expected. (45) 
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11 
ff t t consider the CAT 

That day, the RO, SPA, and CAT sta s me 0 
't' was that further 

director's request. The Regional Office pOSl 10n 
'd d b f e the request could be approved. 

de t a i1 s would need to be prO'lJ1 e e or -
not "communicate" \\Tith LEAA 

The CAT director responded that he could 
RO and SPA eoordinatnrs \.;rork with a designated 

and asked that the 
the detailed rationale desired.by 

member of the CAT staff to develop 

R . I Or·fl'ce appeared particularly eoncerned 
the RO. While the. eglOna. 

f.r()m tIle CAT a detailed outline of how the "pVm for 
with receiving 

h t ' e frame the task became 
a plan" would 

a11 impossible 

be developed within t e nm.;r 1m , , 

one to perform without input from the CAT director. 

Regional Administrator recommended to the SPA director 
On ~ay 25, the 

Mav 30 to permit the CAT director 

July 15 deadline. This extension 

June 2, t,hen a meet ing would 

that he authorize an extension until 

to work up his justification for thE! 

\\Tas verbally changed the next. clay to 

CAT would discuss the progress of the program 
b~~ held at which the 

The CAT formally renewed it g rt~qucst on 
and plans for its future. 
May 31 ~nd included a series of work schedules for its staff and 

consultants. 

The ARC reply was writ ten by Its executive director. 

rationale read as follows: 
director and staff to the program 
not available until May 15, 1972). 1. Delay in hiring the 

(all personnel were 

3. 

Initial analysis of information systems pre~e~t~y 
available required greater time than was orlglnally 
anticipated; compounding this de~ay ,vas the fac: t that _ 
data surveyed could not be verifled as to qu~llty, usa 
bility, and scope. Since the entire foundatlon of the 
Impact program is basically depe'ldent upon a sound ~ 
reliable data base, it was obvious that to accompllsh 
this requirement technical assistance was needed. 

Consultants were interviewed (May 17-19, 1~72) for 
the crime analysis (data analysis) and.a.f~rm,was ch~sen 
May 22. Their time schedule includes lnltlatlng thelr 
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analysis by June 9, completing an outline by June 16 
for review by the Impact team, and submitting their 
final report by June 30.(46) 

From the point of view of the SPA coordinator, the major reason 

for the need for an extension was the "emergence of a major problem ... 

in the area of crime data." In a report to the State Crime Commission, 

he noted that no significant portion of Impact funds would be released 

before the completion of a comprehensive crime analysis based upon 

extensive and valid data, and went on to point out that a" .. . pre-

1iminary survey of criminal justice data sources for Atlanta confirmed 

that which had been suspected on the basis of earlier studies .... Much 

of the data necessary to do crime analysis 1\TaS not present and little 

of what was available was verifiable." It \\Tas due to the "magnitude 

and immediacy" of the problem that the CAT felt obliged to hire con

sultants and seek an extension of the deadline for the plan of opera
tion. (47) 

In an internal memolandum to his superiors at the Atlanta Regional 

Commission, the CAT director. on May 30 outlined a more complete set of 

factors which, in his view, had contributed to the delay. In addition 

to slippage in hiring the staff an:! problems with the existing data 

systems, the delay came about because "a great deal of time was spent 

in developing a Task Force chrough the Mayor's Office" which the 

director had originally thought to be required, but which later turned 

out to be optional. Furthermore, the director had also understood 

originally that he would have a significant degree of flexibility, but 

had later learned from the LEAA that this ~7BS not to be the case. 

Considerable time had been spent "trying to appease LEAA, the state, 

and the Mayor's Office." Finally, the major factor, from his point 

of view, ,.;ras a lack of understanding shown by the SPA and the LEAA. (48) 
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The meeting held on June 2 proved a watershed in RO/CAT relations. 

The CAT director justified the delay in submitting the plan of opera

tion by pointing to staffing delays, data problems, difficulties in 

the selection of Task Force me.mbers, and difficulties in und.erstanding 

espec1.'ally those concerning the degree of detail LEAA requirements, 

1 f t ' n An ARC official and sophistication needed for the p an 0 opera 1.0 . 

claimed that LEAA required so much red tape and detail that the CAT 

d f perform1.'ng l'tS task. According to an RO had heen preventerom 

account of the meeting, ARC representatives could not, or would not, 

"he spEcific" about this contention, 

The RO coordinator responded by noting that the LEAA had attempted 

to serve in a partnership with the ARC and the SPA. Problems had 

. d It t plan ll developed when the CAT director did not provi e a managemen 

and when both the RO and the SPA could not discern any progress toward 

development of the plan for a plan or the overall program plan. The 

RO had then asked 

extension because 

detail was needed 

for a detailed justification for the request for 

it was the considered judgment of both that such 
(49) to insure completion by July 15. 

the 

As a result of the meeting, the Regional Administrator on June 5 

recommended to the SPA director, first, that the extension be granted. 

The plan of operation was to be submitted on July 15, and discussed by 

all parties on July 21. Second, the Regional Administrator recommended 

that all requests from the CAT to 

submitted in writing to the SPA. 

the LEAA for technical assistance be 

During the meeting, CAT and ARC staff 

had claimed that it was difficult to distinguish between the roles of 

SPA and RO staff as informal advisors and ~uthoritative reviewers. To 

avoid further misunderstandings, the Regional Administ.rator reverted 

to standard procedures whereby all communications between the Regional 
(50) 

Office and CAT would be conducted through the SPA. 
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4.0 PUBLIC AND OTHER PRESSURES TO MOVE THE PROGRAN HOUNT 

Throughout the short life of the Atlanta lmpaC'.t program, there 

had been pressures from a number of quarters to show results. There 

was a certain impatience with and, perhaps, misunderstanding about the 

whole COPlE-cycle concept (see the footnote, page 36 above) as it 

related to program development. A consensus appeared to be developing 

by mid-summer that the pace of the program was too slow and that 

research needed to be replaced by action. First, the chairman of the 

State Crime CommisSion, in h1.'s capac1.'ty as d' t f 
lrec or 0 a group called 

the Atlanta Metropolitan Commissl'on on Crl'me and 
Juvenile Delinquency, 

criticized the lack of progress in the program. In the organization's 
June newsletter he had asked the following: 

. ~~y has there been a delay of three months in putting together 
the components of the Crime Analysis Team in the Atlanta 
Regional Commission? Why was the 90-day deadline for com
pletion of the plan of operation to qualify for the two-year 
planning grant missed? Why has the City of Atlanta failed 
to ~ake advantage of the opportunity to fund overtime pay of 
PO~lce and probation officers for a three-month period? Is 
th1.s program, in fact, aimed at reducing crime over a short
term period (as originally described), or is it another 
research and evaluation effort? .. We are interested in action 
nmV' ~V'hich will result in the immediate reduction of crime. 

A local columnist cummented on the Commission's repurt and on the 

situ,'1tion by claiming, "Certainly, we've had enough of a 'research 

and evaluation effort' by nOw .... This sort of thing can go on forever. 

Report can succeed report as the criminals enjoy themselves on the 
side~V'alk. ,,(51) 

While the CAT and the rest of the Impact program structure were 

still struggling to develop a master plan, there was also enormous 

pressure to develop proJ·ects that could be f d d 
un e on an interim baSis. 

As early as January 24, the city had been informed that several action 

grants could be funded prior to completion of the master plan. These 

could include a three-month overtime authorization for police personnel. 
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The Regional Administrator had also pointed out the need to fund 

immediately a public information program to let the public know what 

I b d ' f l't (52) mpact was a out an to galn support or as a program. 

Despite the pressure from every quarter, neither grant applica-

, d f b" 'I 1 J (53) Th ARC t' tlon was rea y or su mlSSlon untl ate- une. e execu lve 

director privately informed the mayor that many of the delays encoun

tered were "those over which the ARC [had] no control.,,(54) In his 

view, much of the burden of responsibility for the absence of progress 

in project development rested with the operating agencies of the city. 

The CAT could not develop an application for high-intensity street 

lighting in high crime areas without information from the City Traffic 

Engineer and the City Data Processing Division, and these data, so far, 

had not been forthcoming. A field reporting system grant application 

was to have been submitted by the police department on June 1 but was 

not completed until mid-July. The police overtime grant application 

was submitted on June 14 and forwarded to the SPA on June 15. However, 

as of July 17, all that had been received from the SPA was an acknowl

edgment of its receipt. The ARC director informed the mayor that the 

police department was "doing everything requested," but its ,,,ork 

required a "great deal of time and assistance from the CAT." Finally, 

he'noted that the LEAA had imposed strict planning requirements on the 

Impact program because, in his view, that agency had received much 

criticism from both Congress and the national media for "funding pro

grams without adequate planning." The Impact planning process required 

the collection of "sufficient amounts of reliable data upon which to 

b.:1se the planning'!ffort .... ,,(55) 

By mid-July, the situation seemed sufficiently grave to the 

Regional Administrator that he sought the assistance of the LEAA 

headquarters. He reported to Washington that the public and the city 

government were experiencing frustration because of the delay in 
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action funds, and 

if steps were not 
that the program would face "serious public disclaim" 

taken to implement it ,He asked th f 
j d' " ere ore, for the mme late release of $1 'II . 

readily available f I 
ml ion to lds office so that it could be 

, or tle development and approval 
hlgh visibility" projects in 

of "high impact, 
the prosecution, judicial 

area, with h ' and corrections 
t e understanding that the projects would be 

related to directly 
existing crime statistics and specifically applicable to 

Impact program objectives. Washington 
headquarters approved the 

request the very next day. (56) 

Shortly thereafter, the police 
overtime grant was approved. Its 

increase preventive patrol in two high-crime 
areas of Atluuta.. Th C ' 

major objective was to 

, e rlme Analysis Team would later state that the 
project had heen selected because it could be e 'I d ' 
form 'h aSl y eSlgned to con-

Wlt Impact guidelines and could be' , 
tl qUlckly lmplemented to meet 

1e need for "" bl -
a V1Sl e operational project 'on the streets'" to ff 

set mounting criticism of program delay. 0 -
f The "underlying motivation" 

n the police department, h ' .. 
, owever, was said to· be that of a desire "to 

provlde salary supplements for 
Th ' person~el who [would] participate." 

e project became operational 
in mid-August and employed 18 overtime 

patrolmen engaged in operations f 
out 0 nine marked police cars. 
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OPE~~TION IS SUBMITTED FOR REVIEW 
5. ° THE PLAN OF tl SPA on July 18 and 

f eration was submitted to 1e, 
The plan 0 op C . e Commission Staff. 

b f the State rlm c 

was reviewed by four mem ers 0 1 budget request 

specialist, in reviewing the rather arge 
The SPA fiscal deficiencies. 

identified certain fiscal and budgetary 
of $970,010, for data analysis 

d that the methodology 
1 ~ng director concl~de 

Its pann~ lear it l'laS, blem statement was c ). 
unclear and although the pro h found to be ",-as 

nevertheless, non-specific; 
the operational structure e 

'b'l'ty he viewed as a allowance for flexl 1 ~ 
clear and thorough; and the 

Yet another staff member, commenting 

outlined in the plan, found it to 
positive aspect 

the approach to 

of the plan. 

data collection 
last of the The SPA coordinator was the 

be solid and reasonable. G' his relativelY close 
b t review the plan. lven 

four SPA staff mem ers 0 oint 
spoke from a unique vantage p • 

association with the program, he 
section read "somewhat like a 

He found that the program management , nd normative in 

t t bo~k definitional, exposltory, a 
theoretical ex L, " On the other 

, tl matter at hand. 
'th little applicatlon to 1e 

nature Wl 1 "hapters . roach and "methodo ogy c 
hand, he thought the general app.. II hapter was thorough 

" T1 "task areas c 
lear but non-speclflC. 1e 

were c , k into account a recent 
b t ld have to be revised to ta e 

and clear, u wou , B d and 
., that the ARC Criminal JUstlce oar 

SCC resolution requlrlng , t application, and 
. C ittee act on eac.h Impact proJec . 

SCC Executlve omm , each SPA 
, d Commission chairman co-s1gn 

that the SPA dlrector an 't' taken by 
The SPA coordinator agreed with a pOSl lon 

certification, f $500 000 would be insufficient for 
the CAT that the original sum a , 

evaluation of the Impact program, and 
Planning, administration and ld 

supplementFLl evaluation funds wou 
that a single action grant for d t J'ustifica-

failed to provide a equa e 
be feasible, although the plan 

recommended approval of the plan, 
h ach He then (57) tion for t is appro . 

. were resolved. 
t1'at thl? most serious deficiencles provided , 
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The RO coordinator completed her review on July 21. She found 

the plan to be "rife with philosophical discussion, redundancies, 

inconsistencies and inferences with limited specific delineation of 

methodology. On the other hand, ... a high premium is placed on develop

ment and implementation of reliable data systems, analytical techniques, 

and evaluation." The timetable for accomplishment of certain tasks 

outlined in the plan was questioned as being unrealistic. Moreover, 

the plan made no provision for funding interim projects on the basis 

of existing data and "informed judgments." The evaluation section was 

found to be "totally inadequate" although the grant administration 

process proposed in the plan was found to be "concise, comprehensive, 

but unrealistic in terms of the number of manhours which would be 

required to administer the Impact program." In general, the RO coor

dinator believed that the plan lacked a necessary level of detail 

regarding exactly how the CAT proposed to accomplish its objectives. 

She nevertheless recommended approval of the plan with special con

ditions, since to reject it outright or approve it after extensive 

negotiations, would only cause further delay in implementation of the 

program. In any event, although the plan did not meet the "standards 

of spec~ficity" ~.,rhich the Regional Office had hoped to achieve, "t'he 

concepts, overall approach, and the general methodology" appeared 

sound. (58) 

On July 24-25, all the program participants, representing the 

various levels of government and agencies involved, took part in a 

series of meetings to discuss the plan of .operation and the status of 

the program. As matters developed, a dichotomy emerged separating 

meeting participants into two factions: t 1.lOse interested in "action 

now" and those committed to the value of planning in general and 

crime-oriented planning in particular. The executive committee of 

the State Crime Commission met first on the morning of the 24th in 

the presence of RO and ARC staffs. One committee member stated the 
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opinion that the plan's data system would allow the program to cran 

up" at a relatively early date, using l>xisting data while building 

toward more reliable data. The ch[d rman agreed, but expressed his 

concern over the projected timetable which called for little action 

until after November 1. An ARC official then responded by pointing 

nut that the CAT was looking for proj eets which ccould be implement~d 

sooner. 
Tbe see chairman questioned \.lhcther the data being sought 

w~rc needed by the line criminal justice agencies themselves, or 

whetht:r they \vould be primarily of use to the CAT for its own crime 

In respo
nse, an ARC off1 cia 1 insisted that the "informati I:' 

analysis. 

d d b 1 
. the snlves if the program was to build was nee e y tle agenc~es m~~ ., 

into those agencies a sound management and planning capability to 
II (59) Wh 

carry forward aftey the Impac t team ,vas long gone. en one com-

mittee membE,r expressed the opinion that enough need could be demon

strated to take action now, and that he \<lould "rather see mistakes 

made as the result of hasty activitv than sec mistakes made from 

inactivity," (60) others present pointed to the difficul ty in trans

ferring successful projects without good data to reliably justify 

recommendations for transfer and expressed a strong hope'that an 

1 f h d t wOllld pI-eva';l (lV'er the "gut reaction" 
intelligent ana ysis 0 tea a ~ 

approach. One member countered with the thought that he did not sup-' 

port studies for the sake of studies, but only to obtain such basic 

and vital information as who \vas committing target crimes, and where. 

The committee then approved the plan, subject to the conditions out

lined by the SPA staff, and the meeting was adjourned with a commit

ment to support the Impact program and to act quickly on Impact 

matters so as not to further impede its progress. 
(61) 

The afternoon of the 24th found the SPA and the LEAA Regional 

and l>Jashington Office staffs in a meeting at the Regional Office to 

accomplish three tasks germane to ~tlanta Impact program implementa

tion: (3) to summarize SPA/RO reviews of the plan of operation; 
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up 

(b) to discuss the State Crime Comml.'ssl.'on t' f h ac ~on 0" t at morning; aHd 

(c) to determine the reactions of Washington headquarters to the -plan 

of operation. Thi t' 1 d s mee ~ng e to a consensus view that the "plan was 

poorly conceived, that forward movement was difficult to discern, and 

that: the timetables for implementation of the program were excessively 

distant. II (62) 

The next day city representatives again joined the meetings with 

SPA, RO and LEAA headquarters staff members. The entire morning was 

occupied with a general disc;lssion of the status of the program. The 

Regional Administrator outlined the problems perceived by the LEAA: 

the delays, Jato. deficiencies, funding timeframe, the inadequacies in 

the plan of operation and the dubious quality of the input of the con

sultants retained by the CAT. The National Impact Coordinator ver

balized his concern over the slow start-up of projects. The ARC 

director responded by stating his w;lll.'ngness ~ to move to fund projects 

immediately on the basis of existing data; however, he also pointed 

nut the difficulties arising from the need to develop a data base 

\vhUe withstanding official and public pressure to move the program. 

The afternoon was t' d '1 spen ~n a eta~ ed discussion of the Atlanta plan 

of operation. 

The National Impact Coordinator would later state that the 

meeting indicated first, that the CAT, as I present y constituted, did 

not have a sufficient grasp of the Impact program, and he doubted 

seriously the ability of the CAT to conduct the program. Second, it 

was clear to him that there was a "communications problem ll with the 

CAT. Regardless of the accuracy of an ass~rtion by the CAT that the 

LEAA had "changed the signals,rr the 

"failed to respond to documented RO 

fact remained that the CAT had 

guidance and offers of continued 

technical assistance.,,(63) He, nevertheless, was able to see two 

positive results of the conferences. First, agreement had been 
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the CAT to begin an analysis of 
reached on a strategy that would allow 

. f r speedy implementation. Second, 
nxisting data to generate proJects 0 
'" " II b r of per-"b . d the hatchet on anum e 
the meetings appeared to have ur1e . 

. '. ,,(64) However the Regional Office coord1nator 
sonallty lssues.' I dif-

as having culminated in a vast Y nd the personality issue assess"" 
fer~nt way. She reported that 

the chairman of the ARC extended his 

d actuallY" to the chairman of the 
hand "symbolically an . (65) 

. ff t refused to accept It. Commission who, 1n e- ec , 

State Crime 
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6.0 THE MANAGEMENT OF THE CAT IS CALLED INTO QUESTION AND THE PLAN 
OF OPERATION IS APPROVED 

During the month of August, as the CAT staff worked to revise the 

plan of operation, SPA and RO officials moved to counter what they 

considered to be deficiencies in the management of the program by the 

Crime Analysis Team. At the regular meeting of the State Crime Com

mission in early August, several members voiced concern over the lack 

of progress of the Impact program under its current leadership. The 

consensus of the group was that the problems which had been encountered 

thus far had not been insurmountable and that decisive action could 

have moved the program more quickly. After one member pointed out that 

it was the State Crime Co~nission which was the grantee for Impact 

funds and that it was time for it to assert its supervisIon over the 

Impact program, another member moved that the Commission act to assume 

supervision of the program on a day-to-day rather than on a general 

basis and that it do so through the person of the Commission chairman. 

Although the chairman expressed some hesitation about his assuming this 

role, the motion carried unanimously. (66) 

Two ~veeks later, the Co~ission member who offered the motion to 

have its chairman assume supervision of the program was said to have 

told the CAT dire~tor he had done so because he had received incon

sistent information about the program and wanted to make sure that the 

policy making board governing the SPA had one person advising it of 

"exactly what was going on." (67) However, after the director of the 

ARC protested the Commission action in an August 18th letter to the 

SCC chairrr~n, the latter inforTIed the Governor of another rationale 

for the Commission's decision. In paLt, he wrote the following: 

The Board's recommendation ... demonstrated its concern over 
the lack of progress of the Impact cities program as of that 
date and recognition of the Board's responsibility for super
visory oversight of all criminal justice programs funded 
through the use of LEAA funds in the State of Georgia. (68) 
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of the CAT director had 
the management style 

In the mt'antime, In 
1 Office and the CAT. 

. . I d'vided the Regiona. 
become> an lSsue wlnc 1 l·· h' , had differing 

. 1 Office and CAT staff appear to aVE 
retrospeet, Reg~ona d' 'tor's 

nature and consequences of the CAT ~rec , 
perceptions of the 

From the RO point of view, the latter s 
approach to management. and lIinde-

being "participatory" in nature 'f 
approach was interpreted as f '1 0 

.,,4th the result that an alleged a~ ure 
, • II' i't e consequences . ~ d 

C I SlVl' 1n· ., f action" was associate 

the program to assume a '\"ell-defined course 0 , t ,,(69) 
f the CAT dlrec or. 

philosophy and practices 0 
with the "management 

t 's managerial 
Perspective, the CAT direc or 

F the Regional Office 
rom the CAT director 

d two forms. First, 
style appears to have assume llec-

II teamll ",hi-cr. \VaS co 

eare
d to view the CAT, SPA and RO staffs as a 

app . f the Impact program. No single 

t J
' .. vely responsible for the management 0 

Consequently, the CAT director 
the pivotal role. 

agency would occupy , 't'ator of plans 
b of the team rather than an lnl ~ 

h-lmself as a mem er , th rolty saw ~ , If decision-mak~ng au 0 ~ 
Second, within the CAT ltse , 

totally, delegat~d to the staff. Here, 
I I II 

and pt'ograms. 

was to be substantially, if not 
. '1 a e' a wember of a team. 

too, the CAT director would functlon Slmp y ~ f that 
program differed drastically rom 

h to management of the 
His approac Off-lce fully expected that the 

ff' The Region IV ~ 
of the Regional a lce. for setting the direction of 

CAT director would assume responsibility 
, , ld be subj ect to the review of the 

d that his dec~s~ons wou 
tl1e Program an d f r a . 1 Office saw the nee 0 

In this context, the Reglona 
SPA and RO. 1 Is of government involved 

h CAT and among the three eve 
hierarchy within teA b I' es One respondent at the SP e lev 
in the management of the program. 

could talk about participatory 
Eventually, that the "LEAA's position was that you 

eventually decisions had to be made. 
management, but that ture 

. 1 effect a hierarchical, decision-making struc . 
you had to have, 11 , h d to take 

h 'n a boat but eventually someone a 
You could all be toget er ~ 

the " oars. 
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up 

CAT staff believed that the differences between the Regional 

Office and the CAT arose from the CAT dir~ctor's emphasis upon manage

ment by objectives and results. His approach was incompatible with 

w'hat the CAT perceived as an undue emphasis by the Regional Office upon 

means and process which, in their view, resulted in losing sight of 

the larger goals of the program. 

Throughout this period, the RA believed that the plan of operation 

should amount to a detailed formal written statement of what exactly 

the CAT director planned to do to implement the program. He had been 

informed by the LEAA that the CAT must develop a "work plan" for manage

ment of the program and achievement of the goals for crime reduction. 

The LEAA \vollld provide assistance when requested but that assistance 
(70) 

would come only when the CAT assumed a leadership role in the program. 

One negative result of the CAT director's management style 

reported by a CAT staff member was that \vhile "LEAA \vanted [the CAT 

director] to lay it out, to articulate it himself) he, in turn, would 

tell the staff to do it but they didn't know what was on his mind and 

thus couldn't tell the Regional Office." A second type of response 

reccdved by the RO from the CAT director was that the "team" of RO/SPA/ 

CAT staff would produce the required plans. By early June, the RO 

coordinator, in apparent frustration over the laissez faire leadership 

style of the CAT director, reported that "contacts \vith [the CAT] have 

reached the point [at] which the lack of specific plans has become the 

major topic of conversation resulting in hostility at all levels.,,(?l) 

This narrative, as reported thus far, would be incomplete were 

mention not made of the feeling, among those interviewed, that at 

least some of the problems which developed in the early months of the 

Atlanta progralu were due to the dynamics of interpersonal relation-

ships. It is reported, for example, that "there were some real 
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pe'rsonal1ty clashes, no doubt about that. We had a $20 mill ion pro

gram ,md ... real strong personalities [at the RO, SPA, and CAT1. II 

Again, "Some [of the problem] was due to [the strong] pprsonalitie.s at 

the Regional Office and State Crime Commission. 1I It is impossible to 

determine (and it would be inappropriate to speculate) whether the 

IIhostility at all levels ll reported by the RO coordinator in early.June 

had developed because differences in approach to the managemE'nt of the 

program had been diffic.llt to reconcile because of "personality 

clashes," or whether the personality clashes themselves arose from 

differences in management philosophies. It does seem reasonable, 

though, to suggest that there were "objective" circumstances in the 

environment of Impact program planners which increased the probability 

that individual personality characteristics would have some effect 

upon the management of the program. In retrospect) the circumstances 

might be recreated as follows: Fi.rst, the Impact prugram was unpre

ced(>nted in form and content. The COPIE-cycle concept was virtually 

untried. Second, Impact was an act.:icn'·oriented, demonstration program. 

Tlw planning process had an emergenl:Y quality to it and time \.,ras in 

1 I Third., Imp;:1.C'.t was viewed as having been formulated too Slort supp y. . 

in a highly unstructured context. Se.veral key actors recall feeling 

th:1t the program had been announced without a great deal of fore

thought, as representing a good idea conceptually b,lt as lacking spe-

. E-' . d f "1 t tion There were. in the words of one, c 1 ·l.C gU1. ance or :Lmp emen a. , 

"lots of unknowns. It was an unstrlLctvred prograln that gradually 

hecame structured. [But] at the time, the program was so new that 

everyone was still having a hard tiUle defining what it was all about." 

Fourth, in what may have objectively been a pressured and uncertain 

situation, staff members of the Regional Office, SPA, and CAT spent 

the first several weeks of th(~ program in close, informal, and intense 

interaction for substantial pE~riods of time. One participant recalls 

having "met day after day into the night," to discuss how to proceed 

with the program. 
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In sum, the actors found themselves in a totally unfamiliar situa

tion in which they CQuid not depend upon prior experience or institu

tional norms to define their individual roles. It is in precisely such 

circumstances that individual personalities are more than likely to have 
n strong, eff t h d 

.ec· upon t e ecision-making process. In this context, it 

might be expectpd that, as one early Atlanta Impact planner stated, the 
meetings "got into difference· s of 1 1 

approac 1, t lere ,.,rere communicati()l1s 
problems," and eventually, as already noted, hostility developed "at 
all levels." 

By early August, "continuing staff input" from the RO and SPA 

claiming that the competence of the CAT was questionable, 

original version of the plan for a plan was unacceptable, 
the Regional Administrator 

and that the 

had caused 
to begin a series of attempts to resolve 

the situation. It h' b I 
was 1.S e ief that the Atlanta program could be 

salvaged if the executive director of the Atlanta Regional CommisSion 

took a personal hand in its management. On August 
2, he informed 

the director and deputy di f h 
rector 0 t e ARC of the criticism which 

had been leveled at the CAT director. gave them 
. his recommendation, 

and was told by the ARC director two days later 1 h 
tlat t ere were prob-

1cms hut none which he himself could 
not solve with immediate action. 

On August 8, the Regional Administrator met with the mayor and the 
City Administrator and repeated his 

concerns, telling the mayor that 
any cecision on the matter would be his because of his responsibility 
for the program. The may I 

or a so expressed his belief that the pro-
gram could be salvaged if the ARC d1.'rector . h 

gave ~t is personal atten-tion. 

SPA, 

the 

On August 15, following a series of meetings between the RO and 

a conference was held at the Hayor's Office and was attended by 
directors of the ARC and 

the Regional Administrator. 
SPA~ the mayor, the chief of police and 

The ARC director said that he was in the 
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t of 
process of correcting the problems associated with the manag

emen 

, , d that the state ",ould assume the 
the program, The partlclpants agree 

all future relations with the CAT. 
principal role in 

The conferees also 

certain action grants on 

agreed that it would be appropriate to move 

the basis of a sampling of existing data., 

After the mayor stated that a street 

first prioritY, an ARC representative 

lighting project was still his 

stated that there were suffi-

cient data to justify funding \''If such a proj ect. 
The participants also 

'1 . ts would be balanced among several 
agreed that funding of initla pro]ec 

to tl1e police overtime project, and J::he 
as I n addition program are" . 

initial phase or the street 
lighting project, there would be funding 

, A corrections and possibly a courts 

The Regional Administrator 

agreed to expedite the release to the 
i.Jhen the maS-

f.unds for the development of the master plan. 
planning 

a fl.'na1 decision as to whether the ARC was 
ter plan was submitt~d, 

and whether the program should 
capablp of handling the Impact program 

be ".,"'de on the basis of ,that docllment and the 
remain in Atlanta '<;oJould "= 

county agencies in the management of action 
performance of city and 

grants approved by that time. 

b h latter part of August it still 
Despite these decisions, Y t e 

that "there was no way to win in 
seemed to the Regional Administrator 

II d t d it sur
the situation at hand" although he '<;oJas not yet rea y 0 a m 

for Atlanta." The alternative to "staggering 
render on the program 

a10ng" with the staff 
at hand would be to move the CAT from the ARC 

In the RA's 
1 

't situated, to another entity within the c
2
ity. 

Wlere 1 was (7 ) 
ltd' It 

view, such a move would be even more ~sast.l:ous. 

The chairman of the State Crime Commission seemed satisfied by 

e'V'e,cutl've director of the ARC to involve himself 
the promise of the "'" 
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personally ~n the management of the program. On August 21, the SCC 

chairman informed the mayor of his conviction that the August 15 

meeting would result in a "much better understanding" among the various 

levels of government concerned "dth Impact and that he had been reas

sured by the statements of the ARC director concerning the qualifica

tions of the CAT staff and his personal commitment to the program. (73) 

Sp.veral'days later, when he wrote the Governor to inform him of the 

rationale behind the decision to allow the State Crime Commission to 

directly manage the Impact program, h~ indicated that the ARC director's 

~ersonal interest in the program coupled with his statement that he 

would personally vouch for the performance of the Crime Analysis Team 

had been "reassuring and in response to the concern of the Crime Com

mission Board as expressed in the action which it had taken on 

August 2.,,(74) 

In the meantime, the CAT had resubmitted the plan of operation to 

the SPA. An SPA staff review indicated that, with but one exception, 

all conditions proposed by the previous review had been met. In the 

view of the SPA staff, the plan did not incorporate State Crime Com

mission policy on regional planning agency review which required that 

the regional Criminal Just:Cce Board review all local Impaet applica-

tions on the basis of merit and of conformity to the state plan. 

staff therefore recommended that 'approval be totally ;condi tioned 

ARC's acceptance of this policy. 

The 

'.!T)On 

The ARC director was informed of the decision by telephone on 

August 18. His written response, dated August 21 ~ '\<7as one of disap~' 

pcintment that the SPA had failed to accept what he called ARC's 

established policy and procedures for project review. He requested 

that the SPA ask the Governor to sign the plan using the SCC language 

with the understanding that the LEAA would make the final determina

tion. 
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submitted the plan to the Regional 
The Governor, though, had 

h ARC director had written his 
Office on August 21, the same day t e 

the SPA. The Region IV Office of the LEAA approved it on 
response to t b 

III a
ccordance with Regj anal Office instructions a su -

August 24. th 
which would reflect estimated costs to administer e 

the $625,000 originally allo-mit a budget 
though t'h_y might exceed 

program, even 0 010 The 
appll'catl'on had requested a grant of $97, . 

cated, the PA t 
$625 000 and asked the S a 

Regional Office reduced the budget to , 

CAT b 't a more detailed justification 
have the su ml 
funds since its review of the plan itself did not 

(75) 
rationale for the overage. 
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for the additional 

provide sufficient 

personally in the management of the program. On August 21, the SCC 

chairman informed the mayor of his convic'tion that the August 15 

meeting would result in a "much better understanding ll among the various 

levels of government concerned vdth Impact and that he had been reas

sured by the statements of the ARC director concerning the qualifica

tions of the CAT staff and his personal commitment to the proglam .. (73) 

Several days later, when he ~·ri.'ote the Governor to inform him of the 

rationale behind the decision to allow the State Crime Commission to 

directly manage the Impact program, he indicated that the ARC director's 

personal interest in the program coupled with his statement that he 

would personally vouch for the performance of the Crime Analysis ~eam 

had been "rlZ!assuring and in response to the concern of the Crime Com

mission Board as expressed in the action which it had taken on 

Augus t 2. II (74) 

In the meantime, the CAT had resubmitted the plan of operation to 

the SPA. An SPA staff review indicated that, with but one exception, 

al] conditions proposed by the previous review had been met. In the 

view of the SPA staff, the plan did not incorporate State Crime Com

mission polic:r. on "regional planning. agency review which required that 

the regional Criminal Justice Board review all local Impact applica

tions on the basis of merit and of conformity to the state plan. The 

staff therefore recommended that approval be totally conditioned upon 

ARC's acceptance of this policy. 

The ARC director was informed of the decision by telephone on 

August 18. His written response, dated August 21. was one of disap-· 

pcintment that the SPA had failed to accept what he called ARC's 

established policy and procedures for project review. He requested 

that the SPA ask the Governor to sign the plan using the SCC language 

with the understanding that the LEAA would make the final determina

tion. 
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The 
hR·' al h h had submitted the plan to t e eglon 

Governor, t oug , h' 

Office on August 21, 

response to the SPA. 

d the ARC director had written lS 
the same ay 

IV Office of the LEAA approved it on 
The Region 

sub-
h Regl'onal Office instructions to 

2L In accordance wit 
August h t to administer the 

Whl' ch would reflect estimated cos s 
mit a budget 1 11 d the $625,000 original Y a 0-
program even though t'hey might excee 

, application had requested a grant of $970,010. The 
cated, the $625 000 and asked the SPA to 
Regional Office reduced the budget to, " 1 

h h 
submit a more d~tailed justification for the addltl0na 

ave t 8 CAT d sufficient 
f h Ia itself did not provi e 

funds since its review 0 t: p n 
(7:J ) 

rationale for the overage. 
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7.0 THE "ROLE ISSUE" RESURFACES 

Cf the several projects suggested for e<.\:. I:, funding under the 

Impact program, as stated previously, the mayor had attached the highest 

priority to the street lighting project. Serious discussion of the 

project had started in June; however (as discussed above, page 42), the 

CAT director experienced a great deal of difficulty as he attempted, to 

coordinate the responses of the various city agencies which would have 

to be involved in developing and implementing it. The project applica

tion did not reach the SPA until August 29, nearly two months after the 

initial work on the project had begun. 

It took the SPA but two days to reject the grant application out

rig~t, because of cost/benefit considerations which arose from the 

proposed location for the project. Given the crime patterns in the 

area, the SPA concluded that if the city met its goals of reducing 

robberies by ten percent and burglaries by five percent, it would have 

prevented only six Impact crimes at a cost of nearly one million dol

lars. On that basis, the SPA staff could not recommend endorsement of 

the project. (76) 

On September 13, the mayor resubmitted the application and asked 

for its approval on the grounds that the state had no authority to 

reject it .. The mayor perceived the SPA action as having raised "serious 

questions as to jurisdiction and authority which must be resolved if 

the Impact program is to continue under the jurisdiction of my office." 

In a letter to the SPA executive director, the mayor's position was 

stated as follows: 

It is my understanding that the role of the State Crime 
Commission with regard to the Impact program is to review 
grant applications to ascertain compliance with the State 
of Georgia's Comprehensive Criminal Plan. Since your 
review does not indicate any inconsistency with the state 
plan, I must, therefore, assume that you found it not to 
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h ld be further noted that the proj
be inconsistent. It s ~uinconsistent with the regiona~ 
ect was 'not deemed to b tion in reviewing the detalls 
plan. Consequently~ your ac 'ect beyond that necessary to 
and merit of , a part:cula~eP~~~te plan appears to me to be 
insure compllance wlt~ t b d the jurisdiction of the an exercise of authorlty eyon 
State Crime Commission. (77) 

Two days later, the mayor the SPA execut~ve followed up his letter to 

1 '11 of the data contained in tae dirGctor with an lIupdated ana YS1S dd't' nal 
" a lication with the hope that the a 1 10 

street llghtlng grant pp 'f able recommendation 
11 th SPA to glve a avor information would a ow e 

, (78) The SPA interpreted the mayor's letter as 
to the proJect. Its Impact 

his backing away from a confrontation, 
evidence of , an "apparent attempt to 

'ewed the updated analysls as 
coordinator Vl Th SPA, how-

l " f arded two days previously. e rescind the appea orw . g 

. raised by the mayor concernln 
ever, believed that the questlons ., were "serious'l and 

approve or reject appllcatlons its authority to t At the 
regardless of the city's new pos ure. , should be resolved d d 

- , d the SPA decl e . decision was being dlspute , ., same time this POllCy l' t ln 
to review the app lca lon tll<"'t it would use its normal procedure . 

" h mayor and transmitted terms of the additional data provided by t e (79) 

that information to the Region IV a lce ln ff' . a memorandum. 

, f the updated analysis found it "confusing, conA staff reVlew 0 . 

II The staff extrapolated from data con-d and erroneous. , 
tra ictory, 1 d d that the "cos t beneflts I f operation and conc u e t ained in the p an o· f th 

' bl nd the goals 0 e derived from this project remain questlona e a 

d 11 The project would cost $966,000 to ' ct appear understate . 1 

pro] e robbery and burglary by e even . f goals that would only reduce d 
satls y (80) "::PA staff could not recommen h Again, the u incidents in six mont s. 

endorsement of the project. 

'\ 
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On September 22, the mayor wrote to the chairman of the State 

Crime Commission asking for his support of the project. The mayor saw 

the street lighting project as havit.g lIcritical importance" for the 
following reasons: 

Among other things, it will convey to our citizens that the 
Impact program is, in fact, doing at least something to 
combat crime in Atlanta. Some visible evidence of the 
Impact program is critically needed at this point to combat 
the average Atlantan's opinion that the presently ongoing 
planning process is nothing more than bureaucratic red tape 
and governmental foot dragging. The confidence of the 
people generally in the Impact program is literally at stake. (81) 

However, both the Governor and the Regional Office backed the SPA in 

. . h k h d " d' h d f h d " (82) ltS rlg t to ma~e t e eC1Slon an ln t e soun ness 0 t at eC1Sl0n. 

The street lighting episode had.everal dimensions, and for each 

key participant in the program, it a: pears to have had a different 

meaning. The mayor saw the project, itself, as a way to show results 

to a press and public which had become disenchanted by a lack of 

visible results from the Impact program. The SPA's initial rejection 

of the project on technical grounds caused the mayor and the state to 

impose another laye:t of significance to the grant application in that 

its rejection or approval would define in operational terms the 

authority of the state with respect to the City in the decision-making 

process. Finally, although CAT staff members would later claim that 

the ARC had little real choice in the matter because of the intense 

personal interest of the mayor in the project, from the point of view 

of the Regional Administrator, the city's submission and resubmission 

of a project which appeared to be complete:y without merit meant that 

the ARC director was not taking the personal hand in the management of 

the program which he had promised and that the competence of the CAT 
was again being called into question. 
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AA ADMINISTRATOR MAKES A DECISION 
8.0 THE LE September by the Ad-to Atlanta was planned for late 

A visit "" about LEAA programs. h LEAA to announce good news 
ministrator of t e t believe that his 

h Re ional Office had begun 0 
By mid-September t e g k k decisions concerning 

'd opportunity to rna e ey visit would prOVl e an d' tor 
Atlanta. The RO coor lna " 

the future of the Impact program i~ as the major priority which 
in particular, saw the "role issue 

would face the Administrator during 
.. (83) 

his V1Slt. 

The LEAA Administrator on September 26. met with the Governor 

h role of the state t stressed the importance of t e At the meeting, ae f th 
1'11 the program and expressed confidence in the performance 0 e 

in turn, pledged his S'Pt' dl'rector and his staff. The Governor, 

~ That same day, the mayor continuing support for the Impact program. that he was "very 
ress conference and told reporters 

held a p , , rant had been turned down . . t d" that the street hghtlng g 
disappoln e 'd "It has worked in 

m to priority," the mayor sal. 
"This was y p and the mayors there 

' D C and in Wilmington, Delaware, 
Waslungton, .., had. 'We will have to 

t tling that they ever said this is the greates 1 (84) 
. " reapply and re-design our applicatlon. 

The very next day, the LEAA Administrator met with the mayor. 

the local press as saying that d sources" were quoted by 
"Informe that "Atlanta ,vas in danger of 
the Administrator informed the mayor f [the 

h Impact crime-fighting grant rom losing its $20 million Rig the 

up with a suitable plan for spending LEAAl unless the city comes ld 

For the moment, however, the mayor wou money ,vi thin 30 days." "d ' 

"soul-searching session urlng only describe the conference as a (85) 

, "were discussed. which "some personalities and policles 

The local response 

concern. One columnist 

h . 't of the Administrator was one of to t e V1S1 

explained "Hashington's" problem with the 
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Impact program in Atlanta as having to do with the lack of "the sort 

of data Washington wants" and that "Vlashington isn't gOing to grant us 

money to be used for various projects to reduce the crime rate until 

Washington is satisfied we know what we are dOing," but still found it 

"hard to understand the delay here [in Atlanta] unless it's the old 

bureaucratic story, lots of talk, lots of memoranda, lots of waiting 

on other people. In the meanwhile, people are being robbed and people 

are being shot on the streets. ,,(86) Editorially, The Atlanta Constitu

~ hoped that "despite panicky suggestions to the contrary, ... Atlanta 

is ~vel1 on its way toward qualifying for the $20 million High Impact 

crime fighting grant promised by the federal Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration. ,,(87) The Finance CO~]ittee of the Board of Aldermen 

pas reported to be "concerned over repo;:-ts that Atlanta is in danger of 

losing" Impact funds and as having instructed its chairman to investi

gate the situation to seek ways to expedite implementation of the 
proj ect. (88) 

On September 29 and October 3 the state, local and federal offi

cials inVOlved ~vith the Impact program met to formulate a plan of 

action on the basis of the LEAA Administrator's suggestions. The City 

Administrator, heretofore not inVOlved in Impact policy making except 

in a peripheral way, was a key partiCipant at these meetings. The 

executive director of the ARC, in particular, as well as the City 

Administrator had strong reservations about plaCing the CAT director 

under the direct supervision of the mayor. Their objections were based 

upon the feeling that having the CAT director as a member of the mayor's 

staff would be unwise in view of the hostilities between the city and 

county; conflicting demands on the mayor's time ~vould not allmv him to 

direct the program; the city lacked responsibility for criminal jus

tice programs, except for the police; the city's management of other 

federal programs had been inadequate; there would be management 
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problems with respect to lines of communication and authority among the 

CAT director and staff, the mayor, the ARC, and the state; and the role/ 

veto conflict could be reactivated at all levels. (89) 

On another level, the executive director of the ARC was concerned 

about the future of the CAT director and was reluctant to seek his 

resignation. On October 2, "reliable sources" Ivere quoted in the 

prbss as saying that the CAT director had met with the ARC director 

that day and offered his resignation. Following the meeting, the ARC 

director was quoted as saying, "We discussed a num'b::;r of possibilities. 

For [the CAT director] to resign is not the answer. [He] has not 

resigned and I'm not going to fire him.,,(90) 

Nevertheless, on October 3 a committee of federal, state and 

local officials were able to reach a consensus opinion, covering five 

major points, which they believed to be consistent with the LEAA 

Administrator's concerns: 

• The current CAT director would resign 8ffective November 1. 

e The SPA would take a more active role in the Impact program 
and would physically locate its Impact coordination unit 
within the ARC. 

• The CAT staff would be merged with the ARC criminal justice 
block grant planning staff under the direction of the ARC 
regional criminal justice planner who would, in effect, 
become the Impact CAT director. 

• The current CAT staff would be reviewed by the new CAT 
director. 

• An administrative assistant, with police expertise, \vould be 
employed at the upper levels of the Atlanta pol:i.ce department 
to coordinate the Impact program within the city. 

When informed of the five-point plan the following day, the LEAA 

Administrator rej ected it outright because the CAT director \vould not 

be responsible directly to the mayor. On October 5, the Regional 

Administrator wrote the I.EAP. Administrator of the genuine concerns 
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ment and fully 
man." (91) 

of those involved in the disc . 
USs~ons. He also sa~d that i d' ~ the mayor had 

n ~cated that the CAT director would . 
have direct access to him. 

the ARC director and City Administrator had reached an Both 
the CAT di agreement that 

rector, although continuing to report to the ARC di 
administrative matters would' lector in 
d' ' ~n program and policy matters have a 
~rect line to the mayor h . 

, w 0 was ~n full agreement with th~s ... arra,nge-
understood that the nel. CAT director was to be "his 

the LEAA Administrator d accepte 
Following this explanation , 

the five-point plan and so informed 
the mayor on October 11. 
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AND THE MASTER AND EVALUATION 
A SECOND CAT DIRECTOR IS CHOSEN 

9.0 ED 
PLANS ARE APPROV id tHy 

i de baseline information and to en 
Data collection, to prov . 1 

. 1 t had begun in late August. On y 
. b1ems J.n At an a, I' f' ,d target crJ.me pro '1 bl~ Once the moel "le 

bberv datu ~.;rere then ava1 a . C; .• 

t 1 'lrV and ro '. t 1) ""','lme lHlrg , • ' , t funded by Impnc, '- ~ " 
, g system a proJec 

pnl ice field reportln . ", ld bE' able to retrieve 
f lly 0xpt>cted l.t \\TOU , • 

operntionn1, the CAT u . C' (;' homlC'1.dc, 
1 " other three crunes 1.·., " 

, _ r tin ta for t 18 
strangpr-to-strange t,d by the Impact 

., d aggravated assault) targe e 
forcible rdP~ an , 1 CAT staff, with the assistance of 

I the meantlme, t 1e d 
program. n . 11 sampling tlw recor s 1 s were manu,l y , 
some student part-time emp oyee 

of the At lanta police Department, 
Georgia Department of Offender 

" . C ts of Fulton 
J 'le and ~uperJ.or our 

Rehabilitation and the uvenJ. ~ 
( ) the data collection and subsequent 

C t 92 By September 8, 
.oun y. h bmitted to the 

The findings were t en su 
analysis ~\Tere completed. dur~ng the week of September 11 

h dId a meeting ~ 
Task Force, which sc e u e that were to be incorporated 

1 d obJ'ectives 
to establish the sub-goa s an 

into the master plan. 

By September 29, 
the mastE;'r plan was completed. 

a first draft of 

'd f' order the Task in rapl -1re ,. 
Force reviewed the plan and reported 

It had found the plan acceptable, 
d t 'o ~ bv October 3. its recommen a 1 no . 

" particularly in the . b' ct to certain revJ.slons, 
area of community 

S\l 1 C' h . tl1en - (Q~) 1 0 Task Force c a1rman, . , ," The mayor, \vho ~\Tas a s 
sC'curlty. . olved in the pro-
forwarded copies of the plan to all key ae.tors lnv " 

, He did, however, gram's ope.ratlon. 
strongly urge the RO, SPA and 

getting together formally 
h 1 informally prior to 

CAT to discusS t e p an 
(9 4).1 final v~rsion. Clea~ y, 

though, time was a 
'..:0 review it as a 
prime factor, and in an effort to speed up 

d ct i"s own revie~y 
SPA asked the RO to can u (95) 

with that of their agency. 
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the review process, the 

of the plan concurrently 

The new CAT director took charge of the Im?act program on 

November 1. He was not, however, new to the ARC structure but had, 

in fact, been hired by the Commission at the same time as the outgoing 

CAT director. Commenting on the circumstances which brought him the 

director's post, while shedding some light on the historical develop

ment of ARC/CAT relationships, he has since stated the following: 

The Atlanta Regional Commission was only founded at the end 
of 1971. Before that, one of the four entities that joined 
to form the ARC administered the block grant program. So, 
in reality, the block program for the Atlanta region was 
initiated under the ARC at the same time as the Impact pro
gram ..•. And, although it's true that the block program was 
running three or four months before Impact, we really put 
it together administratively at the same time Impact came 
along. 

The block program was administered by me on a regional basis 
and I joined the ARC at the same time the first director of 
the Atlanta Impact program was brought on board .•.. And the 
two programs ran parallel with each other from February/ 
Marc..h 1972 through October 1972, at which time they were 
consolidated ..•. So, I ran [that portion of the Atlanta 
Regional Commission} from November 1972 through March 1974 
[when I left the agency] as one planning entity--Impad 
and block ..•. (96) 

1~lat had really occurred, then, was that one CAT director who had 

been responsible solely for Impact program administration, was now 

replaced by another ARC employee who would have to divide his time 

administratively between Impact and the regional block program. 

Unsurprisingly, the new director opted for action. Rather than "re

invent the wheel" and further delay implementation of the program, he 

decided to endorse the plan in principle despite what he termed cer

tain recognizable "inadequacies." He added some data relative to 

objectives and sub-goals which he considered germane, and formally 

endorsed the plan on November 21. 
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, 1 Office SPA and CAT staffs met to 
On N::JVember 28, the Reg1.ona, h t the 

state officials was t a 1 ~hp consensuS of d 'scuss til£: P an. ~"-' , 't would mean 
.L. t' nable but that revis~ng J. f h plar. as ques J.O h ' 

quality 0 t e • f ther agreed t at J.n 
The state group ur 

further delay in the program. h ' , g the 
still be met by emp aSJ.ZJ.n program obJ'ectives could , 

any event , The plan and these sentJ.-
, w of individual project applicat1.ons. , 

rev~e h R ional Off1.ce by the 
ments were officially transmitted to t e eg 

Governor on December 7. 

t favorable. The staff review of the plan was no 
The fot1Th.1.1 SPA , , data although 

the plan's reliance on eXJ.st1.ng , 
staff quest~oned ision as better data 

. flexible enough to allow rev 
the document was d rojects were not 

In addition, prugrams an p , 
became available. "f' d in the plan. F1.nally, 

1 . d to problems ~dent~ 1.e 
specifically re ate 't ften was noncommittal, 

be so flexible that 1. 0 , , the plan '\las found to 

b ' t t much interpretation and, SUtJec 0 
f Offered little ut~ll.ty there.ore, 

ar a functional plan. 

tied and it felt SPA believed its hands were 
Nevertheless the· , ' f the plan might 

duty bound to accept the plan. After all, reJect1.on 0 -

f the program by the LEAA or, mean termination 0 
at the very least, the 

flex. 1., ble enough ~ince the plan was 1 r 1972 funds. -loss. of fisca yea limit < the 
di t r to provide inputs and not to 

to allow the new CAT rec 0, d in view' of the conse-
of types of potentia~. pro] ects, an 

numbers of the 
of further delay, the staff recommended acceptance 

quences made with the understanding that 
Thejr recomm~ndation was 

plan. address the five-year, 20 percent program f th plan "must" 
updates 0 e in the ulan and with the understanding that 
goal which was not handled. h' "0 the 

' t ot for its relations 1P ~ the SPA would review each proJec (97) 

master plan but on its own merits. 

S6 

The Regional Office staff review found similar limitations in 

the plan. The failure to respond to the five-year, 20 percent pro

gram goal, the limited scope of the data, and the overly broad and 

rudimentary identification of problems, were considered to be 

serious limitations. However, its recommendation was that the plan 

be approved with certain reservations. It was felt that prolonged 

negotiation to get a "quality document" "(\lould only furt:ler delay 

for many months implementation of the program. The conditions that 

would be attached to the approval of the plan were as follows: 

1. Its limitations should be corrected in quarterly updates. 

2. The five-year 20% goal should be addressed. 

3. A group of projects should be developed for the review pro
cess with LEAA/SPA technical assistance to facilitate their 
approval at the same time as the master plan. The applica
tions would serve as further evidence of program direction 
lacking in the master plan.e9R) 

For the next several t\l8e1<s the CAT worked to develop this proj ect 

package for review by the RO and the LEAA's Impact Policy Decision 

Group. TIle strategy \\las to present the plan of operation, the 

master plan, ana individual grant applications as a Ifunified package." 

This package was eventually approved by the Policy Decision Group on 
January 17, J973. 

A MITRE analysis of the crime-oriented planning process in the 

eight Impact cities found that the Atlanta plan fell within the 

crime-oriented "victim/offender/environment" planning framework 

devised by the National Institute. In part, the analysis stated the 
following: 

[The Atlanta] planning documents provided a detailed analysis 
of the two Impact crimes of robbery and burglary within the 
victim/offender/environment framework .... 
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, , -setting category, burglary Within the enVJ,ronment or cr~me t ly For burglary, the 
o analyzed separa e . 

and robbery wer_ 'd _ d' residential verslls non-
following factors were,cons~ ere ;rence and geographical 
residential, day and t~me 0 o:c~ and ;esidentia1 robberies 
location. Open space, ~o~erc~~ ~ccurrence and geographical ,,,ere analyzed by day an t me 0 

area. 

ff ders were characterized by sex, 
Robbery and burg1a~y_o e~mic background. In addition, the 
age, race, and soc~~ econ ared to the census tract census tract of res~dence was comp 
of offense fnr robbery and burglary offenders. 

'1 b1 to characterize the robbery Limited information was ~va~ a '~timized in commercial rob,- , 
victim. The type of bus~ness v~ , to broad types of busi
beries was further an~lyzed accorhd~~g store bank). Victims 

( ' mmerc~a1 house, c a~n , 
nesses ~.e., co haracterized by race, sex, and 
of open-space robberies w:rde c when the offense occurred. (99) proximity to place of res~ ence, 

In addition, the plan related descriptlons 0 , f four major areas 

system to the victim/offender/ of the existing criminal justice 

identify problems within each of environment analysis in order to 

these func ti.onal areas, As a result of this analYSis, the following 

h 1 Atlanta master plan: priority problems were identified wit i~ t 1e 

PoliCe> 

Courts 

Correct- [: L1ns 

III 

.. 
.hlvenile 
Rehabil i-
tation 

., 

.. 

HifCh incidence of residential high crime areas 

Open-space robberies in identified high crime areas 

Excessive case processing ti~e 

treatment of J'urors and witnesses Inadequate 

Inadequate capability for the management and 
processing of criminal court cases 

Exce&sive recidivism 

High rate of staff turnuver 

Increase in severity of crime 

Inadequate referral resources 
tives to the juvenile court 

among juveniles 

to be used as alterna-

Excessive number of school drop-outs 

ffin at the intake and supervision 
Inadequate sta g, h' 'Ie J'ustice system and treatment stages 1n t e Juvenl 

Lack of adequate information systems 
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Five program goals were then established which defined the broad 

strategies to be adopted in addreSSing the stated problems. These 
were: 

o Reduce the number of high crime census tracts by 20 
percent. 

• Reduce the number of persons becoming victims of crimes 
by 10 percent. 

• Increase the apprehension rate by 5 percent. 

.. Decrease court processir,g time by 25 percent. 

lilt Reduce the number of ar,:7ested offenders by 20 percent. 

The plan also defined program sub-goals, or more specific strategies 

to be used in reducing crime. Table VII shows the relationships 

among program goals and projects proposed for implementation in the 

Atlanta plan. In addition, it contains the names of 29 possible 

project ideas. Several proposed projects (i.e., Team Police, Street 

Lights, Helicopters, Overtime Police, and Command and Control) cross 

more than one of the 14 stated program objectives. Table VIII lists 

possible projects, cites the aggregate number for those projects 

crossing more than one program objective, and includes the estimated 

cost for implement~tion. The $28 million estimated cost for projects 

waD, except for Cleveland's and Newark's, the largest dollar figure 

initially requested by any Impact city. For several reasons, the 

seemingly "out-of-line" budget request shown in the Atlanta master plan 

was not disturbing. First, the master plan itself only contained sug

gested types of projects for implementation under Impact, and it stip

ulated no priorities for the ~election of individua~ projects. Second, 

there was an understanding among key members of the CAT, SPA and. RO 

staffs that projects would be approved on nn individual basis and 

according to merit, based upon the Impact guidelines. Finally, only 

one Impact project, the Police Overdme Patrol, had been implemented 

by the time the master plan received regional LEAA approval in December 

1972. Atlanta's problems of interagency coordination eventually cul

minated in a very slow pace of implementation with the average project 
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18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

* 

TABLE Viii 
LIST OF ATLANTA PROJECT IDEAS PROPOSED FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

AND ESTIMATED COSTS IN LEAA FUNDS 

Project Ideas 

Special Security Units 

Hours 

Proper ty Ident. 

Team POlice(4)* 

Street Lights(3)* 

Education Program 

Helicopters (4)* 

Overtime Police(2)* 

Interagency Communication 

Command ar,d Control (2) * 

Closed Circuit TV 

Stake Out 

Management Information System 

Increase Deterrence Ability 

Special Felony Squad 

Prosecutors Management Information System 

Judges/Public Defenders 

Video Tape 

Court Reporter 

Automated Transcripts 

School Board 

Police Athletic League 

Overtime Probation 

Special Parole Treatment 

Outreach 

Alternatives to Treatment 

Treatment Alternatives to Street Crimes 

Police Narcotics Unit 

Education 

Estimated Cost 

$500,000 

200,000 

100,000 

6,000,000 

4,000,000 

100,000 

40,000 

800,000 

100,000 

1,700,000 

1,000,000 

2,000,000 

400,000 

100,00G 

400,000 

1,200,000 

200,000 

200,000 

100,000 

100,000 

1,500,000 

500,000 

300,000 

3,500,000 

200,000 

1,500,000 

200,000 

600,000 

100,000 

28,000,000 

The number in parentheses reflects the number of program objectives 
this project idea crosses. 

(Source: lliWa Impac:t Program Master Plan, November 1972.) 
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(100) 

I t as 21.4 months from program inception. 
beginning operations as a e 

that 
long before the Atlanta program could become 

Thus it turned out ld notify all Impact cities 
fully operational, the LEAA headquarters wou 

$20 million ceiling, including 
that each would be constrained to a 

funds for planning and evaluation. 

The final formal milestone in the Impact planning process ~as 
1 b LEAA on Apr1l 24, 

h d with the approval of the evaluation P an y 

funding. The plan itself 

h h ask for partial required costs rat er t an 

was found by the SPA to be an "excellent 

reac e b nd for-
1973. The evaluation plan had been completed in Decem er a 

f $99 000 with the implication that 
,varded ~vith a budget request 0, (101) 

needed in the future. The CAT ,vas 
additional funds would be 

asked to budget for total 

A revised budget was 
d 

tIt which clearly met its stated purpose. 
ocumen " . has 

formulated and submitted with the explanation that exper1ence 
required for evaluation were under-

demonstrated that the manhours 

estimated in the original budget. 
The increased time required is also 

. t " The final evaluation 
an increase in the number of proJec s. 

due to (102) 
figure approved was $331,790. 
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10.0 IMPACT PROJECTS ARE DEVELOPED, IMPLEMENTED AND EVALUATED 

10.1 Projects are Developed 

With the approval of the master plan, the Impact program struc

ture in Atlanta moved into what might be termed its project development 

phase. The 29 different project ideas included in the plan were merely 

a beginning. It was the process of project dev.elopment which was key 

to the operation of the program; in Atlanta, this process took several 

forms. In some cases, the CAT gave master plan data and problem analy

ses contained therein to operating agencies and asked them to construct 

solutions. In other cases, the CAT itself developed solutions and 

sought agencies to carry them out, although there is said to have been 

no "hard-sell" app':'oach to line agencies. In still other cases, public 

and community age.,cies "floated through the door" of the CAT seeking 

Impact funds to support projects. Active solicitation by the CAT, 

though, was less important than word of mouth and general news coverage 

of the Impact program in causing community and public agencies to seek 
(103) 

out Impact program funds. 

Prior to submission of a formal grant application, agencies inter

ested in obtaining Impact program support for projects were ~sked to 

fill out a "problem-solving statement," which served as a preliminary 

statement of how they proposed to solve a particular problem. ~lere 

the proposed proj ect did not appear to fall ~.,ithin Impact program guide

lines, the CAT staff would work with the agencies to redesign project 

ideas so that Impact program goals might be met through their imple

mentation. In general, in the e.'lrly stages of the program, operating 

agencies were more likely to initiate proj ect proposals. HO,vever, 

as the program progressed, the CAT found i'.: necessary to take a more 

active role in initiating project ideas. There was some tendency for 

agencies to balk, once they were involved in the process because they 

were used to the block grant approach which, unlike Impact, had not 
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called for detailed and specific quantification of objectives, evalua

Line agencies found they had 
tion components and other requirements. 

1 It to Hdocument and justify more than usua . 

. h' phase of the pro-
The SPA staff described their role dur1ng t 1S 

of grants management. 
As of the summer of 1973, the SPA 

gram as one 
reported that his agency felt obliged to return evpry . 

h " One ('ommun1-
submitted "for one reason or anot er. 

grant applicat ion 
early May indicates the kinds of 

cation from the SPA to the CAT in 

d b the SPA about proj ects submitted for revie\v. 
questions raise Y 

SPA coordinator wrote as follows: 

It is becoming apparent that many of the same issues and 
'~~~tions raised by the state staff are appearing in,severa1 
~pp1ication reviews ...• The following issues are conslstent1y 
being raised by staff reviews: 

The 

1. the criteria for selection of project participants? 
What are (104) 

2. 
Who applies the criteria and makes the schedule? 

All participants in the Impact program structure reported that 

ther'3 had been significant or noticeable delays in the review process. 

In the first place, the formal review system was comp1e'.. Within the 

City of Atlanta alone, there were numerous offices (such as that of 

the City Administrator) which were required to sign off on' grant appli

cations. Hhen the municipal governmental review structure was added to 

that of the regional planning review requirements, the SPA, and finally 
. b 'ck1y apparent that the 

the Regional Office of the LEAA, :[,t ecame qUl 

three and one-half month review period. anticipated by the master plan 

was totally unrealistic. Indeeti, one participant believed that the 

review cycle was so belabored that an individual grant application 

came out of it "looking like a dead snake, beaten to death by all the 

revie~vers. " 
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Second, grant applications returned to operating agencies for 

revision by the CAT or SPA staffs would often be delayed by the failure 

of the line agency to take action on the revisions which had been sug

gested. On the other hand, it was suggested by CAT staff that the 

project-level personnel found the revisions required by the SPA to be 

excessively detaiLed and misguided since, in their view, "making a 

program on paper doesn't necessarily make it work." 

Third, program participants were generally unanimous in their 

belief that the problematic working relationships between the CAT and 

the SPA had had some negative effect upon the management of the Impact 

program, particularly in terms of the grant application review process. 

The CAT staff felt that the SPA staff were not competent to review, in 

substantive terms, the grant applications submitted to them. The SPA 

staff, in turn, appeared less willing to "take things for granted" with 

project applications submitted by the CAT and seem to have engaged in 

I'lore "nit-picking" than might otherwise have been the case. As a 

result, project applications were caught up and delayed in the cross

fire between the two agencies. 

Finally, at least one observer perceived a "definite philosophical 

difference" between the chairman of the State Crime Commission, who 

favored "police-oriented" projects, and the CAT director, who supported 

a "more comprehensive approach to the total problem.,,(10S) 

Although key participants differed in their assessment of the 

degree to which the relationship between the CAT and SPA was affecting 

the program, they were, nevertheless, agre~d that there haJ been at 

least "some" negative effect. As the program was well into the second 

year of its operation, there were attempts by the staffs of both 

agencies to regularize contact anrl share concerns to improve the 
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communications channels between them. Regular monthly meetings between 

the staffs and agency heads were suggested as ways to improve relation

ships and the management of the program. 

It was in the ~ontext of what were seen as delays in developine 

and implementing projects and in the midst of an impending mayoral 

election that the mayor took at.tion on his own. On July 9, he asked 

the chairman of the State Crime Commission to serve as his "personal 

representative in C:l. concentrated effort to expedite the. implementation" 

of the Impact program. By way of explanation for having asked the SCC 

chairman to assume these Impact oversight responsibilities he then 

added: 

The Impact program has made considerable progress over the 
past six months, during which time some $6 million has been 
committed to various projects. Nevertheless, there is still 
some concern that the progress of the program could be speeded 
up and I am anxious to do whatever is necessary to fully 
utilize this program to cut crime in Atlanta ..•. [The State 
Crime Commission chairman] will be especially valuable in 
dealing with the complicated intergovernmental relationships 
involved .... (I06) 

10.2 Atlanta Implements 22" Proj ects as Part of Its Impact:. 
Program 

As stated earlier, only the Overtime Patrol, an Atlanta Police 

Dt'partml1nt proj ect, became operational during the first year of the 

impact program. Tlowevl~r, by the end of June 1973, 13 projects had 

received Impact m..,ards amounting to approximately $6.3 million in 

federal funds. Of this total, $3.5 million was awarded to juvenile 

and adult corrections proj ects, with the remainder being disbuysed 

among the police, courts and the community. Eventually, Atlanta would 

implempnt 22 different projects as part of its Impact program. 

Table IX is u list of implemented Atlanta Impact proj ects, the total 

federal dollars awarded to each and the percentages by functional 

area of all m..,arded funds. (The functional breakout shown in 
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TABLE IX 
LIST OF IMPLEMENTED ATLANTA IMPACT PROJ:::CTS 

PIW.JECT 

(~)lllIUN I~!'I: 

1. Sll"eet Lighting 

I. 

k. 
9. 

Ill. 
11. 
1 'J 

I. 

')Vl'rl iml' PaLrl,] 
~It>diri"d FiL'ld Rvportitl Sv,;tc'il! 
Anti-Robbery/Burglarv " 
A.tministrativ.o Assistant 
Expansion of Helicopler Patrol 
Data Processing ImprovC'ment 
Target Hardening throU~1 

Opportunity Rl'duction (THOR) 
Nodel Cities Crime Con~rol Team 
Anti-Robbery 
Hi ~h-Crime Foot Patrol 
Ant i-Burg1:J.ry 
,\nt'i-Rape 

Spec.ial Prosecutor's Syuad 

Il~\'.r:~Hl!~; ~~~RRECTIll~'i. 

I. High lUsk Juvellih' ~)ar"h' 
At Lmtd StrL',.,t A'-illi.'iii\ 

() j ,:,l! 1 
?2,7,)0 

79 'J, "4':! 
38,246 

1 , SO!, ,461 
48,%0 

i, h.'.h,2.4Q 
450,046 

l,828,371 
50'l,97:~ 

2,023,(J62 
__ ,'\.1.9,,;1.5..6 

$ 11 , 32) , ~ ] 3 

.~ _ .. ) 3,~~5.~~ 
]35,585 

'l. C"cll"<iinated .Iuveni'" i~ork Heleas(' 
'+. 11l'l"l',·;ifi"d Outreach Prohat,illll 

:'(l4,Ob.' 
6'l11,0011 
1. 7() ,9b/, 

\JH !J ... ,:r _C,llllRE C 1TI'.:'. ~ 
I. Thc-rapl';lt j c Cllnnnun it v 

Rehahi1 itilUlln Prngl"iL'l 
[Iltl'ns~vl' Probation Cllunselling 

~. .1ntensl Vl' Emp lnyml'nt 
-'. ~!.l!lI,C'("l' t' Tnt inill~ Servi ('l'" 

1. 

l. 
4. 
') . 

[or EX-Offenders 

';n'T'AL PROJECT F;~!l~: 

I TIlP,'lt't I'Lll1nin)~ 
Imp.)('l E\'.:l1u:ll:io" 
\'i'l imizat ill(! :;urvev Analysis 
rr iml' Ana lysis Tel'm' 
State I~pacf Coordination Fnit 

I,O()O,9"l:' 
s· .... r;?iiT,9fJ() 

:.', 'J54 ,2flO 
V,!1,327 
131,267 

113,317 
$1,'1-fi3~jT 

SHi,36~,59:.' 

625,000 
j'31,790 
,)9,905 

194,267 
11,917 

$-Cl g f,!l79' 

i1JhQ..~ZI 
At lanta Crime Ana1ys is Team, October 1975) 
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, b th Atlanta CAT and 
Table IX was supp11ed Y e 

differs in some respects 

$18,04g,37l in total 
from other breakouts supplied to MITRE.) Of 

the police, the only crim
d $11 325 213 or 63 percent, went to 

awar s, , , the C~ty of Atlanta maintains sole 
t over which .... inal J'ustice componen $ 175 151 or , s received 5, , 

Juvenile and adult correctlon 
jurisdiction. d d funds Atlanta's five planning grants 

t of all awar e • , 
28 percen f the total Impact awards. 

d $1 192 879 or seven percent 0 
amounte to , , f Impact 

expended less than two percent 0 
This means that Atlanta 

classified as either courts 
'ects which it functionally 

awards on proJ d h wever I should be note, 0 , 

($135 585) or the community ($220,643). t 
, t Hardening through Oppor-

that the Atlanta police Department's Targe , 
. 'ty-focused project 

~. (THOR) project ~s a communl 
tunity Reduc~lon l' Atlanta's 

, f $3 646 249 of the funds awarded to the po lce. 
accountlng or , , 
Impact pr0je.cts are described belm.;. 

10.2.1 Community Projects 

° 
? 1 1 Street Lighting 

1 .-. . this prQject provided for 
b th City of Atlanta, ' h' nd Implemented y e . ressure sodium vapor l1g ts a 

thl:? addition of 137 400-watt h~gh p l' hts to 45 100-watt high 
, f 45 400-watt mercury 19 d' the highest t;w converslon 0 • The lights were place In 

pressure sodium vapor llghts. census tracts. The project ran from 
ni g,httime robbery and bUrg1a~~d as its quantifiable goals the reduc
January -, Dece~ber 1974 ~~d b 15 percent in the projec~ area and 
t ion of n1zhttlme robben .. s Y h ighttime Impact crlmes by 5 
the reduction of the total of ot er n 

percent. 

10.2.2 police Projects 

2 2 1 Overtime Patrol 10. . . , trol manpower 
. d to increase preventlve pa 

TIlis project was deslgne 0 rated from July 15, 1972 to 
in two high crime areas of Atlantai' dP:worn Atlanta police :Qepartment 

1973 the proj ect ass gne b' i The January 14" i s on an overtime as s. , 
Personnel to preventive patrol un

t
: n interception and apprehensl0n 

sed for preven 10 , 
patrol units were u. d f two-man patrol cars. 
only and were comprlse 0 
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10.2.2.2 Modified Field Reporting System 

When the Impact program began, the Atlanta Police' Department'is 
existing field reporting forms were felt to be inadequate and to 
exacerbate the problem of incomplete and inaccurate data collection by 
uniformed officers. Impact funds w~re used to modify the forms to 
include reore data elements and less narrative entry. The revised 
forms were reviewed by trained personnel within the reporting division 
for final review, coding and categorizing of the data. It was hoped 
that the reporting modification would enable those concerned with. 
planning, evaluation and manpower allocation to better utilize data 
input, predict high crime areas and trends, and plan for resource and 
manpmver allocations. 

10.2.2.3 Fillti-Robbery/Burglary 

This project established a plain clothes Anti-Robbery/Burglary 
(ARB) Division within the Atlanta Police Department. Stake-out teams 
of two or more officers were assigned to observe businesses which were 
likely to be robbed or burglarized. The division also included a 
civilian-clothes (or disguised) patrol of officers in high burglary 
and robbery areas who served as both stake-out and information gath
ering elements as well as an anti-receiver of stolen property unit. 
The project's quantified objectives were the reduction of robbery by 
30 percent and burglary by 10 percent throughout the city within one 
year of implementation. 

10.2.2.4 Administrative Assistant 

This project provided an administrative assistant for the Atlanta 
chief of police. Duties performed by the administrative assistant 
included the following: (a) maintaining continuous liaison with other 
law enforcement agencies; (b) conducting research, staff studies and 
gathering statistical data relating to the operation of the Atlanta 
Police Department; and (c) planning, recording and disseminating 
departmental policies and procedures. This project was funded from 
April 1. 1973 through December 30, 1974. 

10.2.2.5 Expansion of Helicopter Patrol 

This proj ect added four new helicopte:rs and 27 additional per
sonnel to the helicopter section of the Atlanta Police Departr.1ent. 
The proj ect' s overall goal was to make the patrol capability of the 
police more effective by increasing their observatioll ability and the 
visibility of police on patrol, and by providing rapid response time 
of police to the scene of a crime. As its quantifiable goal, the 
project expected to reduce burglaries and robberies in four zones 
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(i.e., 1, 2, 3 and 4) of the city by 15 percent within 24 months from 
the time the expanded helicopter patrol became operational. In 1972, 
there were 12,469 t~rglaries in zones 1, 2, 3, and 4 and 2,182 
stranger-to-stranger commercial and open-space robberies. Therefore, 
the projected reductions were~ (a) burglaries - 1870 and (b) rob
beries - 327. The helicopter patrol became operational on January 1, 
1974. 

10.2.2.6 Data Processing Improvement 

The Modified Field Reporting System was implemented as a part of 
Atlanta's Impact program to improve the quality and increase the quan
tity of police reports. The Data Processing Improvement project pro
vided funds to hire additional personnel needed during the data 
preparation phase, as a result of a reported 420 percent increase in 
computer coded documents. 

10.2.2.7 Target }mrdening through Opportunity Reduction 

Funded in the amount of $3,646,249, the Target Hardening through 
Opportunity Reduction (THOR) project became operational in January 
1975. THOR is a community-focused crime prevention project to reduce 
burglary, rape and robbery. The project includes security survey pro
grams, property identification, public education and awareness pro
grams, citizen involvement, police training and legislative reform. 

10.2.2.8 Model Cities Crime Control Tea~ 

This project, which provided a l7-man unit to patrol the "Hodel 
Cities" area of Atlanta, became operational on September 16, 1974. The 
team consists of community service officers and sworn police officers. 
The overall proj ect goal is the reduction of Impact crimes in the 
Model Cities area by 10 percent within the first year and 20 percent 
by the end of the grant period. Specific (though not stated in 
quantifiable terms) objectives are: (a) to reduce police response 
time to reports of Impact crimes; (b) to foster community involve-
ment in crime prevention and increased cooperation wJth the police 
department; (c) to reduce incidence and fear of Impact crimes in the 
Model Cities area; and (d) to secure citizen cooperation and involve
ment in two other Impact projects (i.e., the Helicopter Patrol and 
THOR) . 

10.2.2.9 Anti-Robbery 

This project is a modification of the Anti-Robbery/Burglary proj
ect discussed earlier in this chapter. Two primary approaches are 
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b~ing used. They are: (a) police off' . 
d1sguised to portray various social . ~cers ar~ placed 1U the street 
decoys, and (b) police officers ar an, ec~nom1c character roles, i.e., 
increase detection and ap h . e concea ed in commercial settings to 
robbery unit became opera~:e e~S10n of crime perpetrators. The revamped 
May 1976. l.ona OU May 1, 1974 and '<lill run through 

10.2.2.10 High Crime Foot Patrol 

This project, funded in Januar 1975 ' 
unit to reduce open-space robbe bY 25 ,provldes for a foot patrol 
by 10 percent residential b ~y Y percent, commercial robbery 
burglary by 15 percent in th ur~.ary by 10 percent and non-residential 
police officers are being emel 1t~ ~f Atlanta. Forty uniformed 
and aggravated assaults most p o~~:n ~~c areas where robberies, burglaries, 
based on crime data analysis ad,' ur. Pa~rol areas are selected 
for particular situations whic~ ass~~~ed off1cers are trained to look 
Impact target crimes. may 1 ely lead to the commiLment of 

10.2.2.11 Anti-Burglary 

Funded in January 1975 thi ' , 
reduction of non-residenti i b slProJect s overall goal is the 
anti-burglary patrol as ' a d urg ary by 10 percent. It includes 
, , s 19ne to areas ident if' d' an 
.Lllcldence of burglary' ~nt" 1e as h1gh in the . ,~ l-rece1vers to id t'f tences of stolen good' d ,en 1 y and arrest 500 , s, an property manag 
catlon of stolen goods TI . , ~ ement to ensure identifi-
~ • 1e proJect w1ll conti '. ,orm through September 30, 1976. nue In 1.tS present 

10.2.2.12 Anti-Rape 

This unit has been designed to im . 
of rape victims, in an effort t' prove serVl.ces to and treatment 
~ d th . 0 ~ncrease the number f ~m e rape conviction rate b 25 0 rapes reported 
ment of rape victims has b ~ percent. Investigation and treat-
ActiVities include' () tee~ ~mproved because of this project. 

. . a ra~nl.ng of investigat . 
tuques; (b) maintaining eq . ors l.n counselling tech-
h u1pment and office sp f eadquarters to greatly d ace away rom police 
ating a mobile crime scen:c~~~~e embarassment of Victims; and (c) oper
and collect evidence at the . (van) to be used to talk with witnesses 
with h crl.me scene The enti . t e idea of increasing " .,' re unl.t was created 
to provide an atmosphere moresens~t1:ity in handling rape victims Bnd 

COn UCl.ve to reporting the crime." 
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10.2.3 Courts Pr8jects as part of its 

1 t l'mplemented a single courts project l'n federal dollars, 
At an a f $135 585 Funded at the level 0 , Impact program. 

it is described below. 

, S uad 10.2.3.1 special Prosecutor s q 
- ssistant district attorneys to the 

This project added four.a i~t Attorney's Office. Specifically, 
staff of the Fulton County Dlstr ~ te and handle appeals on 
Lhese lawyers .were ~ired to sC~~:~~t~~o::~~sed intermediate objectives 
all Impact crlme ca::;es. The p. J. time for Impact offenders from 

(a) to reduce court procesSlng f oJ' ect implementation 
,.;ere: . thin 12 months rom pr -
an average of 78 days Wl .' t for Impact defendants trom 
and (h) to increase the convlctJ.On ra e 
79.4 percent to 84.4 percent. 

10.2.4 Juvenile Corrections Projects 

10.2.4.1 High Risk Juvenile Parole 
1 1 1973 through June 30, 1975, this proje~~owas 

Funded from Ju Y '. e of 1m act crimes committed by 
designed to reduce the incldenc 'P d The project provided inten-
juvenile parolees over a two ~eP\r ~e~~oi'dividuallY and in'small groups. 
sive supervision and counselilng, 0 im~nal careers, based on prior 
The project focused on interrupti~g cr. ilar behavioral patterns, and 
experience with offenders exhibitlng Slm th institution or his entry 
on preventing the offender's .return to a ~~ project's one outcome 
into the adult criminal justlce sy~td:mi' of clients to 20 percent. 

h d ction of reCl lV sm I' t objective ,yas t e re ~, . (a) to provide the 200 c len 
The three activity obJectlves were. ±s~on services than routinely 

. tensive parole superv ~ 20 populace with more ln f ro'ect team members to per 
offered, (1:) to restrict cas)el~ad~o~id~ i;tensive aftercare services 
court serVlce worker and (c t p riod 
to 200 juvenile offender~ over a two-year pe • 

2 4 2 Atlanta Street Academy 
10. . . f J ly 1 1973 through June 30, 

. . operation rom u • 
This proJect waS ln . lternative education for target 

1975 and was designed to provlde ah had dyopped out of the public 
offenders or potential offend~r~e~e~ral to the project were the Ju;e~ 
school system. The sources 0 h ths themselves. It was antlcl-
nile Court, street workers, and t esi

ou 
t Academy would have a lower 

pated that youths who attende~ ~heh re~her youths with similar back
incidence of delinquent behavlOr t an 0 

grounds. 
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Although the project was operational prior to Impact funding, 
Impact caused a shift in project focus from provision of alternative 
education to prevention of target crimes being committed by clients. 

An innovative feature of the project for Atlanta was the provi
sion of education to public-school dropouts in a non-traditional setting. 

The project's outcome objective was to prevent 50 percent of 325 
youths enrolled in the Street Academy from committing an Impact crime 
within one year after the completion of six months of enrollment in 
the project. Two intermediate objectives were: (a) to have 15 per
cent of project enrollees pass the GED examination within one year 
and (b) to increase the number of enrollees demonstrating improved 
self-esteem, awareness of career opportunities, etc. Finally, the 
project had two activity objectives, namely: (a) an average daily 
attendance rate of 75 percent for the first six months of project 
operation for stud~nts not passing the GED, and (b) academic servic8s 
to local juvenile probation ald parole departments. 

10.2.4.3 Coordinated Juvenile Work Release 

Operated by the Atlanta Business League, Inc., this project was 
designed to reduce recidivism among juvenile offenders by providing 
part-time and full-time employment with businesses belonging to the 
Atlanta Business League. The project also provided for an intensive 
informational and educational program aimed at acquainting target 
area businessmen and residents with crime prevention strategies and 
methods. As a result of these efforts, the project anticipated an 
improved spirit of cooperation among community residents, businessmen, 
and juveniles. 

This project had two outcome objectives as follows: (a) reduce 
the rate of recidivism of project enrollees (60 juveniles, aged 13 to 
17) to 13 percent per year, and (b) reduce the number of robberies and 
burglaries committed against high-crime area businessmen by 10 percent 
during the first 12 months of project life. The project's single 
intermediate objective called for 60 percent of all project enrollees, 
Hho had ever been employed during the project, to retain that employ
reent for a minimum of six months. The activity objectives were: 
(a) provide each enrollee with a job and (b) conduct workshops and 
seminars for target area businessmen and residents. 

10.2.4.4 Intensified Outreach Probation 

Implemented by the Fulton County Juvenile Court, the major focus 
of this project was to contribute to target crime reduction by pro
viding intensive probation and processing s,~rvices to approximately 
200 potential target and actual target offenders identified by the 
Fulton County Juvenile Court. The reduction in crime was to occur as 
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reduction in recidivism was also achieved. This project's treatment 
approach differed from regular treatment in two ways: it maintained 
lower caseloads than normally expected and was community-based. 

The project's outcome objectives were: (a) to reduce the recidi
vism rate among the selected group of 200 juveniles by one-third, 
(b) to t'educe the number of juvenile cases of target offenses by 10 
percent by July 1974 and 14 percent by November 1974, (c) to reduce the 
number of burglaries and street crimes by juveniles in selected high 
delinquency areas by one-third. As an intermediate objective the 'proj
ect planned to reduce the time between initial detention and disposi
tion hearings from 43 to 26 days. Finally, its activity objectives 
were two in number and are stated as follows: (a) to identify, within 
a one-month time frame, 620 youths, 420 to serve as controls and 200 
to enter the project and (ll) to complete the hiring of all staff. 

Adult Corrections Projects 10.2.5 

10.2.5.1 Therapeutic Community Rehabilitation Program 
(Proj ect DOOR) 

The Department of Offender Rehabilitation (DOOR) Therapeutic 
Community combines the concepts of counselling and work release to 
provide a community-based offender treatment program designed to 
reduce recidivism among ex-offenders. Operating two therapeutic 
treatment facilities, one for parolees and probationers and the other 
for inmates serving the last 8 to 12 months of their sentence, the 
project relies upon a va'riety of different counselling approaches 
(e.g., directional counselling, transactional analysis, reality therapy, 
etc.) to assess offenders in their reintegration into society. 

An innovative feature of the project is the combining of coun
selling and a work release program in a fashion which radically departs~ 
from previous treatment approaches in Georgia. 

Project DOOR became operational on September 15, 1973 and is 
funded through June 30, 1976. The project's outcome objectives are: 
(a) to achieve a 20 percent reduction in the recidivism rate among 
Impact target offenders participating in the Wheeler House proj~ct 
component, when compared to a control group, and (b) to achieve 8l 20 
percent reduction in the recidivism rate among Impact target proba
tioners and parolees participating in the Gateway House project com
ponent, when compared to a control group. The intermediate objectives 
,.,rere to graduate 220 and 180 men from \fueeler House and Gateway House 
respectively by April 30, 1975. The activity objectives called for 
the implementation of four community treatment centers in Atlanta and 
the thorough investigation of recidivism and the behavioral charac
teristics of the recidivist. 
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10:2.5.2, Intensive Probation Counselling 

, TIus pt'oJect was to provide one ho . 
l~ng to 300 persons on probatio ' F 1 ur ,,,re'ekly of intensive counsel-
burg:ary. Each group of 300 we~e~n ~ to~ Cou~ty for robbery and/or 
sel1~ng. The total amount of coun:~l~~~e~v~ s~~ months of such coun-
ncr.ths 0 groups ,'lith 6 t 19 t~me ~s apPLoxi,nately 18 
rId montlls each) Add' t ' 11 'annl:! a control group of 330 b' , ~ ~onay, the project 
!:roup Of probationers who wo~ld p~~ a~lOners ~s \VeIl as another test 
Ihese latter two groups were ce~ve test1ng and no counselling 
ohserved for the entire 18 ~o:~~~~epeating; that is, they were to be 

, Cou~sel1ing was provided in the 
~10n"Ofhces as well as three n' main Fulton County Adult Proba-
ne\' probation officers wer~ t~~~hb~:hoOd couns~lling centers. Ten 

\'Jhom would be assigned to k e ~red for th~s proj ect each of 
probation officer Each ,,\v°tr un~er and be advised by' a "~eterar." 
t kl ' . ve eran office . qee y 1n addition to the reg 1 40 r \Vas to work ten hours 

u ar -hour week. 
The goal of this project was 

~'ate for the probationers receivin to c~emonst:ate a reduced recidivism 
1.n the other two groups receivin g ,unsel:~ng when compared with those 
of tl,w group receiving testing 0 gIno ~ntens~ve counselling. Monitori 
~est~ng nor intensive counsellinn y, and the group receiving neithe; ng 
reduced recidivism of th g Ivere also to be accomp'ished Th 
in d ose counselled sh ld '". e . crease amount of time ' ou Occur because of( ) 
accessibility of counsell~~en~ \v~th each probationer; (b) increa:ed

an 

horhood centers' (c) , g ue to the establishment of tl ' 
i)ff~cers due to' trai:~n~n~~~a:ed co~nsell~ng ability of pr~~~~i~~~gh
pr~J~c~ expected a decrease inx~:~~~~e,galned through practice. This 
r~celvlng counselling as ,~v~sm of 20 percent for th 
selling. c.ompared wlth those not receiv';ng hose ... sue coun-

This project initiallY be 
''DU recember 1974. ,gan to provide services in .July 1974 

10.2.5.3 Intensive Emplovment 

.- r TlliS project seeks to reduce rec 'd' . '-or mpact ff) ~l V1sm (as me d b " 0 enses among clients bo ' asure Y arrests 
~url~g the first year after the h th dur1ng project enrollment and 
It a~ms to provide its clients ~'t~ve left the project. To this end 
c1~ adequate wage and to educate ~ ,meaningful employment which pays' 
t e potential benefits of hi' USlnessmen and the public regarding 

r1ng ex-offenders. 
The project's two outcome ob' , 

(a) ,to reduce Type I recidivism ~ect~ves are stated as follows: 
project enrollment) to 10 (~.e., rearrest of an offender d r' 
197) d ( percent on an a I' u ~ng 
off 'dan ,b) ,to reduce Type II recidiViSnnu(~ ~zed basis by September 30, 

, en er wlth~n one year of ]' m ~.e., rearrest of an 
~l~ht compet~on of the ' - ~. ' percent by September 30, 1976 ' ~roJect enrollment) by 

. In addlt~on, the project has t1'lO 
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'd 120 clients with jobs w,ithin two 
, . (a) to prov~ e 's per activity object~ves. t 'th 15 new bus~ness owner 

11 t and (b) to mee W~ d weeks of enro men, 1 t needs of ex-offen ers. 
month to discuss with them the emp oymen 

, for Ex-Offenders 
5 4 Manpower Training Serv~ces 

10.2. . ortunities Industrialization Center (OIC) 
Implemented by the Opp 'd k'll training to 150 adult 

h ' rOJ'ect prov~ es s ~ I' tele of Atlanta, Inc., t 1S P d cidivism among project c ~en 
d hopes to re uce re , t is Impact offenders an" 'd Specifically, the proJ ec 

by six percent over a one ye~r per~~o~s and five counsellors on the 
focusing the service~ of 10 1~~t:~~ trainees. Services include,coun
provision of work sk=:-lls fo~ b ~evelopment, job placement, ~pec~al 
selling (e.g., vocat~o~a~, JO secretarial, auto mechan1c, elec-
studies, etc,) and t~a~n~ng (e.g., Some of the equipment to be used 
trical repair, graph~c arts, etc')'d b OIC with funds provided through 

, 1 training was purchase Y in vocat~ona 
this grant. 
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11.0 THE LEAA TASK FORCE VISITS ATLANTA: PROGRAMMATIC DIRECTION AND 
AGENCY ROLES ARE REFOCUSED 

The LEAA, on October 18 and 19, 1973, performed a Task Force visit 

to review constructively Atlanta's Impact program as it related to the 

roles and responsibilities of the ARC, SPA and RO. The subsequent 

report of Task Force findings, in the opinion of the RO coordinator, 

was "especially helpful" in placing Atlanta's Impact program into a 

realisclc perspective. The eight-member team, comprised of individuals 

from the National Institute and the Region IV Office of the 

LEAA, looked at the Atlanta program from six key vantage points: 

(a) Administration and Grants Management, (b) Financial Management, 

(c) Data Collection and Analysis, (d) Planning and Evaluation, (e) Tech

nical Assistance and (f) the Courts Role in Impact. After presenting 

its major findings across the six areas, the Task Force summarized the 

strengths and weaknesses of the program and offered recommendations for 

improving upon the noted deficiencies. (107) The more interesting 

findings relate to the roles of principal agencies involved in the 

decision-making process and inter-governmental relationships, data 

collection and analysis, and planning and evaluation. These are cited 

belmv: 

I. ADMINISTRATION AND GRANTS MANAGEMENT 

A. Tripartite Role and Inter-Governmental Relationships 

Due to past conflicts, "affirmative partnership" roles 
between ARC and SCC have become uncooperative roles. 
SCC is not: involved in the program, other than review 
of applications. ARC does not communicate fully to 
SCC, feeling that the more information it provides to 
the state, the more questions the state will raise. 
ARC's position has prompted a negative attitude of 
non-involvement on the part of the state. 

The poor intergovernmental relationships have been 
coupled with a lack of mutual expectation of each 
party's responsibilities. The key needs in Impact 
administration are: 
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B. 

1. co~.unication and relationships. Improved L\""-

2. of an agreement to roles Reclarification 
as outlined in the plan of operations, 

and, 

3. 
Cooperative carrying out of role respon

sibilities. 

C. 

Five Levels of Government 
Accountability / 

'n state and federal governments 
Th ity county, reg10 , '., The ARC is e c " 'Impact appl1cat1ons. ) 
planning bod1es reV1ew t the city (Office of the Mayor . 
not directly accountable 0 t m" of the program. Hhen 
This hampers the "delivery sys e ral different levels, 

'I' 'distributed to seve 
responsib1 1ty 1S 'b'lity? Hho is finally 
who takes the final respons1 1 ; 
accountable for the Impact program. 

I t program with ARC 
that placing the mpac 't t The It is true 1 olitics to a certa1n ex en . 

removes it from loca P , ' 1 ehicle for the mayor, 
, t d'rectly a pol1t1ca v , h 

program 1S n~ 1 fected by city elections. Th1s as 
and is not d1rectly af d antage However, though 

, d t by ARC as an a V· , d been p01nte ou , t city politics, 1t oes 
ARC does provide a buffer a~~~~~y for the Impact program. 
not provide direct accounta 1 

, S stem and accountability for 
In summary, the del1very Y there are five levels of 
Impact is i~adequate be~a~~~ is a (regional] planning 
government 1nvolved, an 1 unit. 

, 'n not a governmenta comm1sS10 ) 

Plan of Operatiun 
ablished a Task Force (policy 

The plan of operation est , from the city criminal 
, 1 d' representat1ves , 

group) 1nC u lng I Off4 ce Presently, 1t , d the Mayor s ~. , 
justice agenc1eS an, t for occasional 1nput 
is virtually non-exblstent f ~~~e~ub_Task Force. 
from individual mem ers 0 . . 

ticipation by the exel::ut1ve 
At the state level, the par ith the e~'ception 

, j t lly non-existent, w ~, committee 1S v.r ua t by the SCC cha1rman. 
of application review and endorsemen 
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II. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

A. ARC Competence 

ARC is currently collecting and analyzing data in a 
thorough, statistically sound manner. Data 1-wrk has 
expanded beyond the original Atlanta Police Department 
grant to modify records to a comprehensive unified system 
to be applied on a regional basis. Data are being col
lected from all criminal justice agencies in the Atlanta 
area. ARC has expertise in collection and analysis and 
does not seem to need technical assistance from the state 
or LEAA. 

B. Delay in Haster Plan Update 

The need to collect data from the "universe" instead of 
from a sample has delayed the collection and analYSis for 
the update, which was due in October. 

III. PLANNING AND EVALUATION 

A. Master Plan Updates 

ARC has not complied with the update requirement, due to 
a delay in data collection. Originally due by October, 
it ~von I t be in until the end of December. 

There seem to be two planning processes in use. The first 
one is in use now and consists of funding individual proj
ects based on present data from the original master plan. 
About $13 million in projects are tO'be funded in an 
initial planning phase of Impact. These projects'~after 
implementation, are then to be evaluated. At evaluation, 
determinations are made for re-funding of successful proj
ects ere-funding with the possible remaining $7 million). 
This is a trial and error method based somewhat on current 
data. 

The second process is described in a paper on crime
specific planning. It appears that ARC has been trying 
to use the crime-specific approach but lacks valid data, 
so it is delaying writing any plan at all. 

If the planning does initially involve a trial and error 
method until the valid data are eollected and analyzed, 
then this should have been stated in a master plan update 
months ago. It would at least provide some insight as to 
how projects are selected. SCC is concerned about proj
ect selection and project-by-project reviews ~vithout an 
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overvie,y of Impact planning processes or goals. ARC has 
repeatedly expressed the inadequacy of the original master 
plan, yet this plan is all sec or LEAA have to depend on. 

When asked to prioritize project applications being sent 
to SCC and LEAA for the remainder of the program, ARC was 
reluctant. Priority setting requires Task Force (policy 
group) input, which the CAT seems to want to avoid. 

Because there is no priority structure or overall plan 
showing the ideal complete program, the state review of 
projects is hampered. Some means of phasing out Impact 
at the end of funding must be established, either by a 
deadline date, a definitive list of projects to be funded, 
or a master plan update submitted forthwith. 

B. ARC Rapport with Operational Agencies 

ARC has developed close communication and good rapport 
with local agencies, which has facilitated publicity of 
the Impact program and attracted many potential sub
grantees. 

C. Evaluation Component 

ARC's Impact evaluation plan is considered one of the more 
sophisticated components in the national Impact program. 
ARC and Georgia Tech seem to be learning this relatively 
new area of criminal justice evaluation as the program 
progresses. Though project goals are sometimes set unreal
istically high, the evaluation appears to be honest and 
objective .... (l08) 

Thus Atlanta's Impact program was viewed as having much to recom

mend it, in particular the extensive and sound data collection and 

analysis planned, the level of sophistication of the evaluation effort 

and the program's apparent good rapport w"5.th local agencies. There 

were, however, some major problems with the program as it was then 

developing. For one thing, there was the quality of relationships 

bet,yeen the CAT an.d the SPA. This situation had, in turn, triggered 

another problem: the shift of state responsibility back to the 

Regional Office. But there were other problems, too. There was the 

seeming lack of plans to institutionalize Impact planning techniques, 
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and as yet, there was no master plan update. 
d t' The Task Force recommen-

a lons called for, as first order 
strat~gies, a master plan update before more d' , 

1sCret10nary funds were awarded, the establishment 
regularly scheduled weekly meetings of 

to be attended by the CAT, SPA 
RO, and the ending of the 

recognized shift of SPA responsibilities to 
the RO. It seemed likely th h 

at t e Atlanta Regional Office would 
address the third and final 

and 

SPA as the latter 
objective by increas1'ng l' t~ SllPpO t ~ f' h '" rot e 

attempted to carry out its duties 
in the partnership arrang':!ment. 



COMPLETED AS O~ER ISSUES AFFECTING 
12.0 THE MASTER PLAN UPDATE IS 

IMPACT DEVELOP 
master plan update had begun as early as 

Serious work on the 
reviewed for this prog-ram history provide 

April 1973 and documents 
d Planning activities from April 

a useful record of the day-to- ay 

through September. 

CAT had developed data collection instruments 
During April, the 

and anticipated that these data would be 
for 1972 Impact crimes The 
collected during May - July and analy~(;d during June - August. 

CAT also made liaison contacts with the police department to co

ordinate 

help the 

the data collection and hired five temporary 

permanent CAT staff collect the data. 

employees to 

CAT that a sample size yielding a 99% 
A consultant advised the 

confidence level would appear as follows: 

CRIME 

Homicide 
Rape 
Robbery 
Aggravqted Assault 
Burelary 

TOTAL REPORTED 1972 

255 
256 

3,074 
2,143 

14,542 

SAHPLE SIZE 

185 
3.85 
550 
510 
640 

On the basis of these data, the CAT decided to collect the entire 

d rape offenses and the suggested sample for 
universe of homicide an 

the three other crimes. Th e CAT also planned to establish the victiml 

and assault inci-
offender relationship for the universe of robbery 

baseline from which to measure the 
dents in order to establish a 

Data on all five crime 
change in stranger-to-stranger crimes. 

ca tegories had been collected by mid-~·lay. 

During the week of May 14, a major effort began, tallying the 

for t he univers, e of robberies and 
victim/offender relationship 
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assaults, after which another effort would be directed toward finding 

the correct census tract for each offense in the original sample and 

collecting offender-based transaction system (OBTS) information on 

persons arrested for offenses included in the original sample. In the 

meantime, CAT staff continued to work on the development of matrices 

for the analysis of the data. 

During the \veek of May 21> offenses in the original samp les 

cleared by arrest were separated, and information on each offender 

was transferred to the offender-based tracking form to prepare for 

searching the police department's ID records for other data elements. 

The offense sample was reintegrated and sorted by street address to 

permit the search for the census tract in which the offense occurred. 

Simultaneously, the offender sample was being sorted alphabetically 

by last name to allmoJ' searching the police department IS ID section 

master name index. 

During the last loJ'eek of Nay, census tract numbers were linked 

to the location of each offense and the CAT then began the process of 

linking census tract numbers to the addresses of offenders in the 

sample. After the latter exercise was completed, the police depart

ment ID number was entered on the OBTS form and the criminal history 

jackets of each offender were revieloJ'ed for arrest and commitment data. 

The next step ~vas to record information on prosecutor, grand jury, and 

Superior Court actions found in the files of the Superior Court. In 

the meantime, the breakdoloJ'll of target crimes by census tract was being 

tabulated to allow analysis at various levels of detail. 

By June 20, a problem had developed in that the police department's 

computer software for analysis of 1973 target crimes would not be 

ready until November or December. The CAT decided that it loJ'ould not 

wait; the data would thu;: have to be collected manually and the Team 
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1 Two part-time staff 
universe instead of a samp e. 

would collect the covering the first 
work collecting robbery data 

members were put to 

six months of 1973, after 
b . to collect data on which they would egln 

By July 27, the CAT had completed its ta1-
the other Impact crimes. f 1973 

d had finished the collection 0 
lying of the 1972 offense data an . d 

. g Division now be11eve 
Since the City Data Processln . 

robbery data. b N mber 
. rintout of offenses by censuS tract y ove 

it could furnlsh a P . f 1973 data. 
end its manual col1ectl0n 0 

1973, the CAT decided to . d d 
been collected, it was decl e 

Since the robbery sample had already 
tracts manually to provide a cross

the data to census to reduce 

validation check of the computerized data. 

The week of 

analysis of 1972 

h bl m develop. An initial 
August 10 saw a furt er pro e 

ade and compared to 
high-crime census tracts was m 

1 Only 50 percent were similar. 
those in the original master 

The CAT consultant concluded 

pan. 
that both samples were valid on a city-

wide basis but not 
down by censuS tract. Consequently, 

when broken 
reduce and analyze the universe of 

the CAT ,olould need to collect, 
crimes in order to identify higt-crime 

all 1972 target 
major effect on the cost 

accurately, \oli th a consequent 

for the master plan update. 

census tracts 

and schedule 

f A t 13 the staff prepared an outline of 
During the week 0 ugus , 

l'niormation for profiles of censuS tracts and 
selected demographic 

and charts for the plan update. The staff also 
an outline of graphs 

abbreviated forms for collecting the universe 
rtesigned and printed 

be collected and . These data were begun to of 1972 target crlmes. 
b By October, the CAT 

t d to be completed by mid-SepteT
l1 er. ,vere 8xpee e . 

W
rite chapters on individual target crlmes 

was in a position to h 
by January 1974, the updated master plan had made its way throug 

and . 1 to the SPA Thus the CAT, in a period of slightly 
the reVlew cyc e had' pIe ted the master plan update. Although 
less than eight months, com 
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significant hurdles (i.e.) review and approval by the SPA and the 

Region IV Office of the LEAA) were imme9iately ahead, a general feeling 

among CAT members was voiced by the director, who has since stated that 

"for a first-time effort, it worked real well." (109) 

There had been occurring, simultaneously \oJith its work on the 

master plan update, other events that \oJere exogenous to Impact but 

\oJhich ,oJere bound to have some repercussions on the program T s ad

ministration. In the first case, the incumbent mayor of Atlanta 

had been enmeshed in a "nip and tuck" battle for his politi'2al life 

commencing with the October 3rd primary. His chief opponent, the 

incumbent vice mayor, had in the primary, defeated the mayor by a 

2.5 to 1 margin. The mayor, meanwhile, had just managed to salvage the 

second runoff spot, after a fight with a former U.S. Congressman that 

had not been decided until the early hours of the following morning. 

In the October 16 runoff, the mayor had been defeated as his black 

opponent polled 59.2 percent of the vote. The winning candidate's con

stituency, according to The Atlanta Constitution had included, not only 

a "crushing black majority," but also "a surprisingly strong showing 

among white voters," enabling him to become the first black mayor ever 

of a major southern city. Atlanta's continually rising crime rates had 

been the No. 1 issue in the mayoral race. The incumbent mayor, who had 

been closely associated with the Impact program, was now out. Yet, the 

issue of ifimproved law enforcement" remained a significant concern for 

a majority of Atlantans. 

On another level, some problems had developed which directly 

involved the Atlanta Police Department. The police issue contained at 

least three critical areas. First, the media and some political can

didates appeared concerned over the matter termed "policemen and pistols 

and shooting" which focused on policemen involved in the controversial 

deaths of several suspected offenders and numerous allegations of 
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police brutality. Second, the Justice Department's Office of Civil 

Rights Compliance had warned the Atlanta police Department that it was 

out of compliance with federal hiring practices in respect to blacks 

and women. (This matter, if not settled rapidly, could directly affect 

the flow of Impact funds to Atlanta.) Third, there was the locus of 

the police department in the total city structure and the relationship 

between the chief of police and the mayor-elect. The police funct'ion, 

while controlled entirely by the city, was, nevertheless, somewhat 

independent because it was not under the city's civil service system. 

This situation, in the view of the mayor-elect, encouraged an "unpre

cedented degree of cronyism" in promotional practices. He was on 

record, both for "a system of accountability" in the police department 

and as having been "vigorously opposed" to the appointment of the 

chief of police. Even before the election, there had been a movement, 

led principally by black leaders, asking for the chief's departure 

because of alleged "insensitivity to racial problems. " A confronta

tion thus appeared imminent in the months ahead; yet large amounts of 

Atlanta's Impact funds were locked into police projects. And in the 

third and final case, there was the issue of crime displacement to the 

suburbs. In increasing numbers, suburban Atlantans in Clayton, DeKalb, 

and Cobb Counties were complaining that Impact was forcing "criminals 

to give up the city for the suburbs." The ARC, where the CAT was 

located, \vas a regional planning unit and was responsible to these 

suburban jurisdictions as well as to the City of Atlanta. HO'l-7 would 

the city perceive the ARC role, in the light of new pressures from 

suburban members to "Thom the regional planning unit was also respon

sible? "Some black residents of Atlanta" according to a member of the 

RO staff, "perceive the Atlanta Regional C'Jmmission as a body which 

dilutes political power of city residents end increases suburban 

political power. This is symptomatic of the black-white, city-suburb 

problem ... [and1 ARC is under scrutiny by some elements of the city 

power structure.,,(llO) 
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13.0 THE ARC DECISION TO CONTRACT FOR EVALUATION AND 
PROCESS IN ATLANTA THE EVALUATION 

13.1 The ARC Decision to Contract for Evaluation 

One of the few areas where Atlanta's , Impact program received con-

slstently good marks from all 

ff 

governmental levels reviewing 
e orts was evaluation. T the CAT's 
let a contract for te h ' ~liS su~cess appears linked to the decision to 

. c nlca asslstance with th G ' 
Technology's School of' e eorgla Institute, of 

Industrlal and Systems Engineering (hereinafter 

referred to as G ' ~orgla Tech). Although the first of two Impact evalua-

tion contracts wlth Georgia T h b ec egan on August 1 1973 
association with the CAT had b ' , the school's egun much earlier. Georgia T h' 
evaluator for Impact h ec s chief as since explained the situation: 

There were only a couple of ' evaluation of them had b -p hroJdects on the street ... and the 

f 
een an led by ARC d h 

o a couple of the Ge ' T un er t e guidance 
tants. I think this ~:~~aAR~ch professors acting as consul-
large number of projects were ~:are o,f the fact that once a 
need more [evaluation] help th pl~mented ~hey were going to 
capability .•. so they turned t a~ t e~ had In-house ... more 
assistance. 0 eorgla Tech to provide that 

I guess one point to clarif h . versus the ARC rol 0 y ere lS the role of Georgia Tech 
e. verall evalu t' f 

gram was ARC's responsibilit and ~ 10n ~ t~e Impact pro-
ponsibility throughout An~' h: ey malntalned that res
assigned to individual····' Wlt ln ARC there were people 
ities .... Periodically ~~~J~cts ~o perform monitoring activ
evaluation would meet' with t~Orgla,Tech people performing the 
live with them daily b t e proJect people .... ~We] didn't 
typically we would go ~o~s a result of the analysis we did, 
ect people, talk about th ' pre~ent our analysis to the proj
their comments and inco e resu ts and conclusions ... and get 

rporate them into f' d 
we turned out.elll) any lxe analysis 

Thus, Georgia Tech had been involved with the Atlanta CAT as a 

project-level evaluation consultant as early as the 1 

1972 h

atter part of 

, aving assisted in the analysis of Atlanta's Overtime Patrol 

which ended in J anuary 1973 and was not refunded b d , ase upon the evalua-

Prlor to 't f' 1 S lrst contract with Georgia Tech, the CAT tion results. 
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had let contracts to two California-based consulting firms (INTA5A, 

Inc., and Public Systems, inc.) to assist with the development of the 

Atlanta plan of operation and to develop a unified computer system for 

the Atlanta Police Department. In particular, the contract with PSi 

had been fraught with problems, centering on delays in meeting con

tractual obligations and PSi's use of a subcontractor to "perform cer

tain computer programming."Cl12) Despite these problems, which were 

e;;entually settled equitably, the CAT nonetheless preferred to contract 

for evaluation services rather than develop an in-house capability. 

From the standpoint of the ARC, a regional planning unit, Impact was a 

one-time, short-term commitment which was a source of "some problems" 

of a jurisdictional nature. The ARC executive director explains his 

agency's position this way: 

We, as a regional planning agency, were required to do plan
ning for one jurisdiction, the City of Atlanta. It had some 
of the same problems that would have occurred if a regional 
7.oning agency tried to do zoning for a local city .... We knew 
our role in the Impact program was one of short duration, in 
terms of agency life span, and it was not my intention to 
build up an enormous staff for such a short period of time. (113) 

The ARC, then, saw Impact as a program that would b~ phased out after 

a three-year period and its commitment was for that period of time. 

Further, Impact was a city program placed in an agency whose functions 

were regional in nature and which lacked direct political account

ability for the program. There was yet another reason why the decision 

to contract for evaluation seemed the more reasonable course to the ARC. 

In a recent interview, the second CAT director stated the following: 

'~1en I came on board, we had to make the decision either to 
roll with Georgia Tech or develop our OWTl in-house capability. 
At that point in time, evaluation, net to mention the crime
specific approach was new. Evaluation hadn't been fully 
transferred to the criminal justice system .... Evaluation 
expertise just didn't exist, period, and you couldn't pay the 
salaries to attract evaluators on an in-house staff unless 
you totally put the salary structure for them out of line 
with the rest of your staff •... It was the cost ..• and the time 
.... We needed that expertise immediately. It's not something 
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we could devel S op .... 0 from a co t b ' 
we had no choice but to s aS1S and a time basis 

contract with th ' evaluation expertise. (114) ese people who had 

Thus, it appears that two major factors 
decision to contributed to the ARC's 

contract for evaluation: () a the ARC view of 't ment to Impact h. 1 S commit-
as sort-term, coupled with its diffuse regio 1 

ponsibilities and (b) the., na res-
availability of 1 1 cos~ and tlme elements, coupled with the 

oca eva1uatl.on expertise 'h' , Wlt ln the university 
setting. Overriding these factors h 

, ' owever, was the issue of role 
perceptl.on, b~sed On the ARC's n 1 ' 

orma regl.onal duties It i 
that the matter might h b . s Possible 

ave een resolved differentl h d ' , 
been made init' 11 y a the deC1S1.0n 

, l.a y to place the CAT under the jurisdiction of the 
Clty. The ARC executive director 

bureaucracy involved in Atlanta's 
now believes that two layers of the 

Impact program initially were unnec
to do over again, I would probably 

essary. "If I had it 

SPA and ARC because " eliminate the 

broth. "CllS) , 
'd h " sal e, there were too ~~ny cooks spoiling the 

Georgia Tech's two evaluation contracts covered 
f the time pe ' d 
rom August 1, 1973, through June 30 rlO 

, 1975, and were funded in the 
amount of $271,843. During this 23 month period the 
duc d 1 ' ' contractor pro-e eva uatl.ons for 14 of At1 t' 

an a s 22 operational Impact projects. 

13.2 The Evaluation Process in Atlanta 

For the Atlanta program, evaluation 
f d was defined as "the process 

o etermining the amount of s ' uccess ln a h' , 
and objectiv ,,(116) c l.evl.ng predetermined goals 

. es. The evaluation process consisted of 
elements: () 1 three major 

a panning for the evaluation of projects d 
(b) monitoring th . an programs, 

, , e on-gol.ng projects and the program and (.) 
mlnl.ng th d ' C deter-e egree of and reasons fo 

r success of the projects and the 
program. Thus th 1 , e eva uation process in Atla t b 
into th b' n a may e broken down 
t ' ree aSlC components: evaluation planning, evaluation moni-
orl.ng and evaluation analysis (see Table X below). 
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TABLE X 

THE ATLANTA EVALUATION PROCESS 
THE COMPONENTS OF 

EVALUATION PLANNING 

'QUANTIFY GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

"..,.."...,.. ___ -----="'.,...",.-=-=--1~" 'FORMULATE EVALUATION AND DESIGN 

'DETERMINE DATA NEEDS 

'DETERMINE METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

'ESTABLISH REPORTING 
MECHANISMS 

REOUIRF.D 
wn)l FI CAT lo;;S 

E\,AIXATIO~1 HONLTORING 

'MONITOR PROJECT/PROGRAM 
IMPLEMENTATION 

'MONITOR EVALUATION COMPONENT 
IHPLEMENTATION 

'MONITOR PROJECT/PROGRAM SCOPE 

'MONITOR SCOPE OF THE EVALUATION 

PLAN 

EVALUATION ANALYSIS 

S LEVEL DETERMINATION 
'SUCCES 
'STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

'ASSESSMENT OF CONTRIBUTION 
TO PROGRAM GOALS AND 
OBJECTIVES 

'DETERMINATION OF REASONS 
FOR SUCCESS 

(SOURCE: 

REPORT FOR THE ATLANTA HIGH 
GEORGIA TECH INTERIM EVALUATION 
IMPACT PROGRAM, JUNE 1975,) 
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13.2,1 Evaluation Planning 

The evaluation plan provided a structure for the analytical input 

to be used in assessing the potential value of the projects and pro

grams, and detailed the project/program evaluation efforts and require

ments. Seven activities 0r steps were included in the planning effort. 

These were: 

(a) Formulation of measurable goals and objectives to include 
(1) the identification of desired end results and (:) the 
identification of any important limits under which the re
sults were to occur. 

(b) Identification of the criteria to be used in measuring the 
amount of success in achieving the goals and objectives. 

(c) Identification of the performance measures for each crIterion. 

(d) Selection of an evaluation desigp that was practical, given 
existing resources and conditions. 

(e) After thorough consideration of data necessity, availability, 
reliability, validity and cost, determination of (1) the data 
elements necessary for each performance measure, (2) where 
the data were to be found, (:3) how and when the data were to 
be collected, and Col) how the data ~vould be managed, 

(f) Determination of the analytical techniques that ~vould be 
applied to the data to yield (1) information regarding 
accomplishment and (:.:) information to aid in developing caus~ 
and effect relationships explaining the results obtained, 
and, 

(g) Establishment of the mechanism necessary to report analytical 
results to decision-makers and others needing this informa-
tion. 

Performance of the above activities was used by the evaluation 

analysts to produce the evaluation component for the various projects 

in the program. A flow chart of the evaluation planning process is 

shown as Figure 1 below. 

13.2.2 Evaluation Monitoring 

The monitoring process, which ensures that the projects and pro

grams are implemented as described in grant applications and evaluation 
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(SOURCE: 

SPECIFY HEASURABLE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

~ 
+FORUULATE A PRACTICAL EVALUATION DESIGN 

~ 
~SPECIFY DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

~ 
~ SPECIFY APPROPRIATE DATA REDUCTION AND 
~ ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

FIGURE 1 

THE ATLANTA IMPACT PROGRAM 
EVALUATION PLANNING PROCESS 

GEORGIA TECH INTERIM EVALUATION REPORT FOR ';:HE ATLANTA 
IMPACT 1,'ROGRAM. JUNE 1975.) 
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plans respectively, requires obtaining the data necessary for deciding 

'.Jhether to continue, n.odify, or stop on-going proj Lcts and programs. 

Four major monitoring categories were established by Georgia Tech 

evaluators: 

(a) Project/program implementation monito~ing to ensure that 
the project or program was being carried out as planned 
and that goals and obj ectives ,.Jere being met. 

(b) Evaluation .component implementation monitoring to d;etermint:: 
if the evaluation plan was being carried out as specified. 

(c) Monitoring project/program scope to ensure that the project/ 
program design and expected success levels remained reason
able and realistic as project experience was gained and 
changes in environmental conditions occurred, and, 

(d) Monitoring the scope of the evaluation plan to ensure that 
the evaluation plan remained an effective tool in analyzing 
the success of a project. 

13.2.3 Evaluation Analysis 

The analysis process provided inputs for the project/program 

monitoring process, and at the conclusion, was to have provided mea

sures of the degree of success and was to have helped explain the 

reasons for such success. The four essential evaluation analysis 

activities tlTere: 

(a) Success-level determination to obtain the degree of success 
of a project/program in achieving its interim and final goals 
and objectives. 

(b)' Statistical analysiS to determine if the level of project/ 
program performance being achieved was significant in a 
statistical sense. 

(c) Assessment of contribution to higher level goals and objectives 
to assist in program planning and control and in interim eval
uation. (The planning effort resulted in the establishment 
of four sets of achievements designed as goals, sub-goals, 
objectives and sub-objectives. At the highest level, the 
analysis took into consideration the LEAA goals and at the 
lowest level, the project outcome goals. In bet,veen, two 
levels were established to logically relate the possible proj
ects to the LEAA goal in such a way as to guide the selection 
of projects with the highest expected impact and to assist in 
interim evaluation.) 
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Cd) degree of success achieved Determination of reasons for th~ and program levels). This 
(to be performed at bothiP:~!~~s into activities, cause d 
analysis was to prov1d~ n

hiPS 
to assist in the design an 

effect and other rel~t10n~ime control projects. implementation of ot er c 

13.3 The Link Between t e h the key steps of the COPIE 
~n order to tie toget er 

In Atlanta, .L d The objectives ",'ere 

and the Program Structure h Evaluation Process 

structure was develope . , 
cycle, an overall program I' 't in its intent10n to 
. h (a) was exp 1C1 

develop a structure whic : 1 (c) would 
to consistent with the LEAA goa s, crimes, (b) was d t 
reduce target . ants exactly what the program was expecte 0 
convey to all partic1p se during execution, 

1 the program on cour 
accomplish, (d) would ~eep - h and (f) would facilitate 

' gress to ot ers, (e) wo uld aid in report1ng pro program 
It was through its " nd the program. 

evaluation of proJects a , oriented approach 
d that a cr1me-h t hat Atlanta ensure , h 

structure, t en, That original structure 1S s own 
d during its Impact program. , lu 

was use h perception of Atlanta s eva _ part of Table VII on page 70. In t e , ture which 
as ld requ1re a struc I t program wou 
ation contractors the mpac 1 tion of the various 

d facilitated the eva ua 
both specified the needs an '11 to meet the overall 

Add1tiona y, ' ('ts and the overall program. h uld provide 
proJe- felt the structure s 0 1 the evaluation analysts h 
Impact goa , be identified through t e Needs were to aid in selecting projects. d to link 

structure was to be develope 1 i Next, a program f oJ" 
data ana ys s. 'so as to guide the selection 0 pr _ 
the problems to possible act10ns Sub-goals would be used to 

ith the highest expected impact. 

ects w , These, in turn, would divide the pro-
identify general act10n needs. t rOJ'ect types. Per-

significantly differen p 
gram into parts requiring were established for each 

d ntitative targets 
formance measures an qua , were not specific enough 

hese sub-goals, generally, , 
sub-goal; however, t tl to achieve tIns 

enc rojects. Consequen y, 
to relate needs to ag y p d th'rd level in the 

ta evaluators deve lop E.! a 1 
level of detail, Atlan , 1 d' tinct objectives which were 

At this third leve, 18 , 'd d 
ident1f1e. an sub-goal ,component were 

program structure. 

felt to be feasible within each 
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performance measures and quantitative targets established for ~ach 
objective. Because of the way the sub-g~als were established, the 

evaluators believed that if they could be met, then the major program 
goal would be met as well. 

Although this basic program structure remained static OVer time, 

the specific Content would undergo change. Thu" as new data became 

available, and knowledge of the crime problem increased, the evaluators 

would review and update the program structure. The first revision 

occurred in January 1973. Table XI, below
j 

depicts that revision. 

Interest~gly, a cO~arison of Table XI with that of the original pro

gram structure) shown as part of Table VII on page 70, reveals a number 

of significant changes. For example, Sub-goal I became "Reduce the 

Number of Reported Burglaries by 6 percent below the level of Reported 

Burglaries in 1972" instead of "Reduce the Number of High Crime Census 

Tracts by 20 percent. II As Atlanta's Impact evaluation contractors 

explained it, revising the sub-goal in this manner permitted the full 

impact of those projects on a city-wide basis to be accounted for in 

the program structure. Additionally, the reVised sub-goal Would avoid 

the double counting that Could have occurred with sub-goals 1 and 2 as 

originally defined. Another reviSion to the program structure occurred 

~ April 1974. This reVision deleted the sub-goal centering upon the 

increase in the apprehension rate of target offenders because, at that 

time, there wasn't a Single Atlanta Impact project directed at either 

of the objectives under this sub-goal. Thus, the final revision to the 

program structure, submitted during the summer of 1974, eliminated and 

added an objective. The additional objective dealt with the crime of 

rape, corresponding to an Atlanta deCiSion to fund a rape program. 

In addition to its analysis of project-level contributions, 

Georgia Tech also completed two models fOt forecasting 1974 crime

levels, a stUdy of crime displacement and a model for cost analysis. 
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Since its contract expired on June 30, 1975, and Atlanta's Impact pro

gram would continue through the end of 1976, it was not possible for 

Georgia Tech to perform more than an interim evaluation; conclusions 

and recommendations were therefore tentative. Among these were the 

following remarks: 

The concept of crime-specific planning and its performance
oriented demands was relatively ne,,,. Rather than building 
upon a base of experience, the Impact program was perhaps 
the first large-scale implementation of this approach within 
the system. Local agencies and governmental organizations 
were not experienced in the generation, conceptualization, 
and development of mission-oriented projects, nor were they 
experienced in the complexities of project management. This 
resulted in delays in both the development of project propo
sals and in the time required to achieve effective project 
operations once grants had been initiated. At higher adminis
trative levels, there is a need to keep mission-oriented pro
grams apart from normal bureaucratic operations. There must 
be a dedication and commitment to accomplishing the overall 
program mission and when required positive action must be 
forthcoming so that the program does not flounder. Tn the 
Impact program many proposed projects were new in concept 
and ~"ere originated by agencies inexperienced in dealing with 
bureaucratic (omplexities. In such instances, if the basic 
approach is sound the project should be initiated and greater 
reliance placed on project monitoring activities to assure 
that anticipated results are achieved. 

In spite of these problems, it is remarkable how much has been 
accomplished b~ the Impact program. On a crime reduction 
basis, although the Impact goal has not been achieved, there 
were, successes in reducing historical trends in burglaries 
and in the reduction of commercial robberies. Experience 
has been gained throughout the local criminal justice system 
with performance-oriented projects. There is a learning 
effect involved in project operations and already some proj
ects have exhibited improvement in performance over time. 
Unquestionably experience will be required at all levels of 
the criminal justice system to obtain effective results from 
the crime~specific planning approach. The Impact program 
has provided a start, the initial inertia associated with 
any innovation has been overcome, successes have been achieved, 
experience gained, and ~o~ledge obtained from the failures. 
It now remains to build constructively upon this foundation 
provided by the Impact program •••• CI17) 
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T h's evaluation wor 
k on the Atlanta program ended at a 

Georgia ec The decision to phase out 
in the life of Impact. h' h 

critical point d to a series of events w ~c 
effort was directly 1inke f the Georgia Tech's 

during the winter of 1974 
had occurred 

Crime Analysis Team. 

relating to the locus 0 
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14.0 THE DEMISE AND REBIRTH OF THE ATLANTA CAT: A CASE FOR POSITIVE 
INTER-GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS 

Although the master plan Llpdate submitted in January 1974 would 

not be approved until July 1974, the problems which both the SPA and 

RO perceived with the update (and there were many), took on the aspects 

of a second-order priority because of a major crisis which developed 

over the Crime Analysis Team itself. There was an expressed feeling on 

the part of several key participants in the Impact process that the 

program was at such loose ends during this period that it seemed likely 

to die due to problems of leadership. For example, from the RO coor

dinator: 

I don't knmv hmv it [the CAT] managed to cont inue ... , 
The main focus at that period of time was on \"hat was 
going to happen to the CAT. Has it going to stay at 
ARC? Has it going to dissolve completely? Here we 
going to lose Impact totally in Atlanta? Here we 
going to just forget about the rest of the program? 
Were we going to get further funding? Was there a 
chance that the CAT could survive in some "JaY? (114) 

From the SPA coordinator: 

[The CAT] organization [was] untenable because ... it 
perpetuated the troublesome confusion regarding roles and 
responsibilities both within ARC and among the different 
levels of government involved.CllS) 

And finally, the Region IV Administrator: 

The ARC Crime Analysis Team [had] virtually dissolved. (120) 

The demise of the Atlanta CAT, then, \vas the major issue facing 

the Impact bureaucracy. The problem seems traceable to at least three 

factors: agency relationships, personnel turnover, and final Impact 

funding deadlines. 

14.1 The ARC Loses Its Credibility With the SPA and RO 

In the first place, relationships between the ARC and the SPA 

had always been strained. When the current SPA coordinator took over 

the state's responsibilities for Impact in March 1974, relationships 
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between the LEAA RO and SPA, which were never poor, improved markedly. 

Indeed, the two Impact coordinators worked so closely together that 

they were perceived by some city participants in the program as speaking 
11 ' f ,,,(121) with "one voice, II and allowing b.ttle room or negotiatlon. 

In the second place, there were major changes in administrat,ion 

of the Impact program at all three levels. On March 8, the second CAT 

director resigned to become the director of the Atianta Crime Commis

sion. There was also turnover at the Regional Office of the LEAA. As 

the RO coordinator explains it, "We had an Acting Administrator who 

was anticipating a new Regional Administrator coming on ...• We had a 

bad period of time in our office without definite leadership [and} 

there was also a turnover at the state level. 11 (122) Where the ARC was 

concerned, it was also experiencing some additional staff problems. 

'l-Tith the resignation of the CAT director) the ARC director of Govern

mental Services assumed the role of interim CAT director. However, 

wholesale staff defections were expected because of the uncertainty 

surrounding the future of the CAT within the ARC. 

In the third place, all applications for final funding were to 

be submitted to the LEAA by September 30, 1974, and Atlanta had t as of 

March 1, 1974, approximately $13,000,000 remaining in u~obligated 

funds. The drawdown of their funds could not begin until Atlanta's 

master plan update was approved and the CAT within ARC was being per

ceived as "dragging its feet." On April 9, the Acting RA wrote the 

SPA director the following: 

Given sufficient lead time, it was envisioned that a Crime 
Analysis Team would be able to demonstrate that its range of 
activities would prove of such benefit to the city in planning 
and evaluating criminal justice programs that, in some fashion, 
institutionalization could be accomplished. For example, the 
CAT could be picked up in its ~ntirety as a permanent part of 
the city government structure, or particular activities could 
be singled out for continuation with city or state support. 
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. Thus, the LEAd r.emained keenly interested in 
zatlon of the CAT d the institutionali_ 

an even suggested th t" " 
a It could be PJ'cked up entirety as in its - a pennanent part of the c';t 

q , .... y structure. If Ih 
uestlon but that the LEAA ere was no 

was committed to ' 
the CAT through FY v 75 H contl.nuation of support to 

• owever there wer h 
would need to address With' e ot er matters the CAT 

respect to planning 
evaluation. G', ' program management and 

lven the tlme constraints the CAT and SPA ' 
imrk needed to b ' , were under 

eg~n l.mmediately on a ran ' 
funding, It g t proposal for continuation 

was already April 9, and the Act' 
office would receive f lng RA expected that his 
II a ormal proposal for CAT/SPA ' 
no later than April 30 1974 If (123) , contlnuation support 

RA ' '. Immedlately up 
s COmmunique the SPA d' on receipt of the 

interim C'~ d' ' l.rector transmitted the essential data 
,H... lrec tor On A . to the 

l ' , . pnl 15, he followed up '1 
lnlng th Wlt1 a letter out-. e specifics of the d f ' 

see by April 18. 

follOl-l!ng: 

ra t contlnuation 
proposal he expected to 

the draft document was to 
As a minimum, 

include the 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

JUS~ification of each staff 
d7lln7ation of the specific position requested, "'ith 
flcatlons aSSigned to each. responsibilities and quali-

A description of where th CA ' 
organization structure l'n

e 
I dT,wlIl fit into the ARC 

d ' c u lng '''hat d ' , ma e concerning the formal' eC1Slon has been 
ector. namlng of a new project dir-

A complete and detailed descri" . 
,to be carried out by the CAT ptlon of all activities 
utilized relative to 't ,.a~d the procedures to be 
h 1. S remc1ln1.ng pIa. . f ' t e review of appl" t' nnlng unctl.ons 
h ..Lca l.ons program -' , , ) 

P ase-out monito' d ' c'CllUln1.stration and , rlng an evaluatio Of 
importance during the co', . n. particular 
nition of CAT-SCC-LEAA nltl.nu~tlon ph:!se will be defi

ro es l.n m 't ' 
project deViations or probl onl. orlng and correcting ems. 
The efforts made to institutionalize l 

and evaluation capabilities I d' the CAT s planning 
in the form of matching fund ,~l.ce~ of local support, 
included, as well as pI fS l avallable, should be 
£ f ans or the CAT be d h o ederal support. (124) yon t e end 
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the ARC managed to submit a CAT 
Working under enormouS pressure, 

April 26, just four days before the 
continuation application on 

f f d in the amount of 
announced deadline. They were asking or un s 

b All CAT mem-
cover the equivalent of 8.39 staff mem ers. 

$269,882 to h 
h h J e 1975 and the evaluator throug 

bers ,.;ere to be funded t roug un 
I' ' the SPA coor-

November 1975. In reviewing the grant app lcatlon, " 

dinator found it to be 
"confusingly written" with "much over1applng 

information. II In her view, the applicaticn was 

tification for continuing the present CAT staff 

The decision was made to return the application 

stantial revisions. 

no more than a jus-
(125) 

for another year. 

to the ARC for sub-

On }wy 10, a meeting was 
held to discuss the future of the CAT. 

The ARC, SPA and RO were all in attendance. 
The decision was reached 

the ARC through FY '75 for purposes of moni-
to continue the CAT in 

Institutionalization would now take a second
loring and evaluation. 

On Hay 17, the ARC 
1 to phas ;ng out of the Impact program. ary ro e .L 

1 CAT resubmitted to the SPA. 
application for continuation of tle was 

bl 0 May 30 in a memorandum 
Again, it was rejected as unaccepta e. n. , 

Region IV Office, the RO coordinator would 
to her superiors at the 

articulate the problems 
with continuing the CAT within the ARC as 

follows: 
th key agencies involved in 

There are some problems among e h f ' dibility 
i ti The CAT lost muc 0 ltS cre 

Imp~ct admin.stra on. f I act in which inadequate work 
durlng the flrst two years 0 mp d by the CAT 
was done, information withheld, and changes ma e 
without grant adjustment requests. 

'Now ARC has submitted an application for continuation of thedCAT 
The state has rev:teTN'ed the application an 

for another year. 
notes two alternatives: 

1) rejection or 2), substantial reduction of the awar~ to fund 
h If of the ~taff proposed. The crux of the CAT functlons 
w~ll be evaluation and monitoring, which amounts3~o ~9~~ase-
out of the Impact functions and the CAT by June, . 
The mayor has endorsed this application. 
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One fact which gnaws at the decision to continue the CAT for 
another year is the handling of the current CAT grant. Sub
stantial changes occurred under th~ present grant, such as 
changes in staff positions, turnover in staff members, dis
solution of the Task Force, unilateral extensions of dead
lines, and budget category transfers. All of these changes 
took place without requests for prior approval from the state 
or LEM. 

A budget revision request, which has been in the mill since' 
November 1973, has still not reached the Regional Office. 
The state has reviewed several submissions but has bounced 
them back to ARC for rewrites. 

In light of the problems with the current grant, a continua
tion grant may be just a continuation of previous problems. (12h) 

In a nutshell, the problem was one of the ARC's credibility with 

the RO/SPA, and of its future viability, both already damaged by staff 

defections, and by the inability to trace accountability to anyone 

individual within the ARC structure. This latter problem had prompted 

the SPA coordinator to write the following in a memorandum addressing 

the issue of the ARC-CAT continuation application: 

Responsibility for performance is diffused among all the CAT 
members. I think one control point for information and account
ability must be established. Under the current and proposed 
arrangement, correspondence is initiated by each CAT member, so 
that often the members are unaware of each other's actions and 
no one person has an overview of the entire operation. In 
addition, [the interim CAT director] is almost never available 
by telephone and the other members, to whom the calls are 
referred, are frequently unable to answer the questions asked. (127) 

Consequently, the meeting of July 22, where representatives of all 

four governmental agencies came together to decide the fate of the 

Atlanta CAT within the ARC was really something of a fait accompli. 
• 

The ARC would withdraw its application for continuation of the Crime 

Analysis Team and the application would be resubmitted by the City of 

Atlanta. The implications of this move, viewed by the SPA and the RO 

as essential, were many. Most importantly, though,. it meant further 

delays in revitalizing the Team, and with the ARC serving only in a 
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lame duck capacity, the situation waS likely to worsen before getting 

better. In effect, "day-to-day administration got left by the wayside 

at that point," the RA coordinator has since explained. "There wasn't 

much monitoring of the projects eith~L. So, that whole period was one 

of negotiation ..•• The focuS became the future of the CAT.,,(128) 

14.2 Further Political Developments 
Tn the city of Atlanta, where the CAT would be housed, three 

events of a political nature had occurred which were liable to affect 

the Impact program. These events were interrelated, having all grown 

out of the continuing conflict between the mayor and the chief of 

police. First, there was the matter of the mayor's attempt to fire 

the police chief. As the Atlanta news media report the circumstances, 

it was in mid-April that the police chief won a restraining order from 

a Fulton County superior Court judge, preventing the city from 

appointing a public safety commissioner at a higher level in the munic

ipal organizational hierarchy than the police chief's own position. On 

May 3, the mayor had fired the police chief; however, the dismissal was 

ruled illegal by a neighboring DeKalb County Superior Court judge. The 

case was to go before the Georgia Court of Appeals in September. The 

appellate review process had been begun by the police chief and, in 

effect, served to prevent the mayor from appointing a public safety com

missioner until such time as the appeals court rendered a decision. 

Second, the legal struggle between the mayor and police chief spilled 

over into the police department. It seems that during the mayor's 

abortive attempt at firing the police ~hief, he had appointed an acting 

chief. Consequently, two factions developed within the police depart-.. 
supporting the acting 

ment, one camp loyal to the chief and one camp 

chief. During the d~bacle, it was unclear who was in charge. When the 

decision was reached that the chief could not be ousted, those officers 

and transferred. According 

supporting the mayor were immediately demoted 

to The Atlanta Constitution, the chief emerged from the struggle "in 

a stronger position than ever.,,(129) Despite the apparent victory 
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gained by the police chief, it could 

h 

be reported by the RO 
t at during this period, "the police coordinator 
co f ' department [was] in a state of 

n US10n and low morale." Finally, ther' e was a third incident 

volving the police chief in-poenaed ' and the City Council. The Council had sub-
1nformation from the police on its s ' 

to a local paper The At1' py1ng activities in respect 
, anta VOlce The p Ii ' 

subpoenas and faced ,~ . 0 ce ch1ef had defied the 
lmpeacllment by the City c~ '1 could hav ' uunCl. These problems 

e serlOUS repercussions for Atlanta's I outg' CA mpact program since the 
olng T had advocated awarding to th 1 another $5,000,000 in Impact funds 

e po ice. In the opinion of the RO coordinator th' h 
constituted "a source of conflict due ' 1S may ave I' to the mayor's dispute with the 

po lce department and his [avowed] interest in social programs.,,(130) 

14.3 The CAT Function is Transferred to the Cl'ty _ of Atlanta 

decided where the CAT steps w·ould be located the 
necessary to transfer its functions to th' ' 

fairly rapidly Th ' e Clty moved along 
. e Clty submitted its CAT ' 

to the SPA on August 24 I' contlnuation application 
, s 19htly more tha f 

meeting where the d i ' n our weeks from the July 22 
ec Slon had been h d 

t

' reac e to transfer the CAT func-

lon to the city. Th e application was found unacceptable due to a 

Once it had been 

proposed grant period of 22 h mont s, and surprisingly 
to place the CAT' h ' a stated intent 

ln t e Bureau of Police Ser i 
the SPA director v ces. On September 6 

informed the mayor of the deficie ' ' 
application, and the RA' 1 nCles of the grant 

, ' ln a etter on September 9, informed 
of h18 agency's concerns the mayor . Because of the virtual 
CAT within the ARC h dissolution of the 

. ,e pointed out that there were three basic points 

which, from the LEAA's perspective, the cit 1 y wou d have'to accommodate: 

(a) All,applications must be receiy Offlce with the Stat C ' ,ep by the LEAA Regional 

I
e rlme CommiQsio ' 'f 

ater than September 30, 1974. ~ n s certl ication no 

All action project a Ii the Atlanta Impact p~~ cations must be consistent with 
gram master plan update. 

(b) 
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(c) 
a Crime Analysis Team in operation in, 

There must be f he 1m act program to contlnue. 
order fo~ the funding 0 c~iticai part of the Impact pro-
The CAT lS an integral

h
, be no action programs 

and llithout it t ere can gram,' d 
funded with LEAA Impact fun s. 

1 CAT within the ARC, he 
Addressing the problem of no operationa 

then proposed the following strategy: 
h to consider is the immediate 

One solution which you may wis f an "interim" CAT in order 
designation of a Task Force to orm Th's "interim" CAT could 

d dl' e can be met. l 
that immedia~e ea In s b continuity can be maintained 
exist as an ln~tr~m:ntl~h~~; ~s fully operational. Such an 
until the City s flna "11 be the point with which 
"interim" Team is vital, as It,Wl- it review and negotiation 
the Regional Office will coordlnate s 
of action projects. 

action monies could be awarded 
The RA then made it clear that no 

He concluded as follows: 
the ex~stence of an operational CAT. ",ithout .... 

bl CAT application is received 
.... Assuming that an accepta

b 
e 30th deadline, and further 

in this office by the Septem er 'stent with the master 
, h t action projects conSl , h assumlng t aid i this office, (both Wlt cer-

plan update are also rece vCe, n Commission) the following 
titication from the State rlme -, 
schedule will govern: 

15 1974 IFAA will have either approved 
(a) By October, ,J , 

or disapproved the CAT appllcation. 
. . proved and awarded on 

(b) If the CAT applicatlon lS a~ t d to be opera-
October 15, 1974, the CAT wlll be eh-pec e 

(c) 

(d) 

tional by December 1, 1974. 

will be awarded until the CAT is 
No action projects 
operational. 

All a,wards must be 
December 31, 1974, 
progr,j.ms. (131) 

made by this office no later thaE 
or the money will revert to other 

No functional CAT meant no 
What it all came down to was this: 

(b) through (d) above hinged upon the 
money, and since Steps 

U6 

completion of Step (a) the city would have to act hurriedly. It ~.;ras 

now September 9 and in just six more days, the LEAA was to have "either 

approved or disapproved the CAT application." 

On September 11, the mayor met with SPA and RO officials and 

ironed out all major issues concerning the CAT. On September 13, the 

city submitted a revised application to the SPA, which was then reviewed 

and submitted to the RO with the state's endorsement. The Region IV 

Office's initial endorsement of the CAT continuation grant then occurred 

on October 8, 1974. Two major steps were immediately ahead: the now 

defunct CAT must be operational by December 1, and all Impact funds had 

to be awarded by December 31, or they would be lost to the City of 

Atlanta. Correspondence covering the months of October-November 1974 

reveal that this was a period of unprecedented cooperation among the 

various governmental levels responsible for Impact administration. By 

November 20, the SPA coordinator could notify all Impact project direc

tors of the transfer of thE! CAT fronl the ARC to the City of Atlanta. 

Thus, Atlanta had succeeded in transferring the CAT functions to the 

city under difficult conditions. In retrospect, the transfer appeared 

to have been successfully made for at least three reasons, two of which 

are addressed in the following comment made by the RO coordinator: 

First, I think the mayor realized he was going to lose a 
tremendous opportunity for Atlanta if he allowed the Crime 
Analysis Team to go down the drain. Also, he had tradi
tionally been interested in crime reduction programs .... Now, 
if the press had gotten wind of the fact that Atlanta might 
lose millions of dollars by not continuing the Crime Analysis 
Team, it would have looked very bad for him, politically. 

Second, the Regional Office was very interested in keeping 
the Impact program and there was a ml.:lndate. We said that 
they could not receive any more Impact money unless the 
Crime Analysis Team got started up again. So ..•• it was two 
things really. They had $13 million at stake and the mayor's 
interest [in getting that money for Atlanta]. (132) 
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, ofessional commitment to the 
" 11 the level of serlOUS pr 

Addltlona y, and RO staffs, and in particular, the 
hibited by both the SPA 

program ex h' then Impact coordinators, 
f tra effort by t elr 

numerous hours 0 ex 'bl And contrary to what 
h e made the CAT transfer pOSSl e. 

appears to av Atlanta program, the 
ersons associated with the 

is believed by some P " k' g decentral-

do
es indicate that the principle of declslon- ma In ,', 

evidence , IV Ro/sPA staffs. Tne New 
indeed adhered to by the Reglon h d d 

ization was Crime AnalysiS Team to be ee e 
Year, 1975, would bring with it a new 

by a Harvard-trained attorney who had 

tor of the Atlanta Legal Aid society. 

been, for seven years, the direc-
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15.0 THE CITY OF ATLANTA INSTITUTIONALIZES THE CRIME ANALYSIS TEA&[ 
AS STAFF TO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE COORDINATING COUNCIL 

15 . .1. The Functions and Structure of the CAT/CJCC are Delineated 

The Crime Analysis Team was awarded a grant of $194,267 in LEAA 

funds on October 30, 1974. It was incorporated into the City of Atlanta 

governmental structure by Special Ordinance at the same time, becoming 

operational in January 1975. The CAT, housed in the Office of th~ 

Mayor, was to serve the chief administrative officials and the City 

Council as an omnibus criminal justice planning and evaluation unit and 

was expected to build upon the COP IE-cycle concepts begun under the 

prior Impact planning unit, The new CAT, then, would serve two basic 

purposes. It would administer LEAA money provided to the City of 

Atlanta (by obtaining, overseeing, monitoring and evaluating prants) 

and would serve as staff to the newly created Criminal Justice Coor

dinating Council (CJCC), the local criminal justice planning unit for 

the metropolitan Atlanta area (i.e., Atlanta and Fulton and DeKalb 

counties). This was different from the ARC, which planned for a seven

county region, althou~', technically, the new CAT, too, qualified as a 

regional planning unit and was to receive Part B funds from the SPA. 

Since the City of Atlanta was located in both DeKalb and Fulton counties, 

it was reasonable for DeKalb County to be included it'l. the area for which 

the CAT would plan. 

The Crime Analysis Team became fully staffed in April 1975. As 

presently constituted, the CAT has 18 staff members. Table XII, which 

summarizes the organization of the CAT, is also an attempt to reflect 

its various functions (i.e. planning, evaluation, and grants management). 

The Bureau of Police Services' small planning and research unit was 

reassigned to the Crime Analysis Team and this relationship is also 

reflected in Table XII. As already discussed, the CAT serves as staff 

to the CJCC, and the CAT director is the executive director of the CJCC 

and a permanent member, as is the mayor of Atlanta, who serves as 

chairman of the CJCC. The CJCC, then, is the policymaking body and, 
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THE ORGANIZATIONAL CHAR/;:~~:X~LANTA CRIME ANALYSIS TEAM 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\. 
\. 

" _EVALUATION-

Lois Johnson, F/A III 
Keith Collier, CJP II 
Dianna Johnson, RA 
Charles Burris, RA 

_CAT/CJCC-

Michael H. Terry, Director 
Carol Brantley, Systems Coordinator 
Tum Bowman, CJCC Coordinator 
Joyce Jackson, Secretary 
Patricia Adger, Secretary / 

/ 

, 
I , 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

/ _PLANNING-

Larry Dingle, 
Kent Ryan, \ CJP I: I 

Evaluator III \ I John Brown, CJP II 

Samit RoY, QMA \ I Richard Clarke, RA 

Doris Hegmon, " I' Jackie Mays, RA 
Evaluator II \, 

'\, / Ronnie Vickers, 
Joan Hudson, RA " // RA 

BPS P & R:" '" 
Bill Donald "'.... '" ..... ..... ..... Bill Taylor ... .--_____ --

ACRONYMS USED: 

. d' f g Council CJCC: Criminal Justice Coor Ina In 
CJP: Criminal Justice Planner 
RA: Research Analyst 
FI A: Financial Analyst 
QMA: Quantitative Methods Analyst . 
BPS P & R: Bureau of PJlice Services Planning and Research 

A
TLANTA CRIME ANALYSIS TEAM, OCTOBER 1975.} . 

(SOURCE. 
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in addition, holds responsibility for establishing a master plan for 

criminal justice, approving all grant applications, and coordinating 

planning and problem areas which cross agency and political jurisdic

tional lines. Table XIII lists the names and organizational affilia

tions of the various members of the CJCC. As presently constituted, 

there are 29 ~embers, six of whom are without obvious ties to a unit 

of government. Omitted from the list of CJCC members is the name of 

Atlanta's chief of police. 

The Impact program having surfaced the inadequacy of regularized 

community involvement in Atlanta, a CJCC citizen's advisory group was 

also established. Called the Atlanta Task Force on Crime, all but two 

of its 25 members were private citizens. The name and committee assign

ments of Task Force members are shown in Table XIV below. The combined 

membership of the CJCC and the Task Force thus tQtals 54 persons. Based 

on their experience with the original Task Force, both the SPA and RO 

coordinators expressed some concern that the new group would be "much 

too large and unwieldy,,,(l33) However, both the mayor and the CAT 

director remained committed to the ideal of involving individuals repre

senting every strata of the metropolitan Atlanta area in the criminal 

justice decision-making process and this commitment, in their view, 

called for a CJCC and Task Force that were truly representative of all 

Atlantans. The CAT director has explained their position as follows: 

The mayor is absolutely committed to more community involve
ment in all of his administration ••• and the CJCC expands the 
scope of concern and involvement beyond the traditional 
actions within the criminal justice system ..•• I served, for 
some short period of time a year ago last spring, on the 
Citizens' Advisory Task Force on Impact for the mayor. We 
were attempting to get the last grants developed .•. and we 
became very aware that there had been virtually no community
level involveme~t over the prior three years of Impact. The 
CJCC, I feel, is crucial to getting the community input, and 
the development of the Citizens' Advisory Council to the CJCC 
is going to mean even more involvement of the community. (134) 
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TABLE XIII 

THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE COORDINATING COUNCIL 
OF THE METROPOLITAN ATLANTA AREA 

1. Tnt<. rONCRABLE ~1AY~ARD JACKSC\~;. 
CHAIR.'IAN OF CJec A. ... 1) 
~!AYOR, <:ITY OF A1LA.>;TA 

2. }lR. ~!ICHAEL H. TERRY. 
E.\EGUTIVE DIRECTOR, cree, A.>;D 
lJIRECTOR, 
CRWE ANALYSIS TEA.'1, 
CITY OF ATLANTA 

3. DR. ALLEN L. AULT, 
CO~IMISSIONER 

GEORGIA DEPARTIlENT OF OFFENDER 
REHABILITATION/CORRECTIONS 

4. THE HONORABLE RICHARD BELL 
DISTRICT ATTOR.~EY 
COUNTY OF DEKALB 

11. Thi: HO:;ORABLE RICHARD Gl'THW,N, J!:., 
COLllCIUL\.>;, DISTRIcT I'B. 
CITY OF AT[.A!;TA 

12. THE HONORABLf. PIERI'E HOWARD, JL, 
SLNATOR, GEOReIA GFNEHAL ASSE~lP,LY 

13. }lR. J. D. HUDSON, 
DIRECTOR, BUREA\; of CORRECTIlJNS, 
CITY OF ATLA1'1TA 

14. ~lR. HERBERT T. JEl;KI:IS, SR., 
CITIZEN ~~!BER 

5. THE HONORABLE GOODSIN "SHAG" CATES 15. THE HONORABLE R. E. JONES, 
CHAIRNAJ., FULTON COUNTY CONNISSION C!!IEF .n;DGE, 

NUNICIPAL COUR1, GENERAL 
DIVISION, CITY OF ATLANTA 

6. THE HONORABLE DANIEL DUKE 16. HS. PORTIA LASONDE, 
<FNIOR .TUDGE CITIZEN ME}!BER 
CRI~lINAL COURT OF FULTON COUNTY 

7. THE HONORABLE A. REGINALD EAVES 
COHHISSIO~;ER, DEPARTIlENT OF 
PUBLIC SAFETY, 
CITY OF ATLANTA 

17. DR. GEORGE NAPPER 
CITIZE.>; }lWBER 

8. THE HONORABLE LEON S. EPLAli, 18. ~lR. JAMES II. PACE, 
CONHISSIONER, AID TO OFFEl>lJERS 
DEPARTIlENT OF BUDGET A!>.1) PLAI;N INC. , 
CITY OF ATLANTA 

9. THE HONORABLE DAVEY L. GIBSON, 
CmIMISSIONER, 
DEPARTIlENT OF COHHUNITY A.'.1) H!J1W; 
DEVELOPHENT, 
CITY OF ATLANTA 

10. THE HONORABLE HILDRED GLOVER, 
REPRESENTATIVE, GEORGIA G&>;ERAl 
ASSEMBLY 

19. MR. INMAN C. PHILLIPS, DIRECTOR OF 
COURT SERVICES, FULTO~; COl')';r; 
ADULT PROBATION DEPARTIIENT 

20. THE HONORABLE RO~E T. POWELL, 
JunGE, FULTON COUNTY JL'VENILE 
COURT 

21. Ila: Hut\Ui~:..\;:'I.t LrAVID ~coIT, 
R.E.PI{ESE!~r/\TIVE, \;Ul!\(;lA 
r~e~ERAL ASSDffiLY 

TRE Hn:;ORABLE LEl-1IS R. SLATON, 
DISTRICT "TTOR.~Y. FCI.TOll C('LllTY 

23. ~!R. (;RECORY "TALLS 
C ITI ZEN HE!'lBER 

24. THE HUNORABLE LEROY N. 5TYNCHCOMBE, 
SHERIFF, FeLTON COt:NTY 

25. ALBERT L. TIlOHPSON, Ese •• , 
ATTOR.'iEY AT LAW 
CIIla:N HENBER 

26. HR. JACK E. THOHPSON, 
COURT ADmNISTRATtJR, 
FeLTON COUNTY 

27. NS. LOUISE W. Wlt::;El<, 
CITIZEN HE:1BER 

2B. MR. D. E. WILKINSON, 
YOUTH SERVICES, HETRtl ATLANTA 
PROGRAH DIRECTOR, 
GEORGIA DEPARTIlENT OF HL%\l; 
RESOURCES 

29. THE HONORABLE Q. V. WILLIA.'1S0N, 
COUNCIUIAN-AT-LARGE, POST 17, 
CITY OF AILA.",TA 

(SOURCE: ATLANTA CRINE ANALYSIS TEAM, oeTORER 1975) 
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CAT had developed what it perceived as an 
1 M ch the new 

By ate ar , suited for Atlanta. 
justice planning that was well 

approach to criminal 

Their planning approach 
was based on three assumptions: 

, dinating Council, employing CAT 
(a) 

(b) 

The Criminal Justl.ce Co or h date for all criminal 
as its staff, will assume t e man 
, ' planning for Atlanta ..•. 
J ust1.ce h' 1 ' system lanning ve 1.C es, 
We [ the CJCC] have adopted :wo p d t1.'on We believe that , f' r1.me re uc .... 
improvement and spec1. 1.C c, oals common to the system 
tGe pcsiting of crime reduct1.on grdinated implementation of 
as a whole will encourage the coo f the system. CAT assumes, 
change within individual facets 0 ponents can be initiated 

h ges in system com " e in turn, that c an f 1 result of specif1.c cr1.m 
and coordinated with a success u 

reduction.... AT 'II be con-
, ommendations of the C W1. , 

Because plannl.ng rec " k' and implementat1.on 
Ad d t tbe dec1.Sl.on- ma 1.ng 0-

stantly we~ eo· h' lanning approach sets a pr 
(c) 

functions of the CJCC, t 1.S Ptl' ing an eventual research 
, motl.' on rather than ou 1.n cess 1.n 

product. 

h the CJCC/CAT envisioned ten plan
Given the aforestated approac , 

. 1 d the follo'\.;ring activities: 
Briefly stated, these 1.nVO ve ning steps. 

currently avail~ble criminal justice 
procedures to collect the data. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

The CAT will assess all 
data and will establish 

, uantitative and qualitative, 
Using all data sources, 1..e., q . es to be targeted for 
the CAT will tentatively select cr1.m 

reduction. 
11 facets of the system in terms 

The CAT will then analyze a 11 ation etc. 
of services available, manpower a oc , 

. roblems and set rea-
The CAT will next identify the maJor P 
sonable goals for treating those problems. 1 

AT will draft prioritized posi:ion papers on goa s 
The C h CJCC in decision-mak1.ngo 
for use by t e stem 

b' tives and aims for sy 
The CAT will sugges : 0 J:~er to particular changes to 
components, where al.ms r 
be implemented in the system. . 

, bles essent1.al to the 
The CAT wil~ idenftifi ~~~n~a~~aa given goal. 
implementat1.on 0 so u 1. 
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(h) The CAT will draw together a complete set of recommenda
tions for objectives and aims for all components of the 
system. 

(i) After the CJCC acts on its recommendations, the CAT 
will both implement and evaluate the chosen crime strate
gieso 

(j) The CAT will work for intercomponent cooperation in 
implementing aims or objectives. (135) 

The CAT was to have initiated its planning process by April 1975, 

and it was expected that the analysis of data, interviews with CJCC 

members and research of the criminal justice system would lead to the 

formulation of measurable goals for crime reduction and system improve

ments by July 1975. Three months beyond that point in time, October 

1975, it was expected that the CAT would have developed a planning 

structure to guide its activities from October 1975 to October 1976. 

The 1975 plan ,.;ras to have three components: a statistical abstract, 

research papers, and an initial one-year, comprehensive plan. Section 

one, the statistical abstract section, would present an analysis of the 

data gathered from the records of criminal justice agencies and would 

serve as an update of the 1972 and 1973 Atlanta master plans. The 

research lIissue" section (Le., section t'\.;ro) would analyze the data in 

the first section, draw on other data sources and would then present 

problems needing solutions. Section three would be devoted to developing 

recommendations to address the problems identified in section two. The 

largest portion of Atlanta's initial effort, then, was to be devoted to 

the development of the statistical abstract. As the CAT envisioned the 

abstract, it would consist of three parts: crime analysis, data from 

the Offender Based Transaction System (OBTS) and recidivism data. 

Crime Analysis, OBTS, and Recidivism. Crime analysis, will 
assess and 'evaluate eight major crimes: homicide, rape, rob
bery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny~ handgun viola
tion, and narcotics and dangerous drug abuse. The analysis 
will develop three sets of profiles. The first will des
cribe the offense: place of occurrence, time of occurrence, 
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type of offense, and other characteristics of the offense, 
such as weapon used, extent of injuries, and property taken. 
"lve will develop profiles on victims: age, sex, race, census 
tract of residence, education, employment, victim/perpetrator 
relationship. A third set of profiles will describe the 
offender: age, sex, race, census tract of residence, educa
tion and employment. 

This crime-specific analysis will be useful in several ways. 
First, it will give criminal justice decision-makers a better 
idea of what is occurring around them in crime. Second, 
detailed knowledge of a particular crime aids in planning 
manpower deployment and new programs to deal 'l7ith that crime ..•. 
Third, follow-up analysis of specific crimes (will) allow 
evaluation of currently employed crime-specific strategies. 

OBTS statistics will deal with the major decisions made about 
each offender as he passes through the system. The decision 
points include arrest, commitment hearing, prosecutive action, 
grand jury, prosecutive action again prior to trial, the 
trial court experience, etc. Relative to juveniles the pro
cess is as follows: arrest, intake, petition, investigation, 
preliminary hearing, court hearing, etc. We will look not 
only et the decisions made but also at the amount of time 
that p,lsses between decision points. 

I ,ation developed in the OBTS section will also be valu-
aL_~ to criminal justice personnel. 1) It will aid in 
identifying those points in the system where suspects or 
offenders "fallout" of the system; if this fallout is 
judged to be too heavy~ remedial action can b~ taken. Also, 
this feature allows an agency to know where its clients come 
from, where they go, and what happens to them after they 
leave. 2) OBTS facilitates the consideration of time as a 
variable, allowiT1g t:he determination of the average time 
required to pre a defendant between two decision points. 
3) It identifies t.ue number of people at each decision point 
at a given time, so that workloads and bottlenecks can be 
identified. 4) It promotes a uniform unit of analysis so 
that the flow of clients can be better understood .... 5) OBTS 
promotes the consideration of the criminal justice system as 
a system, encouraging cross-component analysis of criminal 
justice problems. 

The third part of the statistical abstract, recidivism, ... 
will study felonies that occur within a three-year period 
after the offenders' release from the criminal justice system. 
Recidivism is important to know about, if only because much 
crime is committed by repeat offenders. However, if the goal 
of corrections is to reduce crime, then recidivism is an essen
tial indicator of success in the rehabilitation of offenders. (136) 
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Even if the new CAT were to rely, in large measure, on the "tl7Ork 
of its predecessor at the ARC, it still 

seemed an ambitious undertaking. 
were,directly traceable to the 

But there were other problems which 

rapidity with which the - new team had been lmplemented, that were bound 
to lead to further difficulties. 

It was April 24 when the SPA coordinator 
delivered, in writing, 

a statement to her agency's executivG director 
11 indicating all 'l7as not 

we with the new CAT and furth 
er, that a problem of 1 

appeared to be developing in which CJCC and block act::i:.perception 
staging Impact. "CJCC d bl' les were up-

an ock are lmportant b 
than Impact " sh (137) ut not more important 

, e wrote. In addit4 .... on, every 
run the CAT, except for a small SPA grant in Part 

money. Although she recognized the CAT . 

penny being used to 

B funds, 'l7as Impac t 

was puttlng in an enormous 
amount of work on special condit 4ons 

.L ,she was still 
matters as 1m '. concerned with such 

pact monltorlng because better th f 
and nothing had materialized . an our months had passed 

In the way of a serious effort at 
toring by the CAT. That moni-

very same day, representatives from the SPA 
and RO met with the CAT 

to discuss its planning 
ltlanagement responsibilit' les. 

process and grants 

As a follow-up to that meeting, the SPA 
director, on April 28 

, wrote a letter to the 
CAT director stating the 

the April 24 meeting. Regarding the 

CAT to submit justifications, in 

terms of the agreement reached in 

planning process, he expected the 

writing, addre' h . sSlng t e following areas: 
(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

How the city's plan will fit . , 
plan and the SCC state lnto both ARC s regional 
steps which have or Wili lan . Please describe specific 
effort with ARC' d b~ taken to coordinate the CAT's 

s, an to lnsure that th CAT' . 
are consistent with those f h e s tlmeframes 

o t e other two agencies 
What is meant by "data bank" Th' . 
ances that the CAT d . lS should include assur-
all available data f~~s not in~end to reprogram and store 
do so on an as-needed mc~spet~~tlto~fail agencies but will only 

, JUS l ed baSis. 
Briefly, how the three 1 
abstract, research pape~san c~m~o~e~ts, the statistical 
together into a whole. ,an lnltlal plan, will fit 
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In relation to Impact grants management, it was agreed that the 

CAT \vould submit the following: 

(a) A formal monitoring format and time schedule. These will 
be open to SCC and LEAA comments and suggestions. 

(b) The names of the CAT staff members to whom monitoring and 
grants management responsibilities for specific Impact 
grants have been assigned. 

(c) CAT staff reviews of all Impact applications and grant 
adjustment requests. CAT revie,vs should screen out all 
computational errors, unallowable costs, and unjustified 
expenditures. (138) 

Problems between the new CAT and the SPA/RO were not solved, 

however. Writing (May 9) to the Region IV Administrator, the RO coor

dinator saw the situation thusly: 

The Crime Analysis Team is not fulfilling its Impact responsi
bilities. There is more emphasis placed on the Criminal ,Justice 
Coordinating Council than on Impact projects. Specifically, the 
CAT is deficient in the following Impact areas: 

(a) Monitoring - On January 24 and ~ebruary 5, [the SPA 
coordinator] and I met with the CAT and emphasized the 
monitoring responsibility. The only monitoring that 
has taken place since then has been initiated by SCC 
and LEAA. 

(b) Evaluation - We have received no evaluation reports 
since the new CAT started. The CAT wants to change 
Georgia Tech's evaluation methodology. The CAT has 
hired fiscal specialists as pvaluators, 

(c) Grants Management - One person has been assigned to 
do grants management activities. The project directors 
have been contacted by a particular CAT member as a 
liaison. Grant adjustments have arrived at the State 
Crime Commission with unnecessary errors. Most of the 
grant adjustment requests have nad to be returned to 
the CAT for corrections and additional information. 

In general, the CAT is poorly managed. There is no follow-up 
work done, apparently because assignments get shuffled and lost 
among the staff. Each time a new member is hired, the assign
ments get shifted .... 
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In addition to lack of s " 
bilities, there has b pec~f~c assignments and responsi-
CAT director's] abs een no one appointed to act in [the 
t' enee. We have disc d 
~mes with him and he h ,usse this numerous 

"deputy" direc~or. as stated he will not appoint a . 

In s';l~a:y, the failure of the CA ' . , 
pons~b~l~ties satisfactor'l ' T to fulf~ll ~ts Impact res

~ y ~s apparently due to: 
(a) a poorly managed staff in which ' 

stantly transferred d ass1gnments are con
well-defined d Ian responsibilities are neither 

nor e ega ted. 

(b) making CJCC-related matters the f' 
emphasiA of Impact responsibiliti~~~t priority and a de-

This is a violation of th ' 
to two specific statement

e ~ntenht of our grant. I refer you 
" s ~n t e grant: 

The CAT at Atlanta will 
all activities performed 
CAT." 

incorporate into one 't d un1 
un er the Impact program's 

"I mpact projects will b ' 
will therefore necessit:tg~ven greater weight and 

e quarterly monitoring. "(139) 

It was certai I th 
Analy' T n y e most serious indictment of the 

S1S earn thus far. The RO " new Crime 
fa4led to add coord1nator s memorandum, h 

-'- ress an issue which appeared to b 1 otvever, 
for the dilemma the CAT' e argely responsible 

was fac~ng: that' h 
ditions attached to ~s, t e countless special con-

the final group of I 
mvarded prior to th S mpact grants that had been 

, e eptember 1974 cutoff date. 
S1nce 1 i The CAT director has 

exp a ned the situation as fOllows: 

I think that the thing that h 
division of philosoph as probably caused almost a 
1 t y, at Some point al h 
as group of grants awarded unde ong t e way, was the 

were prepared by ARC and b : the,Impact program that 
I think there was an inter~ s~m7 ~nter1m people at the city 
time ARC actually stopped ~:n r~me,Analysis Team from the . 
on board .... What M.ppenedth cti~n1n6 to the time that I came 
those grants from ARC d f ere ~~ that the RO and SPA got 
They were faced I th.a~ ~und them fairly objectionable 
The question was'. d 1n , w~th a very difficult decision . 

. 0 you reje t th . 
was a September cutoff date f c ese grants--I think there 
'74. So do you reject th or new grants to be awarded in 
lose another $5 million oose grants and let the City of Atlanta 

r so of Impact programs, or do you 
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award them and encumber them with significant special con
ditions and rely on the new Crime Analysis Team to respond 
to them? Unfortunately and fortunately, they chose the lat
ter course; This me~mt that we came into a situation where~ 
in fact, the grants that we were responding to, by way of 
special conditions, should have been totally re,.;rritten, 
totally reworked--never should have been awarded the way 
they were--and all of that. So, we were dealing with 20 to 
25 special conditions on three or four grants. Major special 
conoitions--total budget narrative re,vrites, total new bud
gets for the Bureau of Police Services, standard operating 
procedures manual, an EEO Affirmation Action Manual that had 
never been written. Things that aren't produced in a matter 
of weeks but are rather substantial undertakings. I think 
that it's very easy for friendships to get frayed in a situa
tion like that where grant~ had been awarded as of January 6, 
1975 but with special conditions--prior-to-expenditure special 
conditions--that made it terribly frustrating because here 
you were with the money but the grants could not operate until 
you did these things, and these particular things could take 
two to three months to respond to. Basically, we had to re
y70rk the whole planning process in developing some of these 
grants. I think that's where it began and although I'm 
totally sympathetic and totally in agreement and very pleased 
that they chose that procedure rather than rejecting the 
grants, it did get us off to a very bad start .... (140) 

DGspite these problems, the CAT was able to clear enough of the 

special conditions attached to the final grants awarded to satisfy the 

Region IV Office of the LEAA. By July 15, the RO coordinator would, 

in addition, recommend the awarding of funds to assist the CAT toward 

institutionalization: 

I am submitting a request to consider the a,.;rarding of capac
ity building to the Atlanta Crime Analysjs Team/Criminal 
Justice Coordinating Council .... 

LEAA priorities clearly support improvement of state and 
local ability to plan, manage, and e"aluate (criminal jus-
tice programs]. The Atlanta CAT/CJeC is an example of an 
entity attempting to build the needed capacity ...• The CAT/ 
CJCC gets to the heart of LEAA's purpose: comprehensive 
planning and coordination of the criminal justice system. 

Therefore, it is recommended that we seriL'.~sly consider funding 
the Atlanta CAT/CJCC .... (141) < 
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On August 4, 1975, the CAT 
1975 presented a tentative outline for 

comprehensive plan to the CJCC 1 i its 
, p ann ng committee. 0 A 

the Reglon IV Administrator wrote n ugust 12, 
the LEAA Administrator 

50 percent suppa t iF' recommending 
r n Y 1976 for the CAT/CJCC b 

bel' f h ecause of his staff's 
le t at the institutionalization 

d ' of a viable Criminal Justice Coor-lnating Council was "a ' 
good falth effort to constructively and inde-

pendently deal with Atlanta's crime problems.,,(142) 
th CJ By mid-October e CC had met five times and ' 

seemed well on the wa d ' 
a comprehensive criminal justice 1 y to eveloplng 
visits had b p an. By November 1, monitoring 

een conducted or were h dId 
I sc e u e. to be conducted on all 
.mpact projects, and by November 8 the CAT h d 

house evaluation of I ' a completed its first in-
an mpact project. 

The Atlanta CAT, as this histo 
activit ry concludes, is bustling with 

y, and relationships between the CAT d 
be ' an the SPA/RO appe t 

aecldedly less strained Atl .. ar 0 
i ' , . anta, although having successfully 
nstltutlonalized what is presently 
i the largest criminal justice plan-

n ng and evalUation capability i th ' 
n e entlre Impact program, faces yet 

another problem. The final Impact projects awarded 
b in Atlanta did not 

ecome operational until August 1975 d ' 
an those projects di 

the CAT director "w-lll ' accor ng to , ~ come nowhere ne 
the September 1976 cutoff date." ar spending all the money by 

Consequently, negotiations are now 
underway with the LEAA to 

extend the cutoff de.te, wholly for the pur-
pose of expenditure. 
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16.0 EPILOGUE: AN INTERVIEW WITH THE HAYOR OF ATLANTA, GEORGIA 

As a final (albeit necessarily subjective) overview of the Impact 
propxam experience in Atlanta, the follOlving intervie~v wi.th the Honorable 
Haynard Jackson, Mayor of Atlanta, Georgia, was taped on Septe1T:ber 2.9, 

1975 at the Atlanta City Hall. 
~ayor Jackson, the Impact program ~vas seen as an experi-' 

ment in :lew Federalism with the cities gi-'u a major say 

in the planning and implementation of a large-scale 

federal program. In your view, hO\" effectivelY did 

inter-governmental relations function in the case of 
Impact, and how well did the partnership between LEAA-

1: 

A: 

Hashingto?-, the Regional Office, State Planning Agency 

and your office ,,,ork? 

I honestly am unable to assess hm" effectively the rela

tions were established and pursued between LE.AA locally 

and the Stal:e Crime Commission and the City of Atlanta, 

except to say that generally my impression is: relation::; 

were effective, open--communications were open. Ulti

mately, of course, we established a city Crime Analysis 

Team and a Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. The 

Crime AnalysiS Team is the agency \"hich officially pur

sues all these inter-governmental relations on behalf 

of the Impact program. My impression is that the only 

possible area in ~vhich we might have held some problems 

might have been on the state-level becaUSE:: of the way 

the State Crime Commission itself was established at 

the time. I think, however, those matters have been 

resolved, and Governor Busbee has strengthened the State 

Crime Commission from several different points o~ view. 

One concern some people had, as they expressed it to me, 

was related to the former chairman of the State Crime 

Commission, who was also engaged in consulting for the 
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CA CCl\IT) : 

Q: 

----_._-----

Many 

felt, under his chairmanship, that there were too few 

black Georgians on the Sta'te Cr4 me ~ Commission; therefore , 

State of Georgia in the area of criminal justice. 

there was Some question about the credibility of the 

decisions rendered. I' m not sure how accurate those 

concerns are. I sim 1 1 h pyre ay t em because they were 

discussed openly, even in the newspapers. But I am 

confident the 1 ti re a ons we have now are prooably as good 

as can be expected by anyoody, under the circumst?mces, 

and I think the relations are adequate. 

Mayor Jackson, the Atlanta Impact program attempted to 

maintain an open-door policy toward citi,,:en ~. groups. What 

has been the city's policy toward community involvement 

in Impact during your administration? 

Well, the city's policy, it seems to me, is one to which 

the Public Safety Commissioner I , think, can speak more 

directly than I--and the Crime Analysis Team director as 

well. The policies were e t bli h d s a s e originally, as you 

well know, under my predecessor. I honestly don't know 

what the policies were at that time. Now, the official 

policy of this administrat 4 0n ~ ,on the question of com-

munity involvement in every aspect of city life, is 

number one, it is necessary; number two, it must be 

that: 

far 

more than token, and therefore , 
number three, there ought to be 

must be structured; and 

some monitoring mecha

nism which will ensure that the structure designed to 

guarantee the participation of citizens is working. 
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(A can): 

Q: 

Now, one manifestation of citizen involvement, which has 

occurred on ly during my adminis tr at ion, and 1.vhi ch has 

clearly had a beneficial effect on the Impact program 

and on the coordination of the criminal justice system, 

as a whole, has been the estab lishment, wi thin the past 

several months, of the Criminal Justice Coordinating 

council. There are persons on the CJCC who are elected 

officials--a fe,v local and state. There are others who 

are public officials by appointment. But the largest 

single group, when you include t.he Task Force, are private 

citizens. Their involvement, I thInk, has been extremely 

helpful. 

What about the newspapers in Atlanta, Mayor Jackson. He 

read, almost on a daily basis, something about Impact in 

the Atlanta papers. Do you feel that their contribution 

overall has be.en a positive one or has it been somewhat 

negative? 

I would say, by and large, there was an inadequate appre

ciation of the program's goals and especially of its 

operation. The result was that in some cases there was 

criticism about an apparent lack of movement and criti

cism of the city's role when, in fact, it was the state 

that already had the city's package and was reviewing it 

before giving it a decision. This meant, therefore, that 

the city had discharged its obligations and was awaiting 

the state's reaction. All in all, I would have to say 

that I suspect the vast majority of people in the city 

r,robab ly have not been negatively influenced by what they 

read, are aware that there is a $20 million program, 

probably have some modicum of understanding about what 
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Q: 

1+ 

it 1 S designed to do, but not Cl. real appreciation of Hhat 

t at is true, then the pre-it's designed to do, and if h 

dictable opinion, by and large, would be that they, re

ferring to the city, would say~ "they've got a lot of 

money and I don't see anything that's happening with it." 

Now, we have been able in this dm' i a ~n stration, I think, 

to overcome a great deal of that through a lot of publicity 

surrounding THOR, the Target Hardening Opportunity Reduc

tion project) which has had I think tl~e s' 1 , " ~ng e most 

positive influence of all the Impact proJ'ects 0 • ur ,'lorry, 

of course, now, and the real potential for bad publicity 

might be coming out of what happens when the money does 

run outo If the money runs out we are projecting now that 

in 1976, there are several programs presently operational, 

such as the helicopter squad which will have expired in 

1976, and a few others that are scheduled for some phased 

out posture. We're go{ t d b $ ~ng 0 nee a oet 6 million if the 

federal dollars are not continued. N 'f ow ~ the money runs 

out and if Atlanta is incapable of filling the gaps, I 

think there's going to be a very negative reaction by 

citizens as a whole' b bl , pro a y on the theory that we had 

a program and we knew or at least the city officially 

knew that it was a program for five years, designed to 

achieve specific limited goals, but t now we ve geared up 

~ onger there. I think wetre for i. t and the money {s no 1 

going to hear some of that if the money runs out and if 

sincerely hope that \Ve' re going 

able to continue these programs 

it is not replaced. I 

to find some way to be 

with federal help. 

Of course, LEAA's original plan was for cities to pick 

up successful programs with local funds. 
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A: 

Q: 

A: 

I fully understand. bot tom line on this question, Now, my 
, d quate think that there has been ~na e therefore, is this: I 

publicity prior to this 

of positive pub lici ty. 

of the general public is 

administration--there was a lack 

I think that the present opinion 

favorable. I would say, there--

generally has been favorable fore, that the publicity 

during this administration. 

Now, in h h' g' Through addit ior" let me add one ot er t ~n . 

certain policies of this administration, we have been 

able to take police brutality which was a maj or issue, 
, d deal with it to , lly in the black commun~ty, an 

espec~a i t all--anywhere. 
't' now no ssue a . the point where ~ ~s 

li ~ While not related to the Impact That's been my po ",y. 
h t Impact will be judged in a more program, I suspect t a 

the general climate between the favorable light because 

I ' bureau has improved. cOmmunity and the po ~ce 

are discussing the police b~reau, Mayor Jackson, Since you 

may I ask hmv matters have been going with Atlanta's 

Decoy and SWAT squads? 

What I think ~ve did was to 

ward position favoring the 

take a very firm straightfor

Decoy Squad; I personally did. 

h h d I took a pos~t~on indicating that On the ot er an, 

was a favorable operation provided--S~,\TAT Squad also 

the 

d ' , Any condition, not named specific con ~t~ons. and then I 

however, would in,ny opinion, being met, justify its 

dis continuance. The SWAT Squad had been virtually un-

, d' an extremely controlled and, therefore, was v~ewe ~n 

We confronted the problem and I took a negative way. 
, of it provided certain " favoring continuat~on pos~t~on 
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A: 

conditions were met. Now, we set those conditions into 

place and there is firm control of the squad now. It is 

operating effectively. We believe there is no place in an 

urban police operation for speciE lists who sit around 

doing nothing--just waiting for a highly inflammable 

situation to break out. The StvAT Squad, therefore, has 

been given broader utilization while continuing its 

special training and special uses, but under very highly 

controlled situations. Decoy, we felt was identical, 

that it was useful; it was desirable; but it must be 

controlled. Those conditions have been met and we are 

satisfied with the operation of it. 

Impact was aimed at all elements of the criminal justice 

sys ter,l in Atlanta. How would you characterize the role 

of the police, courts and corrections in Impact, and 

which of these functions would you deem most successful 

in relating to Impact in terms of its goals, and ~vhich 
the least successful? 

Well, I think this raises the whole ques tion of the '. 
coordination of the criminal 'justice system in the Atlanta 

area with Impact and generally with police activities. 

I would say that before the formation of the Criminal 

Justice Coordinating Council there was grossly inadequate 

coordination of the criminal justice system in this area. 

There is, now, greatly improved coordination. I think 

that Impact, insofar as the couperation of the other 

elements, 1. e., the non-police elements of the criminal 

justice system are concerned, ~vas viewed, not as a broad 

program r '''ut probably viewed as it affected the opinion 

of people because of specific components of the program, 
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(A CO\lT): 

I • 

A: 

Q: 

Impact was viewed favorab ly or negatively depending i. e. , 
on how on.e viewed THOR or another program, the Helicopter 

Squad, or Decoy, or Anti-Robbery, or one of the others. 

I honestly don't believe that there is a widespread appre

ciation for what Impact generally, as an overall program, 

t d t d There has been, to my knowledge, has at temp e 0 o. 

absolutely no official posture of oppo~ing Impact, no 

official posture of declining to cooperate with its ele

ments. Impact, though, really got coordination moving 

when we kind of took the bull by the horns in this 

administration and began to bring some coordination to it. 

What really does the city have directly under its juris

diction, other than the police function? 

Also under our jurisdiction, we have municipal courts. 

One is clearly strictly a municipal court and it's called 

the Municipal Court General Division. There is something 

else called the City Court of Atlanta. It also has state 

jurisdiction over traffic-related matters. The mayor, by 

law, makes appointments of the judges on the Municipal 

Court. As for penal institutions, we have a City Prison 

Farm that we took out of the police jurisdiction and put 

into a new Department of Community and Human Development 

on the theory that it really should be about rehabilitation 

and, therefore, was more in line with human development 

than strictly penal affairs. That arrangement is working 

extremely well. So we do havE'. the basics of the criminal 

justice system generally under city jurisdiction. 

One of the original purposes of Impact was to bring about 

improvement in criminal justice planning capability at the 
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A: 

local level. Co ld . u you g~ve your assessment of the changes 

in criminal justice planning and program evaluation in 

Atlanta as a result of the 'Impact program? 

of the criminal 

People now 

For the very first time, all the elements 

justice system are talking to each other. 

understand that ideas on criminal justice planning in 
Atlanta are going to Come through the CJCC. It is fully 

staffed by the Crime Analysis Team, of course, which 

operates directly out of my office. N d ow, we iscussed where 
that team should operate and, as I recall, the word kind of 

filtered down from the state that the state would prefer 
that it have direct access to me. We went along with that. 
At the vel~ next CJeC meeting, we expect to have action 
taken on the first proposed major plan that has been put 

together. It's now being analyzed by the members of CJCC 

and I think it's going to be a landmark step. At least 
we'll know what the 1 goa s are on a coordinated basis. 

We'll know what the major approaches ought to be to 

achieve those goals--the supporting policies and the 

projects and how those projects 

which lead to goal achievement. 

dous step forward. So, to give 

carry out the policies 

I think that's a tremen

you probably what is a 
very premature analYSis or premature assessment of how 

the coordination is gOing in the criminal' t' J us ~c~ system, 
preliminarily, it is working extremely well. Attendance 
is good. Actions have been substantial , 
appreciation by the participants is much 

and the level of 

higher than 
before. We have Superior Court judges who themselves come. 
I think that's rather significant. N 1 ow, et me mention 
one other thing to you: Atlanta has now undertaken the 

program called TASC which is the Treatment Alternatives 
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Q: 

A: 

Q: 

to Street Crime. In fact, they were here just before you 

got here and I now have a brochure giving a very pre

liminary evaluation of where they stand; they just began 

in June. 

TASC was, of course, implemented in several Impact cities 

but it was not implemented in Atlanta as a part of the 

Impact program, was it? 

That's correct. Atlanta declined TASC under my predecessor. 

We decided to put it together. It ,vas a painful process 

because there were so many elements involved, so many 

groups, so many people, and trying to ac.hieve agreement 

on what crimes would permit diversion. It was more than 

just a notion. We did achieve that. It took a great 

deal of personal involvement by me because I kind of think 

peop Ie wanted to look me in the eye and hear from me that 

we were not going to divert heroin dealers, we were not 

going to divert muggers and rapists, anD wanted to be sure 

they understood. We got our agreement in writing. Out 

of that experience came, I think, a level of the apprecia

tion of the potential for cooperation in this city in 

the criminal justice system. And that's why \ve're very, 

very optimistic about the level of cooperation we can 

expect on a continuing basis through CJCC. 

What about program evaluation '. Mayor Jackson? Formerly, 

the evaluation of the Impact program ~-1as done on contract 

to Georgia Tech. How do you feel evaluations ought to 

be done in the future: in-house or with the continued 

use of consultants? 
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I intend for us to develop our own capacity to evaluate. 

I think that in far too many cases, government abuses 

consultancy by not exploiting its in-house capabilities. 

So my approach to evaluation is this: number one, we 

must exhaust our capacities in-house. N h 
ow, were we 

absolutely cannot do the job in-house, then we hire some-

one out-of-house to assist us; but that we ought to ask 

and demand of the consultant that he or she have as one 

of their functions helping us to develop in-house that 
... 

capacity. It is my intention that \Ve shall see the 

ability to analyze and to evaluate what we're dOing--what 

the criminal justice syst.:em generally is dOing--what Impact 

is doing--resting in the Crime Analysis Team of the CJCC. 

Looking back over the past three and one-half years of 

Impact, Mayor Jackson, what has impressed you most about 
the program? 

Well, quite aside from the money which, of course, always 

helps, what has imp~essed me most? I would say that, 

plvgrammatically, I would have to say THOR has been the 
number one star. We ha THOR . 

ve operatlons throughout the 
city. They are like precinct operations. We urge com-

munity organizations to use the facilities there, 

including the meeting rooms. That encourages suppor.t by 

the community. It enhances community-police relations 

which, by the way, are at their highest point in the 

history of Atlanta--at least in my lifetime. Now, aside 

from a specific program, what ha~ impressed me most of 

all about Impact has been that it did commit the local 

government to decide which way it could best move in 

achieving national goals that were locally adopted goals, 
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(A CONT): 

Q: 

A: 

is a great deal of 
d more that there 

I believe, more an , . II:;' 
h that is generally or gener1Ca 

merit in the approac . . blanket endorsement 
. That 1S not a 

New Federa11sm• 11 esp8C-called 
the idea that loca y, 

that can be 
of the concept but I endorse 

. there are ends 
ially in certa1n areas, so I think, than 

effectively and far more , 
achieved very . 11 One of those areas 

b ursued nat10na y. - . 
if they were to e p . t crime. However, I 

the battle aga1nS , 
is, of course, "going to see com1ng 

f the th1ngs we re 
think that one 0 , that it really dep~nds 
out of the whole Impact program 1~ 1 The money is 

, . the city ult1mate y. 
on the leadersh1P 1n , h overriding local 

b t if there 1S not t e 
very important, u bl will not 5:iUCceec:. 

, the program proba Y 
policY direct10n, '. h e has got to be 

b that is th1s. t er 
Now what I mean Y h' to set policies 

, ' he elected leaders 1P 
the capac1 ty 1n t "h' h above all else, 

those pol1c1es w 1C , 
and to enforce the police as 

h t the people come to see 
t a pre-

.' If there is not an ap 
will make sure 

friends and not 

ciation of that 

as enem1es. 
fact by local official?om and if there 

f h t broad goal implementation 0 t a 
of that idea, the Impact 

is not, therefore, the 

and a daily vigilant enforcement 
succeed no matter how 

opinion, could not program, in my 
much money was poured into it. 

k is this: If you had 
t ion Mavor Jac son, 

The last ques , . would you do 
i n that is, Impact, what 

it to do over aga , 

differently? 

I wo uld set up a CJCC on day one. 
CJCC came on board kind 

far as Atlanta's Impact 
of far down the road, I think, as 

It is essential, in my opinion, to 
program is concerned. 

the success of the program. maximizing 
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(A CONT): thing I would do would be to clarify the local goals and 

the national Impact goals, from the very beginning. 

I think that number three there would have to be a far 

better public information program which, I am convinced, 

could only be achieved by doing number four and that is: 

have a citizen involvement program that reaches as high 

and as lmv as one possibly could go. I think there I s a 

better chance to achieve those ends--the ends of the 

Impact program--when citizens understand what they are 

and trust the people who are trying to implement them. 

This brings me to point number five and I've really 

already touched on this so I won't expand. I would re

vamp the entire police approach insofar as training is 

concerned. When I became }fuyor, training for recruits 

lastEd six weeks. Now, twenty months later, it is 

eighteen weeks, and we've done this by phases. There 

was no retraining program annually. There now is. Com

munity relations now are viewed as one of the most impor

tant functions of police activities. I can't really tell 

you how important it is that there be broad police direc

tion from the very top on general police matters in order 

for a program like Impact to have a good effect and to 

have a fair chance to work. You could put $50 million 

into a city with a rotten police department and it won't 

amount to a damn--to a tinker's damn. So I would say 

therefore, that the other thing the federal government 

ought to do from the very beginning is to assess its 

police departments, where it's going to invest the money 

and look at these community relations issues and demand, 

from the very beginning, that certain conditions be met. 
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